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Warbler

We the people. It's what the university is about: the people. From President Bill Perry to the freshman enjoying
his newfound freedom, the professors enriching the minds of the students to the landscapers enriching the
appearance of the university, everyone at Eastern makes an impact on the university. In this important year,
with the opening of Doudna changing our uni,·ersit}' to a ground-breaking election changing our country, it
is important to look at our history and plan for the future for the good of what matters most: the people.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
The American flag attached to Eric Hiltner's Jeep can be seen as he sits with Bentley, his black lab, at his home in
Charleston, Ill. Hiltner is an Army veteran that served in Iraq during Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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{ Five years in Iraq }
Story by Colleen Kitka
ric Hiltner was 10 years old when he first knew he wanted to join the U.S. Army. He
recalls being seeing a veteran in a parade and being filled with a sense of pride. From
that point on he always fantasized about being in the military a nd following in the
steps of famil) members who had sen·ed in Vietnam.
Hiltner enlisted his senior year and began basic training in August 2001. Hiltner was in
his second week of training when the Twin Towers were struck.
" l never thought we would go to war, but I wa~ wrong," Hiltner said.
Now, as the war in Iraq has reached its fi ve-year an niversary, people are still unsure of
their views and America's reasons for being there. Guthrie Hood, a post-baccalaureate in
physical education, was against the war fro m the beginning. He said he believes the war is a
big scam for the sake of profiteering, oil and gaining government contracts.
"I don't think we plan ned 9-11 ," Hood aid, "but I think the government took advantage
of the situation."
Still other students feel the war is unidentifiable. Ryan Madden, senior corporate
communications majo•·. said the war is nameless. He said at first it was the Iraq war, then the
war on terror and now it doesn't even have one.
Another student, Christine Blankenstein, a special education post-baccalaureate, pointed
out Congress has not e\'en officiall) declared war in Iraq, and the war has become more of a
political thing.
As of August 2008, Operation Iraqi Freedom, the military title for the foreign occu pation,
had claimed more than 4,000 American casualties, wounded more than 30,000 and cost more
than $800 billion. Estimates on the I raqi civilian casualties are from 50,000 to 100,000.
Daniel Daugherty, sophomore communications major and a cadet in the ROTC, approves
of the U.S. presence in Iraq.
"We are the only thing keeping that cou ntry intact," Daugherty said. "I lussein was causing
genocide. If you put a value on human life, then yes, we did a good job."
Patrick I Iood , senior marketing major and veteran marine who is still in the Reserves,
capitalizes some of America's triumphs in Iraq wi th the overthrow of Hussein.
However, one crucial issue still remains. What have "e learned from aJJ this?
Hood said he hopes the next generation will not make the same mistakes.
"I think that's the biggest step we have to make in a change is realizing the decisions we
make today have an effect on everybody."

Iraq
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{New heights at pageant}
Story by Stephanie Wendt
Chandra Golden soared to new heights when she
was crowned Miss Black EIU 2008.
Golden, a junior family and consumer sciences
major, competed against Corinne Ennings, Cierra
Howard, Dominique Lobo and Cachet Morris for
the prestigious title.
Miss Black EIU was held on Feb. 23 in the Union
Grand Ballroom. The theme for the pageant was
On the Wings of Destiny.
The girls were judged on talent, impromptu
quesrions, eveningwear, African garment and a three
to five minute personal expression speech.
"There is a lot more going on behind the scenes
than just the glitz and glamour of the pageant,"
Howard said.
A lot of work is put into the talent, personal
expression and African garment parts of the
pageant.
"We had rehearsal every night," Golden said.
"We would find weak points and gave each other
advice on ·what each person could work on ... l have
gained a lot of strength, wisdom and insight from
the other girls."
Golden said she would go O\'er material in
practice and go home to present it to her roommates.
She said they would then critique her and help her
to improve.
Each girl also had to raise a minimum of$500 by
collecti ng donations or selling ads to compete.
"The pageant taught me time management,"
Howard said. "We had practice Monday through
Thursday 6 to 8 p.m. and the week of the pageant 7
through 11 p.m."
One of Colden's new duties includes getting
ready for next year's pageant.
Golden said she has to book the Grand Ballroom,
come up with a theme, get committees together, find
contestants and work with next year's contestants.
During her reign, Golden said she can go peak
to different groups about whatever topics they ask
her to speak on and volunteer in the community.
"It was the best Miss Black EIU (pageant) I have
ever seen before, and I have seen about three of
them," said Jonathan Whigham, a coordinator for
the 2008 pageant. "lL was b)' far the best one, and
hopefully next year is better."
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{ People turned away}
Story by Katherine Fisher
More than 570 people fi lled the seats of the Martin
Luther King J r. Union Grand Ballroom on Feb. 11
and more than 100 people were turned away.
The "Vagina Monologues" was put on for the
lOth anni,·e rsary of the global V-Day campaign,
which promotes events that increase awareness,
raise money and renew the strength of existing
organizations.
The moner raised by the performance went to
aid the stop of worldwide violence against women
and girls. The proceeds from the event benefitted
Charleston's Housing Ou treach Prevention and
Education program, as well as the local Sexual Assault
Crisis and Information Service.
"The Vagina Monologues," written by Eve
Ensler, add resses different issues relating to women
and their vaginas. Students at Eastern spoke most
of the monologues. The theme throughout the play
was that the vagina is a tool of female empowerment
and is the symbolism of individuality.
All of the different monologues varied in tone.
They ranged from humorous to serious but always
focused on women's sexuality and power.
The director of women's studies, Suzanne EnckWanzer, coordinated the event and was happy with
the turnout but sad that she had to turn away so
many people.
William Kendall, a f1·eshman art education major
and women's studies minor, found the performance
very intriguing.
"I agreed 'vith a lot of what was said," Kendall said.
"I thought it was provocative and very progressive.
I only hope the rest of the audience got as much out
of it as I did."
Many people agreed that the best part was the
variety of monologues. T he monologues talked
about scented tampons, how ·women are forced to
shave and the dominatrix.
J ess Perillo, a senior journalism major, thought
it was funny and serious at the same time. Some of
the monologues were very deep while others were
meant to be funny and amusing.
As for the purpose of the "Vagina Monologues,"
Eastern raised awareness about violence against
women and girls and left the audience with a new
view of women and their vaginas.

Vagina Monologues
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he world is full ofstereotypes: young adults are irresponsible, students
are lazy and college students everywhere ar·e immatur·c. While
tudents everywhere work hard to dispel these labels, participants in
the Mr. and MissEl U Fitness competition had to work twice as hard, not on ly
in the gym.
The competition , which included nine men and two women, Look place
Feb. 16, 2008. The men competed in four different weight classes: bantam,
middleweight, light-heavyweig ht and heavyweight. Students who competed
started preparing months before and had to maintain a high level of discipline,
which included spending a lot of time in the gym and cutti ng out certain
foods.
"The hardest part was the card io. I was in the gym l 2 hours a week," said
Dave Keyes, a senior science exercise major and winner of Mr. EI U Fitness.
Keyes' daily routine consisted of work outs such as weight lifting, cardio
exercises, eati ng small meals, practicing his poses, tanning and class work.
The winner of Miss EIU Fitness, Jill Rom anowski, saw the downsides of
training.
"I hated giving up pi zza ... and the social aspect was the worst. If you're not
drinking you don't want to be around it," said Romanowski, a senior economics
major.
Students who participated had to sacrifice, but according to them, it was
well worth it in the end. Keyes said one of the best parts was seeing his body
change from week to week as his face thinned o ut and his muscle became more
defined.
The actual competition was comprised of three parts: strength and flexibility,
symmetry and a routine. Competitors said the routine, which is done to music,
is often the most important pan because it allows the audience and judges to see
their· personality and different styles to the performance.
During the competition, the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union was packed leaving only standing room.
" I couldn't be nervous; I had to be 120 percent confident. You have to look
like a champion up there," Keyes said.
Outside of the competition, most people don't know o r understand the work
and frustration that can come with the contest. Romanowski said her friends
were skeptical and didn't take her seriously at first because they didn't believe
she would go through "ith it, a reasonable statement considering four out of
the original six women competitors dropped out.
However, Romanowski remained in the competition and said the best part
was to "be able to accomp lish something most college students don't."
Keyes said people often view events like the Mr. and Miss EIU Fitness
competition and its participants negatively, thinking body builders are only
meatheads who are on steroids and always in the gym.
"It's a big commitment, but it's well worth it in the end," Keyes said.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Despite technical difficulties that delayed his presentation about 40 minutes, Aasif Mandvi of "The Daily Show" kept the crowd at the Martin Luther King Jr. Univer·
Union's Grand Ballroom
Mandvi talked about
"fake news" on the show and his relationshi with other correspondents.

{Guest speaker talks about media truth}
Story by Kyle Pruden
n a packed Grand Ballroom, Aasif Mand vi of "The Daily Show" ""owed the
crowd.
University Board brought Mandvi to Eastern to help teach people that not all
news is really true. "Fake news" is something that is becoming more popular as shows
are able to become more technical and have better backdrops behind reporters.
Mandvi said many reporters may say th at they are away on a report in a particular
p lace but actuallr mar be standing in the office. Today's news is not always true, but
reporters and producers have ways of changing up the scenes to make them look as real
as can be.
A typical day for Mandvi at 'The Daily Show·· is to arrive at 11 a.m., gather up his
materials an d have everything prepared for the editors and prod ucers by 2:30 p.m.
He said that often times host Jon Stewart will have to look over everything, and it will
be close to 4 p.m. before everything is finalized, with the show normally beginning at 6
p.m.
Mandvi said Stewart is the main man at the office so he has to OK all of the material
before it can be shown.
One of Mandvi's major points he tried to make was dealing" ith racism.
"I'm from India, 1 am tech suppor t/cardio logist," he said, joking.
He said that many people do not always know who he is and talk about how people
from India do not matter. He said he believes that everyone was created equal and
has been able to become accustomed to changes and knowing when he can say certain
things.
Mandvi was able to keep the almost 400 people in attendance, ranging from students
and teachers to community members entertained, 1·egardless of some sound problems.
He had to improvise and talk about other things while his interview clips were being
fixed, but that is what news is all about.
The Student Action Team was present before and after the show to register students
to vote in Coles County. Many studen tS are not registered to vote, while others are just
not registered in Coles County, so they offered paper work to take care of either of those
situations. 1andvi encouraged the audience members to register.

{concerts proves success}
Story by Sara Cuadrado
About 1,800 people packed Lantz Arena on April
25 to see Jason Mratlive in concert.
Mraz is best kno ...vn for his hit "The Remedy (I
Won't Worry)." Other hits include " I'm Yours" and
"You and I Both," which were both chart-toppers.
Mraz was the headliner for Un iversity Board's
spring concert.
According to Sheila Hurley, who was University
Board's concert coordinator elect at the time of the
concert, the show was hosted by magician jus tin
Kedible and featured Billy " Bushwalla" Gale\\OOd
and the Makepeace Brothers.
"Doors opened at seven, and Makepeace Brothers
played outside the doors and in the lobby area from
7:30 to 8," H urley said.
She said Kredible performed for about 15
minutes before the opening act, Bushwalla, took the
stage fo r about a half hour.
Hurley said Kred ible introduced Mraz, \Vho
played a 90-minute set, including such songs as "The
Remedy" and "I'm Yours."
She said the energy at the concert was good and
the show went over well.
"lle was a super cool guy," Hurley said, "very
laid back and easy to work with. "
She said after the show, Mraz had a meet and
greet session.
The concert was part of the "Music, Magic, and
Make Peace" tour, and tickets for students were S10
and general public tickets were S 13.
Not long after the show on May 20, Mraz had his
first release of new material in three years, "\Ve Sing.
We Dance. We Steal Things."
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{Bringing character to Eastern}
Story by Bridget Pearson

Little girls around the world dream about one
day being a queen. For Ashley Hatfield, 24 of Anna,
this became a reality when she was crowned Miss
Illinois on June 30.
Hatfield made a visit to Eastern on March 26 to
speak about her experiences since being crowned.
Hatfield, who had been traveling the state to
speak to students, said she thinks of Miss America
as a scholarship organization instead of a pageant
because a lot of valuable things happen as a result of
each contestant's work.
"My year has been very, very rewarding," she
said. " I have done three appearances today .... Very
seldom do I catch a breath, but it's a year that I will
remember for the rest of my life."
H atfield has been working with the American
Cancer Society and Y -Me Illinois for her platform
"Breast Cancer: Action, Awareness & Advocacy." She
made an effort to promote breast cancer awareness
in the younger population and inform women of
all ages about the importance of practicing good
health.
I l atfield's
other platform, CIIARACTER
COU TS!, works to·ward character educa~io n in
America's youth. She travels to schools teaching
children the importance of sharing, accepting one
another and being open to diversity.
Interviewing and appropriate attire in the
workplace is another subject H atfield talked about
du ring her presentation.
When it comes to interviewi ng, Hatfield said a
person's first impression means a lot.
She said you should know yourself well enough
before you go in for the inten•iew so when someone
asks you a question, you can be honest.
" I've learned to be careful about what I say,"
Hatfield said. " I am an opinionated person but
within reason."
Hatfield, who has had a lot of interviews, said a
lot of what she deals with is thinking on your feet.
Hatfield also stressed the importance of
appropriate attire in the workplace so you don't want
to get negative attention.
The students who attended her presentation
were given new perspective from a queen.

Miss illinois
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{ More than a class}
Story by Scott Brady
he ROTC, or Resen·e Officers' Training Corps, is an elective course
offered at many colleges. It is a program designed to prepare future
soldiers.
The ROTC at Eastern has an average of 55 to 65 students each year according
to Lt. Col. Larry G. Coblentz, department head of the ROTC at Eastern.
The aim of the ROTC is to do more than just prepare college students for
roles in the military. They strive to forge better citizens for the nation through
the principles that guide the military: loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor,
integrity and personal courage.
Coblentz said they teach these traits through classroom curriculum and by
putting the cadets into situations that cause them to demonstrate and practice these
traits outside of the classroom.
Every semester, advanced students are required to participate in weekend field
training exercises that include rifle marksmanship and helicopter flights.
Regular physical training is a requirement that goes along with being in the
ROTC.
While the physical training can be tiring, J eff Micks, a former Eastern ROTC
member, said it never gets to be too much.
The army offers a four-year scholarship for students who are enrolling in
college as a freshman and meet specific requirements set by the Army. To qualify
for the scholarship a student's major must be Army-approved. Students who accept
the scholarship are obligated to serve three to four years.
For many, the ROTC is more than a way to pay for college. Many members have
family in the military, and for others it is about the camaraderie within the service.
Micks said after he left the ROTC, he retained his friends within the program. The
bonds made when preparing for military service are not easily broken.
Si nce the ROTC is an officer-training program, when students ente1· the military
after graduating, they are enlisted with the rank of second lieutenant.
The ROTC also runs a Ranger Challenge team that competes against other
schools in military skills events, as well as the Panther Guards drill team, which
performs precise military drills.
The ROTC has a lot to offer any student on campus.

Photo by Robbie Wroblewski
Junior psychology major jermaine Holden is blindfolded and walked to edge of a diving board for a drill
by senior political science major Clay Webster at the Charleston Rotary Pool on Sept. 4, 2008.

ROTC
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Photo by Bryce Peak
Student Body President Levi Bulgar speaks
during
ceremonies on May 3, 2008.

Srory by Sara Cuadrado

aduation is a time of growth. It's a time for students to
nove out into the "real world" and leave their alma mater
behind while reflecting on thei r years at Eastern.
In sp ring 2008, approximately I ,658 students finished their
journey at Eastern and walked in the commencement ceremony
on May 3 in Lantz Arena.
According to Mary I Iackler from the commencement office,
about 1,425 students recei\'ed undergraduate degrees and about
234 received graduate degrees.
Hackler said about 500 students were allowed to walk through
by exceptionality. This means they have not finished graduation
requirements but are expected to finish soon, such as those who
finish in the summer. No summer commencement ceremony
is held, and while some students who finish in the summer
participate in fall commencement, others choose to participate
111 spnng.
Guest speakers at the ceremony included J erry Griffith, Erin
Weed, Alan Goldfarb and Martha Brown.
Vicki Lahrman, who r·eceived het· bachelor's degree in family
and consumer science, was excited to take the next step in her
life.
"It's a great fee ling to look up into the balcony seats and see
your parents and how pt·oud they are of you," Lahrman said.
Un like most graduates, Lahrman returned to Eastern in
the fall. The on ly difference is this time she is at Eastern for her
graduate degree.
Students may see the ceremony as the end of their journey,
but it is only the end of their journey at Eastern. It is just the
beginning ofthei r journer through their professional aspirations
and life goals.

Photo by Bryce Peak
One of the graduates waves to the crowd
while waiting in line to receive his diploma.
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Photo by Bryce Peak
The commencement martial, KarlaJ. KennedyHagen, waits by the stage after directing students
during the ceremony. Commencement martials
lead
ates in and out of the r,.r,.-m,..,nv

Photo by Bryce Peak
President Bill Perry hands a diploma to an
Eastern graduate during the ceremony.
..---Yi-!!J!IIIII!II!IIIIIIIil!!!ll!"~~

Photo by Bryce Peak
Graduates prepare to approach the commencement stage
during the May 3, 2008, ceremony.

Commencement
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Photo by Robbie Wroblewski
Provost Blair Lord says that cell phones can be an interruption and distraction to the learning process. Eastern may
be implementing a campus·wide policy concerni cell phones.
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{Danger text alerts}
Story by Christine Godbey
udents are now encouraged to bring their cell phones to class. Why? Alert EI U.
Alert El U is a text-messaging system that alerts subscribers, via their cell phones,
to emergency situations. The text messages not only alert students and facu lty
but also advise them to take action if the situation is serious.
Alert EI U is considered a part of Eastern's Campus Emergency otification System
(E S). It is only one of fi,·e ways students and faculty are notified if and when an emergency
is taking place.
" I can't think of any other way to reach all 12,000 students quickly," said sophomore
public relations major Tara Rosenbaum. ''This is the best."
The Alert EI U syste m will not be used for commercial purposes, only emergency
situations. Students and faculty can subscribe o r unsubscribe fo r this program on Eastern's
Web page.
Even though Ea tern sends out masse-mails to students via their Eastern e-mail address
about alJ security issues on campus, many students, especially freshmen, are not aware that
the program exists.
" I haven't signed up for the program because I neve r heard whct·e to," Rosenbaum
said.
Students and facu lty can sign up for the service on Eastern's Web page. A few minutes
after the number is registered, a te t text message is sent to the phone to ensure that the
number was successfully entered into the system.
Other students haven't signed up for the ser vice for different reasons.
"I haven't signed up for the program yet," said freshman elementary education major
j ordyn Gandolfi. " I didn't feel the need. I am from Charleston, and I feel safe here."
A number of stu dents feel different about the service.
"After the Northern thing, students need to know what's going on and need to find out
rig ht away," said Brennan Rizzo, a senior corporate communications major.
The Eastern community fe lt the system was necessary after a student killed five other
students at Nonhern Illinois University on Feb. 15, 2008 and a student killed 33 students
at Virginia Tech on April 16, 2007.
Teachers have even altered classroom rules to ensu re the system will work.
"One teacher told us to keep our phones on," Riuo said. "It was also in h er syllabus."
,..\ lert EIC sends out test messages near the beginni ng of both fa ll and spring semesters
to see if the program is working properly.
"I feel a lot safer knowing that I will be updated with everything potentially bad that is
going on," said corporate communications major Lesleigh Stevens. "This system can only
he us."

Alert EIU
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Campus beco mes environment friendly}
Story by Kyle Pruden

ce::;o. Blue, Go Green! Over the past several years, Eastern has been working to become a
"green" campus.
~
Many projects have been taking place over the last several years to get students fully
involved an d learni ng about recycl ing. However, some of the main work inside the academic
halls involving chilled water loops and other things began as early as 1995.
Everything from residence halls to the dining centers to buildings around campus and just
the general en\'imnment of the campus has changed drastically over the last fe\\ years thmugh
the process of turning the campus g reen.
In residence haJis, student:, arc able to recycle plastic bottles and aluminum cans. Many
students do recycle in their residence halls, but not everyone feels as if they should a nd many
have had trouble getting used to the concept.
" l think that stude nt participation with this is impo rta nt but should not necessarily be a
requirement," said Nahder J loushmand. a political science major and Resident Assistant at
Thomas Hall.
1n dining centers across campus one new thing that <;tarted this year to reduce the use of
paper cups is the reusable water bottle. Last year, more than 500,000 paper cups were used at
Eastern.
T he University Food Court and the Panther Pamry are allowing students to purchase soda in
the reusable bottle for 69 cen ts to help cut down on the amount of paper products they use.
Mark Hudson, director o f Un iversity Housing & Dinin g Se rvices, said "Nea rly 1.5 million
paper cu ps were used around cam pus last year [2007] alone."
Several buildings around campus have also gone through extensive updates throughout
the last few )'ears. After Blair l la ll 's fire in 2004, a new roof was installed made from recycled
urethane plastic. In 1995, a ch illed water loop was built to connect the air condition ing units of
four academ ic buildings in an effort to improve energy e ffi ciency.
O'Brien Stadium's track was recreated in 200 1 using recycled car tires to make crushed
r ubber, while the turfs dirt in 2003 was made using crushed rubber fro m ti res and shoes. More
than one million pounds of waste is recycled annually, with 683,000 pounds of that being paper
ot· cardboard.
Eastern has also purchased small energy efficient vehicles to use around campus in stead of
having to take vans and trucks which use gasoline.
Most classmoms have occupancy lighting sensors that turn ofT when people leave a room.
Now everyone is beginning to notice all of the changes and beginning to pay more attention
and
as the numbers have shown O\'er the last cou
of
·""""===="'"'=
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Photo by Erin Matheny
A proponent of recycling walks in Eastern's
homecoming parade on Saturday morning, Oct.
18, 2008. The city of Charleston as well as EIU
have been working to reduce its impact on the
environment. Charleston has a recycling plant and
EIU purchased new ecological buses and reusable
bottles for the dini halls.

GoGreen
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Photo by Erin Matheny
Textbook rental employee Pat Sparks checks for damage as junior
political science major Hillary VanDyke signs to receive her books.

{How students chose Eastern}
Story by jessica Goff

To those who attend the university, Eastern is much more than famous football
athletes.
Established in 1895, as Eastern Illinois State Normal School, the school has come a
long way to satisfy, the current 10,000 undergraduates and 1,700 post-graduates.
When asked about the campus size, many students can agree that the small campus
is definitely a positive attribute.
Nursing major Jen Swanson said she loves it because "it's so small and
convenient."
Meghan Matthies, junior family and consumer sciences major, also applied to
Illinois State University but admitted that she simply didn't bother going to the Illinois
State's orientation because she knew she wanted to go to Eastern, mainly because her
brother attends Eastern as well.
"It's not too big, and it's not too small ," Matthies said. " I come from a small town,
so I like how when I arrh·ed at Eastern, it wasn't overwhelming."
This Peotone native said her top five favorite things about Eastern are having her
brother around, her freshman year in Carman Hall , the food served at Stevenson
Dining, her sorority Kappa Delta and "of course, the free hot dogs at Hatters."
For the 2008 school year, about 2,000 more fres hman than usual enrolled at Eastern.
For incoming freshman, certain requirements are necessary to attend the university,
but there are also many perks that they may not get at other universities.
Freshmen at Eastern arc allowed to bring thei r ca1· with them to school, which is
uncommon for other universities.
Class size is a large p1·o for students at Eastern as well.
Nate Matthies, a senior, said he likes the average siLed classes at Eastern.
"You're able to get to know your teachers and be on a one-on-one basis with them,"
Nate said. "They're easier to talk to."
Though Eastern has many amazing attributes, there are many more to come in the
years ahead, bringing more reasons for students to attend.
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India
Nepal
China
Korea
England
Canada
Japan
Germany
Pakistan
Saudi Arabia
Sri Lanka
Ethiopia
Australi a
Cote d ' Ivoire
Kuwait
Romania
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Submitted Photo of Erin

Submitted photo of Mayor Roger Claar.
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{ Where are they now?}
Story by Doug Graham

Susan Young
'Tm always proud of my degree from Eastern,'' Young said. She graduated with a degree in
Accounting in 1984 and got her masters from DePau l in 1990.
Young landed a job as a tax consu ltant for the 7'11 largest private company in the United States:
Ernst & Young. After "15 years of Chicago taxes" Young needed a break.
In 2001, an Eastern connection told her about a job opening at a Mattoon bank.
"There is a lot of fate involved in career moves," Young said.
After spending ix years there, another Eastern contact told Su an of a j ob: As-;ociare Athletic
Director at the Cni versitr of llli nois in L' rbana Cham paign.
ln March of 2007, Susan took the responsibilities for all business and finan cial affairs of the L' of I
athletics department.
Erin Weed
Erin Weed's speech comm unications major helped her to not only be voted Speaker for the
Student Senate but also to d evelop Girls Fight Back.
Weed '"''as barely two years out of Eastern when he1· friend Shannon McNamera was murdered
in he1· apartment at Eastern. On the Girls Fight Back Website, Weed sai d "On the night of her death
and under the worst of circumstances, han non chose to figh t back against the stranger in her home.
Because she did, she was able to pmvide physical evidence that led police to h er killer." It only took
Weed two weeks after that to realize that she needed to pmvide young women a pmgram with
information about violence pre\'ention and self-defense, Girls Fight Back.
Joe Strohm
Joe Strohm grew up a StLouis Card inals fan.
After g raduating with a bachelor's degree in Physical Educati on, he returned to Eastern for his
Masters in the same field but with a concentration in Sports Management.
In 1987, he was recommended to imern for the St. Louis CardinaJs.
T he imernship pro,•ed to be all the opportunity Strohm needed to be able to stick to the
organization. He's currently the Vice President of ticket sales.
Lawrence Tucker

Lawrence Tucker graduated with a m~or in Economics and minor in Political Science.
After he joined the ROTC after his first year of graduate school, he decided what he ""'anted to
do.
'' I na rrowed it down to either the Secret Service or the FBJ,'' Tucker said.
As a member of the secret service lor ove1· a decade Tucker has had many roles. H e was on the
security detail in chat·ge of protecting President Bush. H e was recently reassigned to super vise one of
the family sections of the Presidential Protective Division.
Roger Claar
Roger Claar had three jobs all the way through college and was a member of Sigma Pi but still
graduated early with a bachelor's degree in Business Education in the fall of 1967. Jle then got his
master's in the same field in 1968.
Claar has been Mayor of Bo lingbrook for 23 years, during which he has seen the popu lation
double (35,000 in 1986 compa red tO 71 ,000 today). H e guided the village through two milestones:
the creation or Adventist Bolingbrook Hospital, the first new hospital in 25 years, and the opening of
the Promenad e Bolingbrook, the first new mall in 25 years.
On Saturday, October 18'h 2008 Roge1· Claar was awarded a Distinguished Alumnus Award.
which is the most prestigious award bestowed by the El U AJumni Association.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
The Eastern Marching Band performed at the
Homecoming Pep Rally, Game, Parade and
Tailgate.
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Photo by Erin Matheny
The jesse White Tumblers performed at the
Homecoming Pep Rally and parade, and
Jesse White himself, Illinois Secretary of State,
drove the van.

Photo by Karolina Strack
Preston Smith was crowned Homecoming Prince, Ceitie Glenn was crowned
Princess

Photo by Karla Browning
Daniel Rolando and Chandra Golden reigned over Homecoming 2008 as King and Queen.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
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Photo by Karla Browning
Preston Smith and Ceitie Glenn reigned as 200
ing Prince and Princess.

Photo by Karolina Strack
Charles Graves, a sophomore wide receiver, caught two
for 31
as Eastern defected SEMO 24-21

Photo by Karolina Strack
Members of the Blue Crew cheered at the Homecoming game against Southeast Missouri Oct 18, 2008.
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Pemberton celebrates its history }
Story by Amy Schniers and Emily Steele

g

mberton Hall stood alone for years as the only residence hall on campus. Pemberton
1as been a home and sanctuary to countless women, and this year marks its 100' 11
lnniversary.
Built in 1908 and opened in 1909, Pemberton Hall was the first and only residence hall for
women attending school at the then Eastern Illinois Normal School. Helen Harrington lived in
Pemberton Hall for two years from 1942 to 1944, fo llowing in the steps of her mother who also
stayed in Pemberton during her college years.
According to Harrington, meals were served during strict hours in the hall, where all the
young women were expected to present themselves in a ladylike fashion and be on time. The
only time casual attire was allowed was during breakfast'' hen the women were allowed to wear
their bathrobes to the table.
llarrington's experiences wet·e one of man) shared at the ceremonies held by Housing and
Dining during Homecoming weekend to celebrate the I 00 years of campus living. Pemberton
alumnae were invited to an open house where they were able to tour the hall, meet up with old
friends, look through old yearbooks and scrapbooks and attend a commemorative ceremony.
Past residents June Giffin, class of 1948 and Jill Nilsen, who li ved in Pemberton from 1970 to
1973, spoke fondly of their experiences in the hall , reflecting back on panty raids and sneaki ng
out past curfew.
Over the past century the ph ysical appearance and rules at Pemberton have changed, the
new side was built on in 1960 addi ng a number of new rooms, the dining center was removed,
there is no longer a curfew and lights out is no longer in effect. However some things still remain.
Pemberton Parliament, the hall counci l, still add resses the needs of the residents. Residents still
pull pranks whenever they get the chance, and everyone still suffers through the heat of the first
few months of school.
Alanna Casey, a junior history major and a resident of Pemberton for two rears, said the
best part aboUL Pemberton is the ver)' close knit communi ty that is maintained. She said its
separation from all the other residence halls makes it feel less like a donn and creates a "home(
experience.
Casey's statement was enforced and reiterated man)' times during the open house when
do~:ens of women explored their old haunt~ and "alked the halls once again. The halls that ,., ill
be home to women for man)' years to come.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Brittany Prusack, sophomore
recreational therapy major,
poses for a photo dressed in
costume from the 1910s outside
of Pemberton Hall on Oct. 17.
Pemberton Hall celebrated its
lOOth-year anniversary during
Homecoming weekend with
current and past residents
attending.
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Photo by Erin Matheny
Mark Nizer, (center) a comedian and juggles, performed in the Grand
Ballroom of the MLK Union Sept. 26, 2008.
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Photo by Nicole Weskern

Family Weekend
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Photo by Robbie Grafer
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{Art at its finest }
Story by Stacey Moran
)

en it comes to the newly built Doudna Fine Arts Center, professors have nothing
negative to say about the building.
After waitin g six years for the building, j ohn Oertling, chairman of the theatre arts
department said, "I do not know how I could complain about it. It's a joy to come to work. "
Oertling said everyone had input into how the building would be built and he believes that
overall everyone got what they wanted.
The theatre department went from havi ng 15,000 square feet of space to 50,000 square feet.
Oertling said he believes all the space is the best feature of Doudna. With the additional space,
the theatre arts department can do its productions in a ' 'ariety of ways and produce several plays
at one time.
Oertling said the building gives the theatre depai-tment amenities it has never had before
such as a green room, make-up room, technology lab and instructional classrooms.
According to the building's Web site, Doudna is nearly 270,000 square feet, three times the
size of the original arts center.
"There are so man) things that we love about our facility," said William Melvin, chairman
of the music department. "I think perhaps o ur favorite would be the way that we have seen the
building affect and inspire all those who enter it, especially the students."
The building has surpassed ever yone's expectatio ns, according to Melvin.
"One overall major difference [from previous bui ld ing] would be the state-of-th e-art manner
in which the facility has been designed," Melvin said . "By this I mean notjust a1·chitecture, but
more importantly, instructional spaces and equipment."
Dou dna includes state-of-the-an theaters, concert and recital halls. Melvin said the music
department now has a separate recital hall in addition to the concert h all , additional rehearsal
space and the very best instructional technology.
The build ing boasts seve1·al public art venues such as a 300-seat theater, the 600-seat Dvora k
Concert H all , the Black Box studio theater 150-seatlecture hall and more. Doudna also houses
Eastern's departments of art, music and theatre arts and the office of the dean of Arts and
Humanities.
Doudna was built by internationally famous a1·chitect, Antoine Predock. According th e
department of music Web site, Predock thought his favorite part of Doudna was the 85-foot-high
main entry way that leads to classrooms and co ncert a nd recital halls.
When students walk into Doud na, Melvin said you can see 'jo) wonder, and inspiration.
You see it on their faces, and you see and hear it in their performances. We cou ld not be more
pleased!"
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Photo by Erin Matheny
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{ WEIU covers Election 2008}
Story by Sam Dilley & Danielle Ruggiero
Students at WEI U-TV covered the final tally of
the 2008 local a nd national elections by broadcasting
live from 9 to 11 p.m.
One crew was at the Coles County Courthouse
when the election results come in. They also covered
16 surrounding cou nties, including Champaign,
Edgar and Vigo, Ind.
Students gave results ofthe presidential election,
as well as state and federal legislative elections and
cou nty elections.
The production, as with all WEIU-TV
productions, was produced and anchored by
Eastern students. About 25 students worked election
night, accord ing to Kelly Runyon , WEIU-TV news
director. Anchors werejuniorjournalism major Zach
Nugent and sophomore journalism major Barbara
Harrington. In the field were Michelle Murph y, a
senior communication studies major and Avery
Drake, a sophomore communication studi es major.
Matt Draus, a senior commun ications major
and audio operator for WEI U, commented on how
chaotic the WEI U newsroom was. lie said the news
team finished a practice run the night before with
the station's new software.
Draus was responsible for sound quality for both
TV and radio, making sure microphones and other
audio equipment ran smoothly.
WE IU ran its usual newscast at 5:30 p.m., then
came back to be ready and in place by 7 p.m., two
hours before the actual broadcast.
Eastern's student-run radio station, WEIU-FM
88.9, worked in conjunction with the \\'EIU TV
production team.
According to Jefl' Owens, station manager, four
radio students and one television student worked to
get the resu lts on the radio. They reported results
from the national elections, as well as Coles County
and surrounding counties.
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{students vote at Eastern}
Story by Collin Whitchurch & Brittney Ferris
Students were lined up waiting to vote when
polls opened at 6 a.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr.
Universit) Union Bridge Lounge Tuesday, r\ov. 5,
2008, according to election judge Barbara L. Funk.
Funk, who also worked during the general election
in 2004, said 124 people had voted by 8:30 a.m. but it
was slower than they had anticipated.
"2004 was tremendous, but I think that we'll have
more this )Car," Funk said. ''I'm surprised its not that
busy right now but I expect it to pick up later today."
Funk was among I 0 election judges assigned to the
union's polling place, which includes voters from the
16th and 17th precincts. Five judges wet·e there lor
each precinct, three Democrats and two Republicans.
Polls were open from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. and voters who
are in the 16th and 17th precincts include residents in
T aylor, Lawson, T homas, Carman and Andrews halls,
the Triad residence halls and University Courl.
Sophomore elementary education majo1· Ariana
Falk, who lives in Weller Hall in the Triad, was in line
to vote at 8:30 a.m. She said she voted because it was
the first presidemial election she was able to vote in and
she thought it would be one of the closer eleClions in a
long time.
While Funk said she was pleased with the turnout
when polls opened in the morning, she said she was
surprised that it wasn't as busy as she expected.
Story by Amy Schniers & juan Salas
Volumeers at the Ne\\ man Catholic Center, 500
Madison Ave., began setting up the voting booths
for the 2008 election at 5 a.m. Tuesday, ov. 5, and
Margie Carpemer, an election judge, said I 0 people
were waiting when doors opened at 6 a.m.
By 8:30 a.m., 150 people had already voted.
Newman holds Precincts 14, 15, 18, and 19, making it
the largest polling location in Charleston.
£ven at 8 a.m. students were showing up to vote.
Cindy Friesen, a sophomore special education major,
voted on her way to her 9:30 class. As the morning
progressed, more students began to show.
James Cooper, a freshman sports management
major, was at Newman early because he had classes in
the afternoon. Cooper was able to get in and out of the
polling center in a matter of minutes.
"lL was good," he said. "People did a great job
overall."
Election
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Photo by Mitch Surprenant
Students celebrate Barack
Obama's victory on election
night, Nov. 4, 2008. About
500 students rushed to the
South Quad after the major
news networks reported
Obama's 100 electoral vote
lead.

Electoral Votes

Obama

McCain

349

163

53%

46%

64,413,006

56,733,958

62%

37%

Popular Vote:
Percentage

Number
Illinois Vote

:=

=

Source: http://election.cbsnews.com/election2008
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{obama wins the race}
Story by Sara Cuadrado

l
I~

O

n Nov. 4, 2008, after a long and tough election race, Ba•·ack
Obama was announced president-elect.
Accordi ng to the New York Times, Obama beat McCain
with 365 electoral votes to 173.
As soon as it was predicted by major news networks, cheers
eru pted in Grant Park for the fellow Chicagoan.
At Eastern, people ran in the Quad, cheered in d orms a nd
apartments and watched his acceptance speech.
Junior psychology major Lit. Brown said she was happ y Obama
was elected because he encouraged a lot more voters to come out.
Brown said she doesn't want to predict what will change when
he's in the White House because she·s just waiti ng for him to start
his term.
Ace Camfield, a sophomore physical education major, said he
thinks the war in lraq will be the most to cha nge because it may be
one of the biggest complaints with most Americans.
Camfield said he wasn't surprised with the results.
"Obama seemed to be the popular candidate and seemed he
would win with ea ·e," Camfield said.
fo1· some, it wasn't so joyful.
Senior family and consu mer science major Meghan Klein said
she thinks there will be new changes with the ne'' president but
those changes may not necessarily be good changes.
"Yes we need change, but can Obama really provide our countr y
with the change it needs?" Klein said.
Whether students were celebrating the results or not, it is
undeniable that this election had ground-breaki ng results.
Obama was the first African American to be elected president,
a nd though she was not elected , Sarah Palin was the first woman to
be chosen as a cand idate for vice-president.
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Photo by Erin Matheny
BSWs work with a team cleaning system to take care of the extra
space to clean throughout Doudna Fine Arts Center.

{ New building imposes more cleaning }
Story by Colleen Kitka
he addition of Doudna Fine Arts Center solved space problems for several
departments, but created a problem for another.
Facilities Planning and Management acquired an extra 180,000 square feet
to clean and mainLain but was only budgeted to hit·e four new building service workers
(BSW).
Ten to 12 people were suggested to clean the building, but they have to do with eight.
To accommodate the extra space, a new system of cleaning was implemented. Eastern is
in the adjustment stage of switching to team cleaning, instead of ;.one cleaning.
Ron DeLude, a night BSW at Doudna, previously cleaned all of Blair Hall. With team
cleaning his main responsibility is the floors.
john Sigler, associate director of facilities planning and management, said an average
BSW can clean 30,000 square feet in a seven and a half hour shift. Doudna is different
because there is 54,000 square feet per BSW.
Management and the BSWs have differing views on the topic.
"We have mixed feel ings," said Tom Goddard, another· night BSW at Doudna. "It's a
little early to say 'yes, we like it' or 'no, we don't'."
Delude said everyone is in an adjustment stage, not just the BSWs but the people using
the building as well.
'They are used to geLLing hold of a BSW during the day," Delude said. "I think they have
to make the biggest adjustment because the last shift is 11 a.m. Then the next crew does not
come in till 5 p.m.''
Other challenges Doudna BSWs must cope with include Doudna's irregulat- holll·s of use.
Doudna's schedule is always changing with different performances and student activities.
BSWs have to constantly adjust their cleaning routines to accommodate the building's usage
times.
"Anistically it's a beautiful building," Goddard said, "maintenance wise it is a different
story."
The black floors, vaulted glass and tall glass mirrored hallway pose extra challenges.
New equipment, like a lift, will help make the job easier though.
Despite the technical cleaning aspects that still need worked out, the BSWs have a
problem of their own.
Goddard said at Doudna, he estimates he walks 10 miles a night, all on concrete.
DeLude said, "At the end of the night your knees and hips are just screaming."
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{Aday in the life ofJava Beanery and Bakery}
Story by Emily Steele
/ ! ? } ) a n Nadler, Vice President of Student Affairs, starts his day with a cup of venti
black coffee, one professor from the fine arts department gets almost two dozen
day-old muffins every morning, Steve walks from the science building several
times a day to get a venti, and J ake Dawson will be forever known as the "blueberry muffin guy."
What do all these people have in common? The Java Beanery and Bakery, on the first floor
of the Martin Luther King Union, has been serving the needs of the college caffeine junkie for
years.
The day starts early at Java, with three hardy employees arriving at 6:30a.m. to bake muffins,
heat the bagels and stock the essentials (flavored creams and sugar) before it opens. A line of
students waits before their first class or the library opens, stretching back almost to the doors.
From that point on the Java is in constant motion, with a steady trickle of students, professors and
anyone else looking for a snack.
Dawson, a graduate student in literate studies one of the regulars at J ava. He spends around
six hours a day working on his laptop at one of the tables and has gotten to know some of the
employees very well.
"We don't know you by your name, we know you by your drink," said Nysisha Hardy, a
senior health studies major, and one of the two Java managers. Hardy has been working at Java
for almost four years, despite her unlikely aversion to coffee.
Over the course of a day, Hardy says that you can expect something to break down, or
something to go wrong. At one point she had to address an employee who had accidentally
splashed some bleach. The busiest time is from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. when students are walking
across campus between classes, occasionally waiting so long for their choice beverage that they're
late.
As the hours pass, hundreds of people purchase blended drinks and smoothies rather than
black coffee, and the three for a dollar treats, which are so addictive they are labeled "crack"
cookies instead of muffins and bagels. Students sit for hours at a time reading, while groups of
friends take advantage of the free samples.
The free samples are one example of how through the years the coffee shop has increased
its beverage and food options and taken the customer comments into consideration when
implementing renovations. Just this year they moved the counter forward increasing workspace,
added another register to decrease the wait time and added fruit to the menu.
"It's not about how many people, but what they buy when they get here," said Antonia
Jackson, a junior communication major. Jackson, who is the other manager, says that Java aims
to provide a big town feel with small town convenience
The lights in the union begin to dim as the deserted Java closes down for the day at 8 p.m.,
with employees wiping down the tables and cleaning out the espresso machine. It's dark and
cold outside, but the warm scent of coffee lingers with the promise that soon its aroma will fill the
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Of a student athlete }
Story by Bridget Pearson

6

ddie Gaines, a member of Eastern's soccer team, wakes up and goes to class just like every
other student.
Except when he finishes up with his classes arou nd noon , he then has an afternoon of
grueling practice ahead of him.
Trying to juggle classes with practice took some getting used to, but Gaines said that it was
not as hard as you would think. He said part of what has been difficult is making up for missed
class time due to being on the road.
"Dealing with both at the same time is not that fun. Some people concentrate completely on
school or completely on a sport, and we do both, so it gets frustrating," Gaines said.
Gaines is a fi·eshman from St. Louis, Mo., and has been playing soccer for 14 years. His
decision to play at Eastern was made because he'll have an opportunity to contribute a lot to the
team when he is an upperclassman.
He is quickly learning the fast-paced schedule is a little more demanding than what he was
used to in high school, and his position as center back takes a lot more work.
'The speed of plar is a lot quicker in college and it is more physical, but that is something 1
like," he said.
The men's soccer team begins practicing in mid-August and goes to whenever the season
ends, which could be as late as November or December.
"Fall semester soccer is all business, about getting wins, but spring semester soccer is a little
more laid back," Gaines said.
Gain es said his day is pretty full until 6 p.m., which is then when he grabs something to eat
or catches up on sleep.
I le said even though being an athlete means having a hectic schedule, he still finds it important
to have a social life and is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
"We have a social life just like an average student, but sometimes \Ve have to travel," Gaines
said, "We hang out with other sports teams because they have the same schedules as us."
When Gaines graduate , he said he plans to go into business.
" If the right situation presents itself and I have the chance to play professional soccer, then
I'll consider it at the time. But realistically, I'm going to plan on a business cat·eer," he said.
After ha\'ing a semester of college level soccer behind him, Gaines has advice for incoming
freshmen who also plan to play a sport.
lle said it is important that new members don't come into training with a big head and realize
the im ortance of havin a rood attitude in order to be taken serious! .
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Eddie Gaines, a St. Louis native, juggles soccer practice as well
as the life of the average college student. The center back, who
also played soccer in high school, plans to go into business after
from Eastern.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Comedian Eric Blake imitates a grizzly bear during his performance in 7th Street Underground on Friday, Nov. 14. The show featured improvisational
comedy and audience participation in his act, Blake also added that, "when I came in I liked the room right away, I saw the energy was trapped in here and
that the show would be a lot of fun. •

{Student comedy groups laugh riot
Story by Scot Weber

0

astern is the home of not one but two comedy groups. H ello Dali, founded in 1992
and Lunch box Voodoo, founded in 200 l. Both ofTer hilarious and engaging diversions
from the daily grind of classes and studying. H owever, laughter is not the only thing
these group:. have to ofTer.
H ello Dali describes itself as an improv comedy group, preferring tO structure the content of
its shows around short and long form improvisation. These stage performances typically consist
of spontaneous comedy games much like those seen on popular television shows like "Curb Your
Enthusiasm" on HBO or "Whose Line is it Anyway?'' on ABC.
Lunchbox Voodoo, on the other hand, is more easily described as a sketch comedy troupe.
This means their stage performances consist of scripted skits and situational comedy scenes
much like those seen on ··Saturday Night Live" or seen live on stage at The Second Citr
Both groups rely on the creativity, spontaneity and quick wit of the performers as well as the
participation of enthusiastic audiences.
H owever, all the fun and games aren't just fun and games. To the students who participate in
Hello Dali and Lunchbox Voodoo, performing in the groups is much more than mere clowning
around.
r\ndy Luttrell, an Eastern psychology student and an active member in both groups
describes it as "Even though improv appears to just be a make it up as you go along art form,
there arc actually a number of rules that make you a better improviser and these techniques are
useful beyond just acting."
ln fact, the improvisational skills !carne don stage \\;th Hello Dali or Lunchbox \ 'oodoo can
be applied to any job or situation where quick thinking and cfTecti\·e teamwork skills would be an
asset.
Luttrell said ·'It's a constant give and take. You're working with [other people] to create a
reali(); and you need to be \\;th each other every step of the way."
In addition to their stage performances, the cast of H ello Dali also ofTers workshops. These
workshops provide students who have not had an opportunity to perform on stage with a chance
to develop their improv skills and experience what improv comedy is all about. \ \'hether they
wind up performing in actual shows or not, those students who participate in the workshops can
benefit from practice of thinking on their feet, developing an aptitude for ingenuity and thinking
out:;ide the box.

Photo by Eric Hiltner
Brittany Prysock, a sophomore recreations therapy major, reaches the finish line of RHA's cardboard boat race after she navigated the Pemberton Hall boat across
Carman Hall pond. The races was the first of the weeklong Residence Hall Association's ROC Fest, followed by a giant-inflatable-obstacle course race. Events also
took place in the South Quad.
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{ RHA looks out for residents}
Story by Emily Steele

cJ

magine this: you're doing laundry and someone takes out your clothes and
throws them on the floor. This problem and many others have one simple
solution: the Resident Hall Association, which is better known as RHA.
An important group to campus life, RllA is a formalized institution and has been on
campus for many years. It's made up of each hall council as a way for residen ts to have
representation on campus and a forum to present problems and issues.
According to the RHA Web site "The purpose of this organization shall be: to deal
with matters of mutual interest to the member haJls, to coordinate the joint programming
activities of the member halls and to act as a joint governing body for the member halls."
Current RHA President Justin Schuch, a senior communications major, said the main
mission of RHA is to improve residential life on campus and be the voice of the students.
Schuch became involved in the Ford Hall Council as a RHA representative and then
became chairman of the Diversity Committee. He said one of his favorite parts about
being involved in the o rganization is seeing e,·eryone every week and the networking
opportunities that are available through the group.
Another member of RHA, Hillary Rains, a junior secondary education major, is the
president of Andrew Hall Council and became involved last year as well.
"I decided 1 wanted to take a bigger role in guiding our hall to bigger things, "Rains
said.
Several of her goals for her own hall and RHA are seeking to get more people
involved in RHA, encouraging 1·esident leadership skills and being more available to
meeting the needs of the hall.
One of the goals made by the RHA executive board is to provide programs in which
halls and residents share ideas and socialize through events like ROC Fest.
According to Ka rla Browning, the vice president for diversity and programming, ROC
Fest is a cam pus-wide friend ly com petition between the residence halls. The number of
participants more than doubled this year as the halls competed fiercely for the points and
the coveted title, which at the end of the weeklong event went to McKinney Hall.
RHA strives to make the environment and living at Eastern a unique and pleasant
experience.
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{Charleston keeps away boredom }
Story by Amy Schniers

0

very town has its own charm, and Charleston is no different. When faced with
the dilemma about what to do here in Charleston, students can choose from
seasonal and yearly activities that are available.
While the weathe1· is nice, Fox Ridge is the perfect place to go. Opened all year
long with eight miles of trails plus campsites, it is the perfect escape from the stress
of school. Picnics are also another way to enjoy the benefits of the park. With nine
pavilions available, it's a g reat place to hold a barbeque or party.
If you're not much of an outdoors person, then head downtown and visit Jackson
Avenue Coffee Shop. Located just off the square, it is the perfect place to sit back, study,
read or just enjoy one of their delicious beverages. When customers walk in, they can
instantly feel at ease.
"There is an artistic feel to the place. It's a good place to go if you want to still be
around people but not bothered," said English major Chad Navel.
Entertainment is also provided with an Open Mic Night held every Thursday. Anyone
can sign-up and sing a song, play the piano or beat box. When deciding o n a beverage,
customer favorites include spiced chai tea, thin mint and their seasonal drinks.
Fear is also on the menu with the belief that Charleston may be haunted. Ashmore
Estates has been a local favorite when people want a good scare. Local urban myth tells
a [tragic tale] about a haunted insane asylum ·where patients where left to die, Scott
Kelley stated in an interview with the J ournal Gazette and Times Courier. Kelley is
the newest owner of the estates, which were built in 1916 and housed developmentall y
disabled adu lts. So not exactly the spookiest sto1·y if you stick with the truth but a little
embellishment never hurts anyone!
Afte1· a good care, students can go see Santa Claus! Christmas on the Square is held
annually on the first Saturday night in December. Karen Peterson, tourism director of
Charleston, said that even though it's community based "It's a nice holiday routine for the
students, spending an evening on the square before the stress of finals." Entertainment
includes a parade, free apple cider or hot chocolate and cookies, live action wi ndows,
where local shops set up Christmas scenes in their display windows.
Whether it's a holiday or merely a place to escape the stress of school and jobs,
Charleston provides us with plenty of distractions, we just have to dig a little deeper.

{students keep faith at school}
Story by Melissa Sturtevant

~

ost teenagers leave their hometown to go off to college and experience <1
sense of freedom previously unknown to them. Some live out that freedo~
by forgetting many of' their hometown traditions and values, includina
their religion. llowevei·, for quite a few students, their personal religion is a part of theit
life that follows them onto their college campus.
Charleston provides Eastern students with plenty of opportunities to practice thei
chosen religion. From Newman Catholic Center to Wesley United Methodist Church t~
Christian Cam pus House, students are \velcomed into these places with open arms.
The Newman Catholic Center offers student participants Bible study groups, Mas~
on Su nday at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. and volunteer work. This volunteer work includes a1
alternative spring break. In past rears people have traveled to Haiti an d Mexico.
The director, Roy Lanham, said the center brings all these things onto the Easter1
campus because the "light of the gospel should be brought to the academic arena."
As for other religions, the Wesley United Methodist Church and the Wesl e~
Foundation offers hospitality to Eastern students. The co-pastors, the Rev. Mike and,
Cindy Jones, help provide services to students. At the beginning of the year and around
finals, care packages are sent to students. An estimated 30 students attend the service
regularlr.
The Wesley Foundation provides Bible studies, mission trips and a Wednesday nigh
service, with an estimated 40 to 50 students in attendance.
The Rev. Mike Jones said Wesley "offers an inclusive and open worsh ip experienc(:l
for the community.''
Another option is Christian Campus House, a nondenominational gathering plac<:1
for students who want to worship. The large group worships together on Wednesday
and Sundays. Christian Campus House also has a Monday Night Football and FantaS)
Football grou p for guys and groups specificall) designed for women helping thi
organization reach out to students.
Matthew Thomas, a campus minster, said since students may have many thing
running through their heads such as finances and what they are going to do as a caree1·
integrating their spiritual perspective as a college student is very important.
Valerie Saunders, a freshman, attends the Christian Campus House because it i
similar to the church she attended in her hometown, and it offers community and a,
chance to worship God and to meet people with similar interests and values.
Another student who attends the Christian Campus House is justin Barrett, a
sophomore corporate communications major. He also attends Pentecostal and worship
groups such as Acts in Buzzard Hall. Along with community, he says he gets the word of
God, inspiration and knowledge about what's goin g on in life.
Not all college students fit the 'party like it's 1999' stereotype. In fact, more than
you might think participate in religious gatherings and remember their hometown
traditions and the values they gre\\ up with. All organiLations on the Eastern campus
welcome prospective members with open anns.

Photo by Karla Browning
The Newman Catholic Center offers
many activities for students to celebrate
their religion while at school, including
mass in the church, 500 Roosevelt Ave.

Religion
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Photo by Erin Matheny
Freshman Christin Harris, left, receives
Thanksgiving dinner from Panther
Dining employee Jessica Goodman,
right, on Tuesday, Nov. 18 in the
Taylor Dining Center.
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{ Dining halls celebrate the holidays}
Story by Kayleigh Zyskowski
pping through the snow with faces red from the wind and soaking wet
eet, more than 1,000 students made their way to the State Fair Feast
n Taylor dining hall on J an. 28. The students were able to enjoy their
favorite fair foods, like corndogs and cotton candy, even though outside drifts of snow
went up to students' knees.
"Fair food day is my new favorite. I was just saying the other day that 1 was craving
fair food, and here it is, right on campus, perfect timing," said Ashley J ensen, a freshman
undecided major.
T his event is all thanks to University Dining and the Special Dinners it holds every
year. Besides the State Fair Feast, duri ng the 2008-09 school year University Dining held
and prepared many other special and entertaining e''ents for the students: everything
from the traditional Halloween dinner, littered with candy, and the Finals Feast, free to
students, to new events this year, such as the Video Game Challenge and the Reservation
Only Dining Dress for Success event.
Eastern has four residential dining centers, the t; niversity Food Court with five fast
food locations, Java Beanery & Bakery, and two Marketplace Convenience Centers in
Thomas and Carman.
Every year University Dining holds forums so the students can voice what they want
to see happen with the special events and the dining centers in general.
J ody Horn , director of University Dining since 1994, had a full plate this year
planning and preparing for more than 30 events held on campus.
"Halloween is fun and the Grilled Cheese Eat-Off at Carman is pretty popular,"
Horn explains. She especially enjoys the atmosphere of the Finals Feast.
"The YIPs ofthe university are there to wish [the students] well o n their exams and
it's a great way to be part of that," Horn said.
Over the year University Dining has set up a projector for the Super Bowl celebration,
dressed up in costumes, set up a cotton candy machine and prepared enough grilled
cheese sandwiches to feed the whole campus.
Making sure the students have an enjoyable time is first priority, according to Sheila
Poffinbarger, director ofTaylor dining.
"When the students have fun, we have fun" she said. "That's when all the planning
and work pays off."
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{ Panther mascot returns}
Story by Colleen Kitka
he start of the 2008-2009 athletic season began with more than just a new athleti
director. Eastern kicked off the first home football game of the season with the retuq
of the beloved mascot, Billy the Panther.
Billy was revealed on Sept. 13, 2008, after a five-year absence filled by Prowler.
The day before his official debut, Billy was still in Arizona receiving his finaJ touches fi·om hi
costume builders.
Sandy King, a graphic designer and photographer for the athletic department, designed Billy. Sh
said it takes eight to 10 weeks to construct the entire costume from a drawing. Eastern had seven.
"Talk about freaking out," King said.
She said she was on the phone with his builders everyday on the week of his debut to make sur
Billy was finished on time. Billy was shipped overnight and arrived just in time for his big day.
The new mascot was warmly received by the cheering fans as he led the charging Eastern footba
players through a tunnel to play their game against Indiana State.
The new panther was created after President Bill Perry said the university needed somethin
new to represent Eastern. The old Prowler costume was getting old and needed attention. The ne\
athletic director, Barbara Burke, worked with senior staff, Perry and Vice President of Student Affair<
Dan Nadler to decide on what the new mascot should be.
After much deliberation, it was decided to bring back Billy. Billy was the unofficial mascot in th
1980s and 1990s. In 2003, the name Prowler was selected, and former cheer adviser and current mat!
professor Andrew White ordered the Prowler costume.
One way Billy connects to the Eastern community is through his looks.
King said the new Billy is "something college kids could relate to and still something little kids cal
go up and hug."
King created the preliminary drawing of BilJy in seven to eight hours. The graphic designer sai<
Billy is more round and friendly, yet "buff and ripping with muscle" to show off his athletic prowess
On Billy's debut day he wore a football jersey with his name on the back, but when he shows up a
different sporting events, he will wear the sport's particular jersey.
Junior physicaJ education major Mike McAuliffe prefers Billy because of his historical affiliation,
with Eastern. He said the athletic department should never have changed it in the first place.
There has been taJk in the athletic department to bring back Bonnie, Billy's female panner. Burk,
said there are no plans in the near future though.
As for Prowler, there have been rumors of sightings.
"Prowler is still around Lantz Arena," said Ryan Gilmore, director of Eastern's athletic an<
marketing and promotions. "They say they still see him stalking around at night."
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Photo by Karolina Strack
The Billy costume was designed by the
athletic department's graphic designer
and cost about $5,000.

Billy the Panther
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Buzzard movie nights}
tudents can view a free showing of major blockbuster hits in Buzzard Audiwrium befc>re thej
even hit the shelves.
The University Board Movies Comm ittee has partnered with S'"'ank Motion Pictures, lnc.,
non-theatrical distributor of motion pictures, in order to bring a wide variety of movies to Eastern.
Swank offers screening rights and the actual copies of the movies at a discounted rate before they at
avai lable on DVD, sometimes while they're still in theaters.
Typically Swank also sends movie posters, soundtracks and toys or stor y books along with the movi<
which the committee then gives away as prizes during the showing.
Ryan Kerch, vice president for Student Affairs, said they have a contract to bring 22 new movies
year.
On average, each movie costs $800.
"When you break it down over the course of an entire year and what it would cost otherwi e, it's a bi
discount," Kerch said. " It's very cost effective that were bringing at least 100 people to ever y movie, so <C
far as programming on campus goes, it's actually one of the cheapest programs we do on campus per pet
on.''
The film showings are extended to the community and give local families an opportunity to see a fre
film, also.
" It's mostly students week to week, but there's definitely a lot of community members who come ou
which we love," Kerch said, "We like to be able to provide it to everybody."
This is the first year that University Board has a movie committee in a number of years.
"Usually it's just been one person, so the extra help we've had has been great," Kerch said.
Having the extra help has allowed for the distribution of surveys, help with ad vertising and has als
made handing out tickets for prizes work more efficiently.
Alyssa Ricca, a senio r English education major, joined the committee this year.
" [ wanted to have a say because I feel like the some of the movies keep getting repeated, and I knO\
they're popular among the college crowd, but they're not necessarily movies that me or my roommat
wamed to see," Ricca said.
She said the movies are a great way for and her roommates to meet and relax between they're bus
schedules.
''I'm a huge movie buff and a poor college studem," she said," My roommates and l are allt·eall y bus
and we hat·dlr see each other so is just something on a weekend night we can go and do."
Eventually the University Board would like to change from VHS to d igital cinema.
"We want to try and grow with the technology," Kerch said. "There is an option out thet·e, but ''ere no
for it, so we're working to make sure that we m ·
be a
or two down the line."
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Movie~

Harold & Kumar: Escape
from Guantanamo Bay
Speed Racer
Indiana jones & the
Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull
Kung Foo Panda
Sex & The City
Bella
Get Smart
Tropic Thunder
Swing Boat
The Exorcist
The Longshots
The Dark Knight
Ghost Town
Burn After Reading

v
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Photo illustration by Karolina
Strack
Buzzard Auditorium turns into
a movie theater on Friday and
Saturday nights when University
Board brings movies through
Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.

Movies in Buzzard
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Facebook is the fourth-most trafficked Web site in the world and there are over 110 active
Facebook uses according to a Facebook press release.

As of October 2008, there are 15,677 people on the Eastern Illinois University Facebook network.

"I elected to start using Facebook because I felt it might be a more efficient way to
communicate with students."
"' Doug Lawhead, Eastern Professor

Myspace, one of the first social networks, has more than 40 million page views in a single
month, according to interestingfacts.org.
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{social sites connect teachers and students}
Story by Kate Fisher
acebook an d Myspace have become much more than just a place to meet friends.
They have transformed in to a cyber world for students, professors and even
p olitician .
First and foremost, these sites are a social connection, a nd some may even say people are
addicted to th is aspect. Pictures are uploaded for all to see and comments can be posted on o ne's
page.
Freshman Dan Cusack said he checks his Facebook at least four times a day and has been
logged on for as long as three hours. He said he also uses Facebook to determine when it is
appropriate to say hello to someone on camp us that he doesn't know very well.
"If we're Facebook friends, it's OK. If not, I pretend I'm texting someone," Cusack said.
Another freshman, julia Holecek, said she uses her Facebook page to keep in touch with
friends who go to different schools or who are at home. She also admits to 'creeping' on people
by checking their page to get updates on their life.
Although this may seem like fun and games, some people ha,·e received negative attention
fro m these sites.
"A Dan Cusack from England constantly tags me in creepy pictures of himself," Cusack
said.
Holecek said she e njoys using Facebook, but "people don't have any modesty" when it comes
to u pleading photos of themselves.
Not only do students use these sites, but professors have jumped on the bandwagon as well.
Part-time professor Doug Lawhead offers Facebook as an option for a method of
communication in his Introduction to Visual Communication class.
" I elected to start using Face book because I felt it might be a more effi cient way to communicate
with students," Lawhead said.
He said he noticed at the beginning of class a majority of students would have a Web browser
for the site up and running. He said he also met other teachers at a conference he atten ded
and was info rmed that a lot of instructors were using it as a means of communicatio n with their
students as well.
Lawhead added that most students are very receptive to the idea an d have never said, "no
you can't be my 'friend!'"
Other than commu nicating with cu rrent sLUdents, he said he also keeps in contact with
old students using the site. Through Facebook and Myspace, users can keep in touch with o ld
frie nds and see what they're up to from time to time.
Along with teachers and students taking advantage ofFacebook and ~fyspace, politicians are
also logging o n.
At the very top of each user's page is the option to puts one's political view, as well as his
religious beliefs. However, it doesn't stop there. Groups can be formed for others to join, in
support for a certa in candidate. A blog is also used to discuss ideas a nd concerns for what the
candidate is planning to do.
Facebook and Myspace have become a technological signature of the 21st century. Through
these sites, students are able to share their lives and views.

Facerook
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{ Making decisions}
Story by Kyle Pruden
Student Senate and Faculty Senate are two of the main decision-making bodies 01
campus. Ultimately, the president and his cabinet make the majority of the decision
but Student Senate and Faculty Senate become aware of these decisions and they mak
recommendations before the president makes his final call.
The Student Senate is the main voice for getting what the students want and believ
is fair on campus, while the Faculty Senate is in charge ofbeing the voice for faculty an•
seeing that they have their needs met.
The Faculty Senate has a Student Senate representative that serves as a liaiso1
between the two groups. This person relays messages back and forth that deal with bot)
students and faculty.
Faculty Senate looks at the requirements of students and more official events tha
happen on campus, including making adjustments to the Electronic Writing PortfoJj,
and having three foreign language course requirements instead of two.
Faculty members bring concerns to the Faculty Senate members, and Faculty Senat
has committees set up which focus on issues on campus.
J ohn Pommier, Faculty Senate chair, said the Faculty Senate's main job is to discus
any issue that come to campus.
"We will discuss anything that facu lty members bring before us and would like t1
find out more information about," Pommier said.
Pommier said that his main job as chair of Faculty Senate is to be the faculty's voic
on campus and see that everything gets done professionally.
Similar to Faculty Senate, Student Senate's main goal is to see that students 01
campus get what they \·Vant and voice students' opinions to the administration. Senat
meets every Wednesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Eric Wilber, student executive vice president said: "All student fee increases mu
come before us to be approved before they go on to the Board of Trustees for fina
approval."
Student Senate holds several events including First Night, Pantherpalooza anc
Panther Service Day.
Faculty Senate and Student Senate both have different interests but work togethe
on these issues to make Eastern a better place to teach and learn.

Photo by Amir Prell berg
John Henry Pommier, a professor in the recreation
administration department, speaks at the Faculty Senate
at Booth Library. The Senate meets about 10 times a
semester, and Pommier is the 2008-2009 chairman.

Student & Faculty Senates
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{Students celebrate Constitution Day}
Story by Brittney Ferris
onstitution Day take.s place on Sept. 17 each year, and public college campuses
across the nation put on events to celebrate. Eastern is no exception.
Several presentations and events are put on throughout the week. Among these
events, "Uncensored," an annual event, was open to any student walking through the South
Quad between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Put on by the Society for Collegiate journalists, "Uncensored" is an event where a microphone
is open for anyone to express his opinions. The idea is to get people to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech.
"It's certainly a good thing. College students should always exercise their rights," political
science professor Richard Caldwell said. "The only problem 1 can see would be a lack of interest.
Some don't know or don't care."
This problem became apparent as more and more students declined the microphone. Stage
fright seemed to be a common problem among Eastern students that day. However, some braved
the crowds and stepped up.
One student talked about apathy, specifically concerning the event. Another gave his views
on Christianity. Matt Hopf, president of the SCJ, promoted the event and persuaded people to
give the microphone a chance. He also informed the campus that, "Jesus loves you."
Despite prompts to get students to talk about the presidential election, they had other things
on their mind. Endorsing favorite sports teams was a popular subject.
"Cubs are awesome," a man stated while wearing the team's hat.
Students were not the only ones to take a turn. J ournalism professors Sally Turner and J ames
Tidwell stopped by to endorse the event and make attempts to recruit speakers. This gave the
near-by Disney booth the opportunity to get some free airtime, and a fraternity member used the
microphone as a promotion tool.
The main goal for the open microphone event was accomplished. Students were able to
exercise and celebrate free speech.
Hopf said he thought the event ran fine, but also thought of ways to improve the event.
"Maybe we could get a mobile set-up so we can go around campus to get different points
of view," Hopf said. "Otherwise, we got good comments that made me think. We can't be
disappointed."
Improvements are in the works for next year, but the annual event will continue. Students
should always exercise their rights year-round, but as for Constitution Day, SCJ will continue to
offer a microphone for students to open up and speak their minds!
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Photo illustration by Karolina
Strack
September 17 is observed as Con·
stitution Day in the United States
ever since being created in 2004
by the passage of an amendment
to a bill by Sen. Robert Byrd. The
burning of the American flag is
an act protected constitutionally
as symbolic speech under the
First Amendment established in
the Supreme Court case Texas v.
johnson in 1989.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Amaya Mann performs to a medley of songs at the Diva Drag Show organized by EIU Pride on Nov. 17,2008, in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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{ Diva Drag Show}
((

Story by Emily Steele

ne of my life goals was to go to a drag show" Brittany Pr ysock, a sophomore
recreational therapy major, said.
She reached this goal after attending the 2008 Diva Drag shov: hosted by Pride.
Prysock attended the event, along with over 500 other people, which was held in the Grand
BaUmom in the Marti n Lu ther King Jr. Uni,·ersit)' Union.
According to Pride social directo•· Laura Wussow, a junior physical education major, the
Diva Drag show has become an annual event and is a major fundraiser fo r the group, wh ich
does not receive monetary support from the university.
"Total costs [for the show] were overS l ,000 for ever ything in genera l," Wussow said.
The money from donations, mostly from residence halls, and the previous show goes
toward T-shirts, buttons, transportation, housing and the cost of the d ivas, according to
\ Vussow.
The show started ofT with an introduction by Pride and then host diva Ceduxion Carrin gton
took over. Moving arou nd this year's "Prom Night" theme, the d ivas lip-synched to popular
songs, danced in stilettos and walked through the enthusiastic crowd in their p rom d resses.
Three members of Pride participated in the amateur drag show portion. The divas, six
queens and four kings, are hired from C-Street or Chester Street, a gay bar in Champaign,
Ill.
Pride, which is the sole voice for the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community
on campus, also hosts and co-hosts events for LGBT history month in October, National
Coming Out Day and Pride Week, as well as lectlll·es and discussions, such as the slurs panel,
which they co-hosted with American Civil Liberties Union about the importance of religious
acceptance.
Unfortunately, not everyone was open to the idea of a Drag show on campus. One of
the members of Pride received hate e-mail about the event. Despite some negative reactions,
students who attended the show were excited and su pportive.
Prysock's favorite part was the provocative way the performers interacted with the crowd
by joking, with some giving lap dances for dollar bills.
"Ther·e was an excited vibe during the show," Prysock said. "Even if you're homophobic,
it's not a really stressful atmosphere. It's not a recruiting show"
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Photo by Kate Kelleher
Daniel Street, freshman sports management major, plays ping pong
in the lobby of Thomas Hall on Wednesday, Oct. 8, 2008.
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{Students find ways to stay entertained}
Story by Stacey Moran
2002 survey of college students by Harris Interactive found that students
average 11 hours per day of unscheduled time. This time leaves students
with a lot oftime to find ways to keep themselves entertained. From playing
video games to going out with their friends, students find different ways to fill their free
time.
When walking across Eastern's campus, students can be seen playing Frisbee, heading
to a dining center or just sitting under a tree reading. However, walking through the
resident halls is different.
Students set up TV nights for their favorite shows, play board games and pool or
just spend hours trying to reach the last level of the newest video game.
A J uly 2007 online survey by Burst Media studied students' media use and found
that college students spend more time online than any other media. In fact, 33 percent
of students surveyed spent more than 10 hours weekly online.
Senior psychology major Chris Lewis said he and his residents enjoy playing sports
video games with their time.
"Since I'm an RA, I spend a lot of time with my residents," Lewis said. "We like to
watch very wei1·d movies. I also go to the rec [center] to become athletically gifted."
Anna Larkin, a junior geography major, said during her free time in the dorms
she typically hangs out with friends and watches TV and movies. In contrast, Marissa
Moony, a sophomore elementary education major, likes to "tan and go out" in her free
time outside of class.
Some students spend their free time participating with religious groups.
"It depends," Jennifer Dietmeyer, a senior education major said, "I hang out at
Newman, and I do church stuff."
Katie Mullis, a sophomore communications disorders and sciences major, also enjoys
spending time at the Newman Center, as well as playing video games with friends on
herWii.
Troy Kuziel, a sophomore marketing major, said he likes to play a variety of video
games in his free time at the dorm.
Overall, almost every student asked said they spend the majority of their free time
watching movies, playing video games and hanging out with friends. After all, students
who work hard should play hard, too.

Story by Karolina Strack
)th more than I 00 registered student organizations on camp us, students come
together to further various causes, including fundraising for breast cancer
research and working to uphold human rights with Amnesty International.
"I believe our education and letter-writing activities can play a part in helping to
restore human dignity back to American foreign policy and our country's relations with
the international community," said Amy Schneidhorst, Amnesty International member.
The Charleston Amnesty International group aims to promote the values of the
organization through grassroots participation such as letter writing or by engaging
Charleston residents, Eastern faculty and students in discussions.
Schneidhorst said local civic and political groups can act as a catalyst for citizens to
play an active role in their communities to promote "human dignity, to act respectfully
in our interactions with each other, to develop just local economic and political policies,
and to encourage our state and federal political representatives ... to uphold and practice
our historic democratic principles."
Another cause that has been popular in the community, as well as nationwide, is
breast cancer research fundraising. The National Residence Hall Honorary organized
the Breast Cancer Awareness Week from Sept. 29 to Oct. 3, 2008.
NRHH sold T-shirts everyday of the week along with other activities, such as a dunk
tank that was set up in the South Quad on Oct. l, 2008. Money raised from the event was
donated to the Mills Breast Cancer Institute in Urbana, Ill.
The organization sold T-shirts throughout the entire week on campus, with a request
for students to wear them on Oct. 1, the day of the dunk tank.
"For the dunk tank, we asked different campus "celebrities" to sit in the tank, including
athletic coaches, the assistant director of Housing, hall secretaries and the chief of police,"
said Hannah Plevka, NRHH president.
The organization sold more than 950 T-shirts with the slogan "364 days EIU bleeds
blue" on the front and "today we bleed pink," raising over $4,000 for the Mills Breast
Cance1· Institute.
Plevka said that the fundraiser was a success, adding:
"It was fun to see the campus come together as a community because we had both
students, professors and faculty members all come out and buy shirts. It's also neat to see
people wearing those shirts everyday and thinking about how the money spent on them
·
to a
od cause."

ee
New program helps students}

(
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Story by Brittney Ferris

he ~ew wellness program will be displayed in the recreation center during the 2009
pnng semester.
Vice President Dan Nadler collaborated with the Health Center, Counseling
Center, Student Recreation Center, and Health Education Resource Center, or the HERC, on an
idea to present their programs and information in one central location to reach as many students
as possible.
"The big thing is that an average of 2,000 students come through here a day," said Ken
Baker, director of campus recreation. "We are setting up a storefront for those departments to
expose their programs."
The wellness program will be featured at a new counter being built across from the check-in
desk in the recreation center. Along with this, renovations are being made to the entire recreation
center to make it more comfortable and representative of Eastern. The school colors will be used
as the color scheme.
All four of these organizations contribute to physical, mental or emotional health.
Representatives from any group can use the storefront on different days of the week whether
they pick a certain topic, handout flyers and treats or put on events. Baker mentioned the
possibility of using the storefront to promote flu shots or blood drives that could be offered in
the recreation centeL
This location was chosen because every day one in four students goes through the recreation
center. In addition, most are there to exercise, which means they are concerned about wellness.
Students can look to the wellness program for information and programs that they would
otherwise miss out on since many offices of the organizations are not in places that students visit
on a daily basis. It will provide another venue for students to seek information they need.

Photo by Kelsey Karstrand
Ingrid McCallister, Eastern
alumna, talks to students during
the new wellness center education week on Nov. 12 about first
impressions and how important
they are.
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{The road to student body president}
Story by Bob Bajek
As the first person in his immigrant Romanian family
to attend an American college, Levi Bulgar had very lofty
goals. J le wanted to be student body president one clay.
Four years later, that dream materialized. Bulgar
narrowly won the April 2008 election, gaining more
votes than Dominic Capparell i, Bobbie MitchelJ and Eric
Hiltner.
"Nothing comes easy for me, that's for sure," Bulgar
laughed.
Bulgar was born in Romania and his family moved to
the United States when Bulgar was four. Le,; remembers
the sacrifices their parents made for them.
"They physicall) and mentally sacrificed themseh·es for
us," BuJgar said. ":\ Iy dad broke his back working and is
crippled to a point, while my mom became blinded in one
eye."
Bulgar ran for tudent enatc in April 2005 and lost.
H eartbroken, Sigma Phi Epsilon adviser D r. Charles Eberly
wrote him a leller.
"H e wrote, 'I didn't make the senate until my senior
year,"' Bulgar said. " Dr. Eberly knew my goal of being
president and didn't want me to give up."
Bulgar ran the next Gtll and won a senate scat. H e then
moved up to External Relations Chair. T he next two years,
he was the Student Executive \'ice President and Student
Vice President for Business Aflairs.
"I don't know if anyone has been an executive for that
long," said c('Ci Brinker, Student Go\'Crnmem acl\iscr and
director of Student Life. "It has been a joy to watch him
evolve into the student leader that he has become through
the years.''
Last yt'ar, Bull{ar\ fraternity came through again for
him.
''I remember announcing at a chapter meeting that I
was declaring my candidacy to my brothers first,'' Bulgar
said. "They then cheered ecstatically, which encouraged
me. I felt their Jo,·e at that point."
Brinker said Bulgar was on the search committee
that brought in President Bill Perry and Athletic Director
Barbara Burke. W hile Bulgar was the External Relations
C hair, he made important strides as the leader for Student
Action Team .
" H e ha') always been a mover and a shaker at Student
Government," Brinker said. " He would be diplomatic by
working with people who have different opinions, listens
to the students and seeks to help impro,·c student life at
Eastern."
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{ Bylaws, articels reviewed}
Story by Bob Bajek
Eastern's Committee for Constitutional Oversight
began the process of revising the Student Body Constitution
and the bylaws governing Student Government actions
during the 2008-09 spring semester.
The committee was passed unanimously with a votr of
25-0-0 at the Nov. 5 Student Senate meeting.
" \ \'e arc revamping it cover to cover," Student Body
President Levi Bulgar said.
Student Senate Speaker D rew Griffin is the chair of
the committee. Ten Student Senate members were on the
committee.
Griffin said the idea for the constitutional committee
started when he and other student senators re,iewed Ani de
1\' of the Student Body Constitution regarding thc j udicial
Branch "hen the Student Supreme Court was re-instated.
Ryan Kerch, student vice president for student affair:-.,
said one possible bylaw change would be hO\\ student
senators are elected.
The time and place for the first public meeting of
constitutional committee was on Feb. 4 before the Student
Senate meeting.
During the meeting, Student Senate member .Mark
O lcndzki said the Student Body Constitution is a solid
document but it contradicts the bylaws in places.
Student Executive Vice President Eric Wilber said he is
in favor of raising the CPA requirement for executives and
tudent Senate members from 2.25 to 2.5.
Bulgar lOid the committee this is a good idea because
two years ago, Student Senate members and executives
were cut if their grades were bad during that semeMer.
Bulgar said Dan ::'\adler, 'icc president for student
affairs, had to step in because it got so bad.
\ \'ilber also was concerned "ith the removal and recall
processes for Student Senate members and executives. H e
wants to have these provisions in the constitution instead
of the bylaws.
"The removal process has a couple different ways of
working," Wilber said. "The bylaws go into how a trial
is conducted and the constitution isn't clear with the
process."
The revisions to the Student Body Constitution will be
up for a referendum vote for students to vote on during the
April elections.
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Photo illustration by Emily Steele
Many of the buildings in Charleston were closed as an economic
depression swept thorugh the country. Empty houses with 'for sale'
signs were a common sight.
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applied everywhere, all the places on and off campus. :t:::ya::~e~:~;:,.

food places," said Jacob Dawson, a graduate student in literature studies.
Starting in 2008 everywhere students turned there was something on the
news about the economy and its affects on everyone. Dawson started looking for a job at the
end of the fall semester. Eventually, he got a call back for a job.
Working in Doudna as an Audio Engineer, Dawson is the "CD label and burn guy" as he
called it. He doesn't care what the job is he just needs the cash.
"The economy is going to hell and everyone is looking for jobs," said Dawson.
He is typical of most college students struggling to finance their education. "I pay a
percentage of my tuition each month but without a job I've fallen behind. I'm just going to
have to work more hours I guess," Dawson said.
Dawson said he's going to work more hours but in return there is the possibility his
schoolwork could suffer.
"English majors spend more time than any other major reading," Dawson said.
Though Dawson had a hard time finding a job and is affected by the economy, Cierra
Howard, a junior psychology major sees no direct affect to her.
''I'm not rich or anything but the economy just hasn't affected me yet," Howard said.
Howard does not have a job on campus, but works when she goes home. At one point she
had two jobs, one was a government funded college prep program. "Last summer I couldn't
work my second job because they didn't have the funding," said Howard. She said that may
have been related to the economy but couldn't be sure.
Howard works at a department store that hasn't experienced lay-offs in 2008. Although
the economy isn't affecting Howard now, she still worries about finding a job after she
graduates.
"I don't want to graduate I don't think I'll be able to find a job then," Howard said.
Howard thinks the economy will slow her job search and her competition will be more
formidable because most places are not hiring.
"The best I can do is get my name out there with the company I'm interested in and hope
for the best," Howard said.
Cathy Engelkes, deputy director of the University Union, said this year they've had a 25
percent increase of students applying for on-campus jobs in the MLK Jr. Union.
The Union employs about 130 students and the number of workers that graduate
determines how many students will be hired for the next semester.
Engelkes said Eastern has not cut any of the student positions due to the economy. Once
students are hired they typically keep the job until they graduate.
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Story by Sheree Patterson
n honor Martin Luther King J r.'s role in the Civil Right's movement, the Eastern chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated holds an annual vigil march and service.
More than 70 people marched with the organization from Thomas H all to the student
union bearing MLKis namesake, where an awards ceremony immediately followed.
Darius White, junior fami ly and consumer science major and event coordinator, said they decided to
incorporate an awards ceremony for the first time to encourage students and faculty involvement on
campus.
The first-ever Annie B. Singleton Award was given to the female student deemed most involved on campus.
Jantelle Horton, sophomore sociology and African American studies double major, received the inaugural
award.
Horton, director of community service for Eastern's chapter of NAACP, founded H ope in Black Youth
in Nov. 2007. The organization's mission is to "better the quality of life for African American youth living in
urban communities."
The Alpha Image Award, an award given to a person who is felt to be a role model to the student body, was
given to Mona Davenport, director of Minority Affairs.
CordeiJ Ingram, principal of Robertson Charter School in Decatu t~ Ill., and a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha, gave the keynote address called "Shifting a Dream to a Plan" in which he declared 2009 a year of
personal responsibility for the Black community.
"We've got to make it happen in '09, no excuses in '09 walls have been torn down, don't put the walls back
up to give you an excuse not to make it," Ingram said.
Exercising rights Blacks were once denied can do this, he elaborated. We get to take the opportunity by
researching on the Internet and doing things our ancestors were once denied the right to do.i
Ingram discussed King's "I have a dream speech" in three parts: equality, unity and opportunity, and spoke
of how King's dream of a society where people "won't be judged by their skin , but by the content of their
charactet:"
Ingram also said he believed King would be pleased with the recent inauguration of the United States' first
Black president. "What better symbol than inauguration of a president Obama?"
To plan for a life of significance Ingram said one should find out what they enjoy doing, and what's going
to makes them a better person. Ingram also said you will know what you're doing in li fe is significant when
you look forward to doing it.
"The second thing you need to do is dream again, King dreamed more than 40 years ahead, and we're
living his dream, the challenge is can you dream 40 or 50 years a head and still be greal."
Ingram believes the discussion was important to have on a college campus among a Black audience because
"we're the worst as a community when it comes to dream killing."
Ingram said his hope is that someone heard something that makes him or her want to change within.
that
heard
that makes him or her want to
within.
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Photo by Eric Hiltner
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha
and people from the community
march with candles from
Thomas Hall to the Martin
Luther Kingjr. Union to hold
vigil January 19, 2009.
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On Feb. 8, 2008, Eastern student Jesse Mounce, 20 of Springfield, was found
dead in his off.campus apartment. Mounce was a sophomore communications
studies major and member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. His fraternity brother, Mike Leon,
recalls the days after hearing the news.
"That Friday afternoon could not have been more of a distress to any member
within the brotherhood ofSigma Phi Epsilon. I had just returned home to the chapter
house and was surprised to see the hallways and the rooms empty. Everything was
silent, which was rare. Cars fitled the parking lot outside, but there was not a soul in
the house. I went to my room and picked up my cell phone, which I almost always
left behi11d by mistake. There was a list of missed calls and messages of which I only
managed to get through a few until my heart began to race and my palms went cold.
I didn't know what was going on. Ali I knew was that everyone was downstairs, and
I was to go there immediately. Walking into the room felt like running into a fog
that flushed my face and put a thickness in the air. Our basement, which was usually
filled with laughter and noise and joyful faces ofbrothers, was filled wall-to-wall with
faces of sorrow and disbelief. One of my brothers pulled me aside and explained
the situation; he told me that jesse had passed away the previous night and nobody
knew why. I looked throughout the room and the faces I saw each told the same
story; nobody saw it coming. There was never a sign or warning that something was
wrong with our brother, with our friend. That was perhaps what hurt everyone the
most.
'The rest of the day moved in slow motion for everyone. Brothers, friends and
alumni were scattered around the house mourning with one another and it remained
that way until later in the night. At the advice of Bob Dudolski, the fraternity arranged
for a memorial to be held at the church down the street. Women from sororities on
campus had gathered to console the distressed members of Sig Ep, many of whom
were hurtjust as deeply by the loss of our friend. At the church, tears were shed and
soft weeping was heard throughout the service as it filled with the many who were
affected by the loss. A silhouette made with a black cloth stood in the middle of the
altet· and wore a red sash, rept·esentative of the heart which members ofSig Ep hold
as one of the fraternities treasured symbols. Jesse's friends took turns speaking to
those in attendance and sharing stories about him that reminded us all of his warm
and friendly nature. The ceremony concluded with the brothers ofSig Ep forming a
circle in ritualistic form and softly singing the fraternity's anthem. One by one each
member broke from the circle and laid a rose at the foot of the silhouette.
"As the memorial concluded many of those in attendance stayed in the church
to give support to one another. By myself, I walked slowly through the lobby and
church with notl1ing but a face of distress and empty heart untiJ I was found by
one of my brothers. He pulled me in and we embraced as he gave me words of
encouragement. It was at that moment that I realized just how strong the bonds of
a fraternity could be. In times ofjoy, a brother needs a brother to rejoice with him,
in times of sorrow, he needs a brother to console him. There is no better example of
this than the two of us embracing that night by the alter and saying to one another
'It'll be OK."'
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Story by Colleen Kirka
Mark Schwartz, a 22-year-old senior biology student from Yorkville, 111., died of natural causes
on Feb. 29, 2008, but his fun, caring, generous and funny personality lives on in the hearts of all
those who knew him.
Love for Biology a t a Young Age
Mark had a passion for biology. and he showed his interest in plants and animals at a very
young age. Mark's father, J ohn Schwartz, remembers how his love tor animals was displayed at a
summer camp when he was in Boy Scouts.
One of the adult voluntee1·s sprayed the edge of the campsite with chemicals to keep away the
mosqu itoes. Mark asked if the chemicals would hurt the frogs, and the adult volunteer responded,
"It probably would not be good for them."
Mark and a fellow scout then went around and picked up all the frogs they could and placed
them in their tent.
John Schwartz recalled, "It was Jike watching the clowns coming out of a little car, but it was
frogs that kept coming and coming (out of their tent)."
When Mark was 3 or 4, he always used to chase bugs and collect plants. When it was the year of
the cicadas he would catch them and make pets of cicadas. His father also recalled that he always
brought acorns to his grandma.
His passion led him to join the ecology club at the Downers Grove North High School, where
he graduated from in 2004.
Eventually his studies led him to take an internship with the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency in Springfield during the summer of 2006.
Mark had his own collection of propagated plants and a few turtles. J ohn Schwartz remembers
his son took a botany class at Eastern and just loved it.
"He came home that summer and propagated a whole bunch," John Schwartz said. "I have
those growing around the house. He has some purple ones, English Ivy, and it just thrived."
Brittany Howes, Mark's neighbor at his Cambridge Street apartment, became good friends
with Mark.
"He would make me go with him to go to Lake Charleston to collect plants for his class projects.
Then we would hang out, and he would always tell me the differences between them," she said.
Other Interests/Occupations
Mark had many other interests too. He loved scary and action-packed movies like the "Matrix."
He '"'orked for a time at a movie theater in Yorkville after his family moved there from Downers
Grove. Mark and his father would always talk about the popular movie of the week. He also
enjoyed reading Stephen King books.
Other jobs included running his own lawn mowing business and working at an animal
shelter.
Mark also enjoyed golf and going to the driving range. He wanted to share it with others and
tried to teach Howes. She said they would "play golf on the Wii. and he would just sit there and
make me try harder and harder till I got it down."
A unique per sonality
T he loss of Mark is deeply felt by all those who knew him, but the absence of his personality is
what is felt most by many of his family and friends.
Bill Cozzens, a senior sociology major, met Mark as a freshman. Their friendship took off after
a simple "hi" at Carman Hall in 2004.
"The thing I will miss is his personality," Cozzens said. "You will rarely find someone with
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rnique characteristics as his. He had a very giving personality."
Mark was caring and generous too. He would go out of his way to
elp his friends in any way possible.
Cozzens said Mark had once gone to the General Nutrition Center
n Mattoon to pick him up. Cozzens went to the ATM only to find he did
ot have money in his bank account, and Mark offered to pay around
80 worth of products.
Mark would also offer rides to Cozzens.
"If it was raining or something, he would call to see if l needed a ride
o class," Couens said.
John Schwartz also considered his son to be "very friendly and very
'renerous."
"If his friends were in trouble, he would always be there for them. If
'le was going out at 10 o'clock at night, I would be like, 'Where are you
roing?' And he wou ld be like, 'Oh I need to give my friend a ride home
rom work,"' he said.
Mark was also a verr funny man, who was capable of making all those
round him feel comfortable and relaxed. He loved to hang out with
riends, be spontaneous at times and just have a good time.
Kevin Eichhorn said he became friends ,..·ith Mark after li ving on
he same floor in Cannan their freshman year. The two hung out a
ot, especially in Mark's brief time in the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity.
pichhorn said they wou ld often watch movies, play video games or go
rut to parties together.
They were roommates on Third Street during their sophomore
lear. Eichhorn, who has since transferred to Concordia University in
r hicago, said he enjoyed Mark's company. Eichhorn said he knew Mark
\'aS always willing to hang out, even if it was just to watch movies, one
tfter the other.
"He was a genu ine guy. He was not really selfish 01· self righteous,"
.::ichhorn said. " He was just a fun guy and always looking to have fun.
t-Ie was always looking to make others laugh."
•riends will Miss Him
Mark's death touched everyone who knew him, but the memories of
"'im live on with his family and friends.
On the night of his wake, Eichhorn and a couple of Mark's other
ormer roommates met each other at a bar. Eichhorn said he remembers
ust laughing about stories of Mark for two hours.
" If he is able to make you laugh even after he is dead, that is how you
an picture Mark," Eichhorn said. "We were laughing the whole time,
nd he was not even with us."
Cozzens, who is going into the law enforcement field, also fondly
emembers Mark.
"I remember him saying that 'yeah man, whenever I am trouble, I
an't wait till you can come and bust me out,"' Cozzens said. "When he
lied, I said a prayer, and know he would watch over me."
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3/5:
3/ 16:

3/19:

3/21:
3/24:

3/26:
3/27:

Brett Farve, Green Bay Packers quarterback,
announced his retirement from the NFL after
17 years.
A man exposed himself at AJ's Restaurant.
Harvard Medical School scientists announce a
breakthmugh technique that could stop can
cells' growth.
The five year anniversary of the Iraq War.
A 7.2-magnitude earthquake hit western Ch.
Barbara Burke was amed the ninth full-time
athletic director and Eastern's first full-time
female athletic director.
Miss lllinois, Ashley Hatfield, visited EI U.
EIU institutes a new emergency text messagi
system, Alert El U.

4/3:

4/4:
4/ 10:
4/ 16:

4/18:
4/20:

4/25:

The Yearning for Zion ranch in Texas was
raided and 462 children went into temporary
custody after reports of child abuse.
Beyonce and Shawn Carter, aka Jay Z, got
married.
Six Eastem students visited Springfield to
lobby against higher education funding cuts.
Team Flight Brothers, professional basketball
clunkers, played in a basketball game against
community member to raise money for
University Members Against Drunk Driving.
A 5.2-magnitude earthquake hit the area; the
epicenter was seven miles north of Charleston.
Danica Patrick becomes the first woman to win
a race in any top-flight American motor racing
series in IndyCar's 2008 Indr Japan 300.
Jason Mraz performed a concert on campus.
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5/2:

5/ 12:
5!13:

5/15:
5/21:
5/22:
5/28:

5/29:

Barbara Walters admitted to having an affair
with US Senator Edward Brooke.
Tornadoes broke out in the south-central
United States, killing at least seven in
Arkansas.
A massive 7.9 earthquake hit northern China.
Ba1-ry Bonds was charged with 14 counts of
lying to a grand jury and one of obstructing
justice when he denied using steroids.
The California Supreme Court ruled same-sex
marriages unconstitutional.
David Cook wins American Idol with 12
million votes.
Eastern hosted the IH SA State Track & Field
Meet throughout the weekend.
The Leaning Tower of Pisa was stabilized for
the first time and will remain stable for 200
years.
The Charleston Carnegie Public Library was
renovated.

1981 Eastern Alum, Ted Gregory, won a
Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting.
6/9: Apple, Inc. introduces a new iPhone with 3G
capabilities, a CPS, and new features. The
device is called iPhone 3G.
6/9: The Salmonella Saintpaul outbreak linked to
raw tomatoes causes fast food restaurants to
stop serving raw tomatoes.
6/ 16: Tiger Woods defeats Rocco Mediate in a
playoff to win the 2008 U.S. Open Golf
Championship.
6/29: Katie Hoff and Michael Phelps set world
records for the 400-meter individual medley
the United States Olympics swimming trials in
Omaha, Nebraska.
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< 7th:

Hurricane Bertha becomes the first hurricane of
the 2008 Atlantic hurricane season.

11th: Wildfires force 10,000 Californians to evacuate
their houses in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada,
with one man dying after refusing to evacuate.

17th: President George W. Bush lifts a ban on offshore
oil drilling.

20th:

1.6 million people attended the Love Parade in
Dortmund, Germany

25th: Coogle announces that it has indexed over
1 trillion unique web pages.
Photo by Erin Matheny-Hurricane Banquet
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lOth: U.S. Olympic wwimmer Michael Phelps of wins
a gold medal in the 400 meter individual medley
setting a new world record.

16th: Peter Richard Moody, Eastern's first provost,
died.

23rd: U.S. presidential candidate Senator Barack

i• it.dMI"YU.&S....

Obama picks Senator Joe Biden as his vicepresidential running mate.
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28th: Eastern's nursing program receives a federal
grant to start an online program.
Barack Obama and running mate Senator Joe
Biden speak in Springfield.
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29th: Eastern's Web site is redesigned.

Photo Illustration by Christine Godbey
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Bar hours in Charleston are extended to
midnight on Sundays.
9/3: Eastern hold it's annual open mic night.
9/5: Fires broke out at Charleston High School.
9/9: Eastern's journalism Department decides
to implement a mandatory laptop purchase
requirement for incoming Freshmen.
9/9: Apple Inc. unveils the revamped iPod line-up
including the redesigned, fourth-generation
iPod Nano.
9/11: Dining halls "go green'' by offering refillable
water bottles to students.
9/26: Blue Collar comic Bill Engvall comes to
Eastern to perform.

annual ''Take Back the Night" event to raise
awareness about violence against women.
10/2: Sarah Palin and joe Biden are in the Vice
Presidential Debate.
10/5 : "Arsenic & Old Lace" was the first play in the
new theatre in Doudna.
10/ 11: The Uni\'ersity ofToledo beat Michigan 1310, in the first ever match up between the two
schools, onlr fifty miles apart.
10/20: The student Democrats and Republicans
face off in a student debate before the 2008
election.
10/24: The mother and brother ofJennifer Hudson,
actress and singer, were murdered.

News
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provided by the Daily Eastern News

by Karolina Strack

11/4: Barack Obama was elected as the 44th
President of the United States.
11/4: Obama's victory was celebrated by over 300
students in the South Quad.
11/17: Diva Drag show entertained a crowd of over
500 students in the MLKJr. Student Union.
11/18: Mickey Mouse turns 80 years old.
11/20: Two students were injured in Doudna.
11/21: Vending machines were replaced with new
energy-efficient ones.
11/28: Edna Park, the oldest living person, passed
away at age 115 in her hometown Shelbyville,
Indiana.

2008-2009
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12/6: The first Vietnamese Amencan, Joseph
Cao, was elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives.
12/9: Governor Rod Blagojevich is arrested by
FBI agents at his home for allegations of
corruption and pay-to-play.
12110: T he White House and Congress agree on a
proposal for a $15 billion bailout package for
three major US auto makers.
12/14: FutureGen Alliance bought over 400 acres of
land in Mattoon to build the world's first clean
coal-powered plant.
12/16: Illinois House of Representatives votes
unanimously to begin an impeachment
inquiry against Blagojevich.
.
12/31: One of the world's biggest accumulations of
dinosaur fossils is found in Zhucheng, China.

Photo provided by Mike Hilty

1/9:
1/ 14:
1/ 15:
1/20:
1/23:
1/26:

1/ 29:

l /30:

The Illinois House of Representatives
impeaches Blagojevich 114-1.
Plane makes an emergency landing in the
Hudson River.
Hawaii becomes the first U.S. state to convert
to digital television.
Barack Obama is inaugurated as the 44th and
first African-American President of the U.S.
The Big Ass Fan is installed in the Recreation
Center.
Eastern joins Twitter, and a set of human
octuplets are born alive for the second time in
the United States.
The Illinois Senate decides unanimously to
impeach Blagojevich from office and bar him
from future state employment.
The Student Supreme Court is re-established
after over a decade of inactivit)'.

The Pittsburgh Steelers defeat the Arizona
Cardinals 27-23 to win Super Bowl XLIII.
2/2: Students' open windows in Carman Hall
caused pipes to freeze and burst.
2/5: USA Swimming suspends Michael Phelps
from competition for three months following
publication of a photograph of him smoking
from a marijuana pipe.
2/7: Jennifer Frigge become the first woman to
swim across the Atlantic Ocean.
2/1 J: Former Eastern student, J ared Southworth,
was killed in Afghanistan.
2/12: Ford's Theatre in Washington, D.C .. reopened
for the bicentennial of Abraham Lincoln's
birth.
2/17: President Obama authorizes the deployment
of 12,000 more soldiers into the Afghanistan
War.
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Students are chosen for more than
just their grades. More important
issues include their enthusiasm in

school.
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Story by Doug Graham
r prospecti ve college students, several factors determine a college's
uitability for them. Tuition cost, location and majors offered are all very
mportantconsiderations, but in most cases, they mean little when compared
to the big two numbers: high school grade poi nt average and ACT score.
So the news that Eastern was raising its academic standards prompted questions
of "why?" and '· how high?'' Scouring page after page of material did little to find
numbers that were not under the title of "Contact Information." Luckily Brenda
Major, the directOr of Admissions, had a suitable explanation for the lack of
numbers.
"The lack of ACT and GPA requirements are br design," Major said.
Major said they don't list them in the catalogue because they a1·e trying to find
motivated students. She added that the stated requirements are only guidelines.
'' If you are a student with numbers higher than those posted , it will make us seem
like a fall-back school," Major said. "We also don't want students with a 17 on their
ACT to look at the number in the catalogue and think that they can't get accepted."
So if the numbers, that are so important to other colleges trying to find suitabl e
students to fill their academic halls, aren't the primary considerations for the
admissions staff at Eastern , the logical question is: what is?
"At EI U, we are more interested in students who want to be here and be involved,"
Major said.
She said they are really trying to get a "holistic" review of student's enthusiasm.
Major added that a student who is smart but not motivated or excited enough to go
to class would nor offer much to the general experience at Eastern.
Prospective students can show their enthusiasm through the highly recommended
personal statement, where they can write about themselves and what interests them
about Eastern.
At many speaking engagements, Major tells a stor·y of a prospective student who
had a phenomenal ACT score but a terrible GPA. She said he had applied to manr
schools, includ ing Eastern, and was accepted at every one of them, except Eastern.
She added that not only had he not bothered to write a brief personal statement, but
also when the admissions staff called his home, he couldn't be coaxed by his mother
to speak to them.
Majors said this shows that other schools may be more selective by numbers, but
it is clear that few schools are more selecti ve in terms of enthusiasm.

Standards
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Photo Illustration by: Karolina
Strack
Eastern's observatory is located
on the south west side of campus
by the practice fields and right off
the panther trail. The observatory
is open to the public every last
Friday of the month at no charge.
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GYn 2006, 3 50 people
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Story By Bridget Pearson

!1l

eaching for the stars has a whole new meaning at Eastern, where students
are encouraged to take advantage of the observatory on campus.
Located between the intramural softball fields and O'Brien stadium,
the 16 by 30 foot structure is open to the public the last Friday of each month.
The open house is free and is run by the astronomy club.
Since its opening in October of 2004, the observatory has had more than 5,000
visitors, many of which are families from the Charleston and Mattoon area.
Dr. J ames Comvell, a professor in the physics department, said some have even
traveled all the way from Indianapolis.
The most people to ever attend the open house was in 2006, when 350 people
gathered to get a closer look at Mars.
When something is being advertised, such as an eclipse, the structure will get
around 100 to 300 visitors, depending on the weather.
Visitors are eager to see different things depending on the time of year. In the
summer, people gather to see Saturn or Jupiter.
The observatory holds a 16 inch fully assembled microscope that weighs 800
pounds and is permanently mounted.
If the open house is expected to get a lot of visitors, smaller telescopes and
binoculars are also brought out so that everybody has a hands-on experience.
Every student has the opportunity to take advantage of this facility by becoming
trained on the microscope, which is possible by either being registered to do research
or by simply joining the astronomy club.
Training usually takes about an hour and is not too difficult. It ultimately gives
students a chance tO use powerful, state of the art equipment and get a glance at the
stars.

Ol:rervatory
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by Kelsey Karstrand
Linda Moore, director of Career
Services, works to prepare students
for their future careers.
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Story by Nkonye Williams
)•ether you're looking for a job or wondering where your career choice
"ill take you, the Career Services office is here to help.
According to Linda Moore, director of Career Services, "Career
Services is the university's ser\'ice pro\'ider to students, alumn i and employers
for centralized recruitment adm inistration, career guidance and personal skills
development as it relates to job skiJls and pre-professional development such as
internships and externships."
Career en·ices is located in the Human Ser\'ices Center. Students can stop by
within the office hours to set up an appointment to speak with one of the advisers
regarding their career. Seven different women are available to help students.
Moore ad vises students and alumni in the business, industrial technology and
family and consumer sciences fields.
Bobbi Kingery, a career adviser, counsels students and alumni in the arts,
humanities and sciences fields. Kingery also works to coordinate the Career
Network Dar events and senes as the graduate assistant su pervisor.
Kellie Brosam, another career adviser, advises students from the teaching,
educational administration, health, recreation and physical education fields.
Brosam also supervises the team responsible for education recruitment events.
Debbie Endsley, recruitment coordinator, is the project leader for the Career
Network Day events and prepares its annual report.
Diane Smith , education event specialist, is the leader of the Education J ob Fair
team and O\'ersees the education job listings, education mailing, education resume
referrals and education job fair Web page development.
Holly And rews, credemial and portfolio coordinator, assists students with
Discover and plans the Career Services campus marketing initiatives, as well as
managing the credential file service.
J an Stevens, internship specialist, is the main point of contact at Career
Services. Stc\'ens is there to listen to students and connect them to the right
resources.
Student can get help o n various things from the Web site. SLUdents can get help
with making an appointment with an adviser by seeing which of the advisers best
suits them and their major. They can also get Careet· fajrs information.

Career Services
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Photo by Emily Steele
Guests help themselves to deli·
cious Bennigan's-style food made
by Pantera students.
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President William L. Perry

Dr. Dan Nadler
Vice President for Student
Affairs

Dr. Linda B. Nilson
Vice President for External
Affairs

Dr. Blair Lord
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

Dr. jeff Cooley
Vice President for Business
Affairs
- Cooley retired at the end
of the 2008 fall semester

Administration
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Photo courtesy of Kaylee Babbs
Babbs and her mother stand in the
underground tunnel at the Uni·
versite de Sherbrooke. The tunnel
leads to the different buildings on
campus for when the weather is
too cold to walk above ground.

''oY'm a {iun 6elievet in

Ityin &;· new lltinso''
· -3iaylee !J8a66o
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Bonnie D. Irwin, the NS[ coordinator, said some benefits of participating in
the program include obtaining access to classes that Eastern does not offer, as" ell
as aJlowing students to become more independent and resourceful.
"In addition to what they learn in their classes, students grow culturally and
socially, and they broaden their personal and educationaJ perspectives," Irwin said.
The exchange program is offered in about 200 schools in the United States,
Canada a nd three U.S. territories.
In order to decide which school is a good fit, prospective students look at the
part of the country that they're interested in and what they plan to study.
joe Astrouski, a junior journalism major, participated in the program during
the fall 2007 semester.
Astrouski studied at Keene State College in Ne\v Hampshire for one semester
and found his timing could not have worked out any better because primary
elections were going on, which brought many exciting people into tO\vn.
Bill Clinton came to speak, and Astrouski sat front row to the event, allowing
him to shake hands with the former president
He said he recommends the program to any studem with any interest in it.
'Throw a dart at a map. Wherever you hit, go there," he said, "You don't know
what experiences you could have until you go there."
Kaylee Babbs, a sophomore French major, took advantage of the program
during the fa ll 2008 semester. She sLUdied at the Universite de Sherbrooke, a
French speaking school in Quebec, Canada.
Babbs said she found the transition to the new school to be very easy, and she
was very happy with her decision to study at this university.
"I have no regrets. It's a beautiful place!" she said. ''I'm surrounded by
mountains, and my school is on a higher level than the rest of the city so l can
go outside and see everythi ng, not to mention the sunset over the mountains is
beautiful."
All of Babbs' classes ·were taught in French, but she found the teaching
tech niques to be quite simi lar to Eastern's.
She said she definitely recommends this program and encourages students to
go into it with an open mind.
''I'm a firm believer in trying new things and traveling," she said.
Babbs said she thinks this program is a good idea for students who can't afford
Photo courtesy of Kaylee Babbs to study abroad.
SchoolExchange
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Most Challenged Books
of the 21st Century
American Library Association List

1. Harry Potter series by J.K.
Row ling
2. "The Chocolate War," by
Robert Cormier
3. Alice series by Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor
4. "Of Mice and Men," by j ohn
Steinbeck
5. "I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings," by Maya Angelou
6. "Fallen Angels," by Walter
Dean Myers
7. "It's Perfectly Normal," by
Robie Harris
8. Scary Stories series by Alvin
Schwartz
9. Captain Underpants series
by Dav Pilkey
10. "Forever," by Judy Blume
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Banned and/or Challenged
Books of the 20th Century
From the Radcliffe Publishing Course
American Library Association List

l."The Great Gatsby," b) F. Scott
Fitzgerald
2. "The Catcher in the Rye," by JD
Salinger
3. "T he Grapes ofWrath," by
John Steinbeck
4. "To Kill a Mockingbird ," by
llarper Lee
5. "The Color Purple," by Alice
Walker
6. "Ulysses," by James joyce
7. " Beloved," by Toni Morrison
8. "The Lord ofthe Flies," b)
Wi lliam Golding
9. " 1984," by George Orwell
10. "Of Mice and Men," by john
Steinbeck
11. "A Brave New World," by A1
do us Huxley
12. "Their Eyes were Watching
God," by Zora Neale Hurston
13. "Native Son," by Richard
Wright

Banned Imks
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Photo by Karolina Strack
Students study in Booth Library on Dec. 4, 2008. At the end of the fall semester the library becomes a refuge for many students studying and working on papers
and projects.
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pressure lS on.
"\\"ith graduation just months away, I feel like these finals could determim' m)' life in the real
world," she said.
Distractions are what harm a student's study habits. The Internet, the popular social-networking
website, tacebook and television can seem appealing when the other option is to study. llowevet; it is
important to keep in mind that planning your time wisely will help in preparing for finals.
l\lurphy said working in the library and using her time wisely during finals week helps her prepare
for her difficult, upperclassman finals.
Booth Library is open from 8 to I a.m. Sunda) through Thursday and students rind these hours
particularly helpful durin~ finals week. The library also offers extended hours on the Saturday before
finals week to aiJow students that extra time in the libra!') to prepare.
"The library is the place'' here I find the most of m) studying being done," ~Iurphy said. "It is so
quiet and no one is going to bother knocking on your door or distract you."
While Eastern's Student Success Center docs not advocate student's cramming for tests, their
website docs offer suggestions to help students prepare. Students should begin the studying process by
making a plan.
The website recommends that students write out what they need to study and how much time
they think will be needed to stud): Students can download a time planner from the \\Cbsite to help
keep thcmseh-es on task during finals week. Student.., should stick to the plan and if ncc:dc:d ask their
roommates to help them sta) on task.
Taking frequent and short breaks, a positive attitude and a nutritious breakfast may also help a
student be better prepared when it is time for finals.
Kelsey Clifford, a senior special education m<Uor, believes relaxing before each final and keeping
a good altitude will help with the anxiety even if a student has to cram .
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Students sum bit electronically}
by Kristen Pierce
ove it or hate it, the Electronic Writing Portfolio (EWP) is a requirement aU Eastern
students must complete. The E\1\'P was created by the University in 2000 to ensure that
students can write effectively. The idea was to have students submit written work and have
it rated by Eastern's faculty and staff Since students first submitted work back in November 2000, the EWP
has undergone many changes.
As of fall2008, all documents must be submitted electronicaUy. Another adjustment is that students can
submit documems from any class, not just writing intensive classes. Howcvc1~ the document must be from the
same semester the class is being taken in. The EWP will also no longer accept papers written in any language
other than English.
To submit a EvVP, the first step is to go to the website hosted on Eastern's server. Login to the system and
select the option, "submit a writing sample." Select the course the writing sample is from and upload the file
to the server. Then, just click the "upload file and complete submission" button and you arc done!
Students are required to submit three documents in order to graduate. The first two must be submitted
by the time the student earns 60 credit hours, or by the time the student is considered a junior. The third
submission must be submitted by I 05 credit hours or anytime after the student is considered a senior.
If the first two submissions are considered unsatisfactory, the student must take a diagnostic writing
exam provided by the University. If the student does not pass the exam, he or she must complete a noncredit, one-semester hour, writing tutorial provided by Eastern.
Some people view the changes in the EWP as an improvement, while others believe it has not changed
enough.
David Raybin, an English professo1~ agrees that making the process electronic has made it easier for both
studems and faculty. Howeve 1~ he also believes that the E\1\'P is not being used to its full potential.
"The original idea was to usc the EWP to track the students' progress and help students improve their
writing. But, it docs not do that and it never has" Raybin said.
Barbara H arrington, a sophomore double majoring in journalism and English with a teacher's certificate,
agrees with R aybin.
"I don't think lhe E\VP makes students better writers because, honestly, most students don't care
about the paper they submit because they're not getting a grade to submit it. They're simply trying to fill a
requiremem," H arrington said.
Lyndscy Weber, a sophomore elementary education major supported the changes to the EWP. "I really
like how papers from any class can be submitted to the EWP and not just papers from writing intensive
courses," \ Veber said. "I also like the idea of being able to keep track of my writings throughout my time
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to greet their new members.
Top: The women of Sigma S~a Sigma sorority hold
up their large wooden letters as their new members arrive at their chapter house on Greek Cot.rt.
Right: Alpha Phi sorority grills lunch to welcome their
new members.
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by Samantha Neal

astern has a large Greek community with over 30 fi·aternities and sororities.
Recruitment is one of the reasons that this community has grown on Eastern 's
campus. While recruitment does play a large role in Greek Life, the recruiting
structure ofboth fratern ities and sororities is not very similal'.
Although they both have forms to expres interest in recruitment that can be
fou nd on Eastern 's website, the process differs after that. Fraternities host individual
o pen houses and recruitment events all year lo ng, while sororities have three difTerent
rounds hosted over a weekend in early September.
During the first round of sorot·ity reuuitment, which take place on Thursday
and Friday of recruitment weekend, the potential new members go around to all nine
houses. After having the opportunity to experience the houses the prospective women
rank them in the order of their preference, which leads to the second round.
During the second round , which takes place o n Saturday, the women go to the six
houses they ran ked the highest. The sororities expla in their different philanthropies
and other acti,·ities they are involved in.
The third round is a little more intricate. During the third round the potential
new members go to three different houses, and the sororities explain to the potential
me mbers what being in a sorority means.
"Alpha Gamma Delta-Beta Jota likes to honor our guests and potential new
members by sen·ing them a slice of cheese cake and a glass of sparkling white grape
j uice. Also, we read our purpose to them and ex plain what Alpha Gamma Delta means
to us," said j ackie Alexander, Alpha Gamma Delta's president.
After the third round, Monday is a day off for both the sororities and the women
going through recruitment. On T uesday the women going through rush come back
together at the University Unio n where they receive a "bid" to a house. This process is
a little more com plicated than the one that the fra ternities go through.
Gabby Gee, a member of Delta Delta Delta, said that ''when going through the
process it is O\'erwhelming, but it is worth it in the long run because you have the
opportunity to get to know all of the houses."
Alexander seems to agree, "I like the way sorority form al recruitment is held
because it e nsures all houses are equally represented to the potential new members."
Sorority members seem to be in agreement that while sorority formal recruitmenl is
complicated it allows representation of all houses, which is something that fraternities
do not offer in their recruitment process.
"Even though fraternity recruitment doesn't require guys to go to every house
doesn't mean you can't keep your options open," said Farjad Yousaf, a member of
Sigma Chi. " Before decidin g on Sigma Chi, I went to severa l different houses, but I
eventually decided on Sigma Chi because I liked the guys, and I like the way they had
their open houses set up."
Recruitment may be differen t for fraternities and sororities, but both processes
seem to have their ad vantages.

Recruionent
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{Greeks work to build floats}
Story by Kate Kelleher
Sig ma Sig ma Sigma paired up with Sigma Nu to
create their Hard Rock Cafe style float for the Rock
'n' Roll , Pop 'n' Sou l themed Ho mecoming parade
on Saturday, OcL. 18, 2008.
Sigma Nu President j ered Sutton said they
came up with the idea early on.
"We thought the other ideas were pretty
generic," Sutton said. "We wanted to think outside
the box."
T he g roups started work o n their float the
first week of September, building the frame and
structure.
"Everyone's doing it," said J en Mottar,junior
membe1· of Sigma Sigma Sigma. ··we're required to
do so much time on the float."
Mottar said the guys mostly fill the pomps in the
chicken wire while the girls shape the tissue into the
pomps.
"There's no foam or fog," Sutton said. "We
usuaJly let the float speak for itself"
Their float had a large juke box and a guita r
that spun on it. Mouar said the main frame of the
float was a bar with stools, made to look like a Ha rd
Rock Cafe style bar.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi worked hard
together to create a Beastie Boys style float.
"We had a couple other ideas between us and
Alpha Phi," said Kyle Valentine, president of Sigma
Epsilon. "We came up with the Beastie Boys and
just ran with it."
He said they started to work on the float in late
September, with most everybody putting their time
111.

The float consists of some of the staples of
Eastern's campus, including Old Main and O'Brien
Stadium. The items have been scaled down for
the float, and in the middle of"campus" there is a
Beastie Boys boom box.
"We'll have it play Beastie Boys music,"
Valentine said .
There is also a competition between all the
floats. Sigma Nu has taken first place the past three
years in a row.
"Lots of guys have never not won homecoming,"
Sutton said. "So, guys take it pretty seriously."
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~nterim director enjoys the job}
Story by Stacey Moran
Robyn Paige "blames" her entire career on her
involvement in the sorority, Phi Sigma Sigma.
"I truly believe that joining a sorority is what
made my college experience a great one," Paige
said.
J oining Phi Sigma Sigma in her freshman
year at Alma College in Alma, Mich., helped Paige
become involved in many other campus activities.
She joined student government and later became
the president, served as a resident assistant, worked
in the admissions office and was an orientation
committee member.
Paige's dream job was to one day be the director
of a fraternity and sorority program on a college
campus and in J uly 2008, that dream became a
reality. Paige is currently serving as the interim
director of fraternities and sororities.
Paige said she believes that her experience as a
member of a sorority gives her a good perspective
and experience to rely on when performing some
duties of her job.
"Working with fraternities and sororities on
a college campus is a big challenge, as there are
many organizations that require different things,
so I don't think you can ever truly be prepared for
everything," Paige said.
According to Vice President for Student Affairs
Dan Nadler, Paige is a good fit for the job.
"Her work in this area has extended to multiple
universities as well as at the regional and national
level," Nadler said. "Additionally, Robyn is keenly
aware of the EIU culture and the important role
fraternity and sorority members play in the life of
the university."
In 2004, Paige graduated with a bachelor's of
music in education. Paige received a master of
science in college student affairs from Eastern in
2007. Paige has previously held several jobs on the
Eastern campus. Most recently, she was the special
assistant to the vice president of Student Affairs.
She also held the position of interim judicial adviser
from 2006 to 2007, and before that Paige was the
associate resident director of Greek Court.
Greek life secretary Marcia Shamaugh said, "I
find her very energetic and enjoyable."

New Director
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Fraternity seeks a fresh start
Story by Christine Godbey
After five years of absence, Eastern's chapter of Delta Chi
returned to campus early this fall. Delta Chi's national alumni
board worked hard to bring the chapter back to campus.
Chapter president Phillip Stroik said that many alumni
played a part in bringing back Delta Chi. Many gave support
financially, visited campus, and gave examples and ideas on how
to get the chapter started. One of the alumni who played a part
in Delta Chi's return is Bryan Murphy. His daughter and newly
named Delta Chi sweetheart, Michelle Murphy said that her
father and his friends wanted to make sure Delta Chi came back
to Eastern.
"I think just all his good memories of Greek life and college
really wanted him to help bring back the Delta Chi's again,''
Murphy said.
Delta Chi now has 27 members and continues to grow
each semester. The men recruit by putting informational tables
around campus, hosting events such as barbeques and bowling,
and are planning paintball outings to attract new members.
Murphy seemed confident in the small group of men. She
said they are a respectful group doing their best to make a new
name for themselves and to leave their reputation of hazing in
the past.
They are looking into purchasing a house in the upcoming
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semester to better ground their chapter. D elta Chi's housing
corporation has agreed to help the chapter with the purchase of
a house.
Stroik said that once Eastern's chapter reaches 40 to 50
members the purchase of a house will be more promising.
H owever, for now the Della Chi's continue to recruit and enjoy
being a Greek organization on campus.
The men are looking forward to Greek Week and
participating in the many activities. They have been preparing
for the tug-of-war tournament, and even getting alumni to comd
back and help v.1th training and practices. The Delta Chi's
are going to take a year off from the Airband and Greek sing
competitions to get a feel for how it's done and what to expect.
T hey are also looking forward to their spring philanthropy
event, Kick it for Cancer, where they will hold a kickball
tomnament to raise money for the jimmy V Foundation for
Cancer Research.
Murphy said she thinks Eastern's chapter of Delta Chi will
continue to grow and become involved in the Greek life. She sai
they will not have a problem recruiting new members because
Eastern's Greek life is vc1y large and has a big influence on the
school.

/!loanded ott Odo6e'l 13, 18 90
Fraternity colors: red and buff
Flower: white carnation
Size: there are 131 chapters and colonies
operating throughout the United States, and
just over 96,000 initiates.
Philanthropy: The V Foundation for Cancer
Research

Founders: Albert Sullard Barnes, Myron
McKee Crandall, John Milton Gorham, Peter
Schermerhorn Johnson, Edward Richard
O'Malley, Owen Lincoln Potter, Alphonse
Derwin Stillman, Thomas A. J. Sullivan,
Monroe Marsh Sweetland, Thomas David
\1\Tatkins, Frederick Moore Whitney.

(First Row) Scott Fisher, Eric Tyler, Stevejett, Phill Stroik, joe Crouch, Rocco Sabuco (Second Row)Tyler Medina, Michael Cooley, Ryan Mazgay,Jason Kromar,
Matt Carter (Third Row) jeffrey Hammersmith, Chris Slater, Blake Fisher, Matt Pardue, Ryan Schoppe (Not Pictured) Kyle DePersia, Corey Skoumal

Delta au
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Cf6~eed
We, as undergraduate members of women's
fraternities, stan d for good scholarship, for guardi ng
of good health , fo1· maintenance of fin e standards,
and for serving, to the best of our ability, o ur college
community. Cooperation for furthering fraternity life,
in harmony with its best possibilities, is the ideal that
shall guide our fraternity activities.

We, as fraternity women, stand for ser\'ice through
the de\'elopment of character inspired by the close
contact and deep frie ndship of indi\'idual fraternity
a nd Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and
wise human service, through mutual respect and
helpfulness, is the tenet by which we strive to live.

Andrea Lajeunesse, Emily Cleary, Lauren Rimnac, Morgan Slattery, Mallory Ahrens, Jessica Born, Andrea Yadron, Kathy Smith, Brandi DeYoung,Jen Mottar
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Sorority colors: red, buff and green
Official j ewel: pearl
Flowers: a red and buff rose with green
asparagus plumosa fern
Official mascot: squirrel
Philanthropy: Defeat Diabetes One Step at a
Time

Founders: Marguerite She pard, Estelle
Shepard Beswick, Georgia Alberta Dickover,
J ennie T itus Smith Morris, Ethel Evelyn Brown
Distin , Grace Mosher Harter, Mary Louise
Snider, Georgia O tis Chipman , Emily Helen
Butterfield, Flora Knigh t Mayer

tkie Alexander, Liza Baumgartner, Andrea Beets, Loren Bellettini, Caity Below, Robin Bentley, Sara Bentley, Tiffany Berglund, Carolyn Borstrom,Jenna Bovie,
Mielle Brass, Emily Clark, Emily Dawson, Ashley Dunham, Kayla Ensor, Sam Fedorik, Megan Feit, Abbie Gallagher, Haley Gilbert, Anna Greco, Sam Grosso,
ittany Hardy, Melissa Hempen, Christine Howe, Sarah Hudson, Carly Hughes,Jilljokisch,Jennajones, Katie jones, Kelsey Leake, Kaylynne Lehnert, Casey McClain,
ily Mieure, Lauren Minow, Brittany Mooney, Brittany Mroz, Katie Muntzenberger, Sam Neal, Meaghan Nesti, Katie Nicholson, Amanda Redmond, Toni Roan,
uren Ross, Stephanie Rymarczyk, Rachel Sabella, Kelly Salamone, Sarah Scobbie, Sam Sizemore, Marcy Sklar, Lauren Slater, Rache Snyder, Ashley Sterkowitz,
bie Switzer, Alicia Toennies, Amelia Turner, Katelyn Wabol, Danielle Wachter, Brittany Wells, Maggie Wilson, Courtney Wodarski, Elise Ramsey, Mary Droste,
acie Newell, Janice Spitz, Ashely Lynch, Caitlyn Manuel, Lindsay Wiesbrock,Jaclyn Silvestri, Kelly Apfel, Brooke Beissel, Allie Mitchell, Kelsey Alcorn, Kelsey Hayes,
na Lummis, Alyssa Sterkowitz, Brittni Thornton, Tara Uselding, LeAnne Koenig, Ashley Barrett, Jordan Barrett, Andrea Peterson, Kristina Snyder, Hannah Siemer,
f sica Robinson, Morgan Bellettni, Erika Coffey, Rachel Schone, Kelly McCann, Kelsey Smith, Kelsey Miner, Alyssa Gifford, Erika Beverage, Jennifer Ponstein,
turen Leffler, Erin Loos, Kristi Koszewski, Kali Kroscher

Alpha Gamma Delta
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/!facio
Sorority colors: silver and bordeaux
Flower: lily of the valley and forget-me-not
Official mascot: Phi-Bear
Philanthropy: The Alpha Phi Foundation
Founders: Clara Bradley Burdette, Florence

Chidester Lukens, Martha Foote Crow, Ida
Gilbert Hou ghton , J ane Sara Higham, Kate
Hogoboom Gilbert, Elizabeth Hubbell Shults,
Rena Michaels Atch ison, Louise Shepard
Hancock and Clara Sittser Williams

Jacqueline Abraham, Brittany Amari, Sara Bear, Corinne Berger, Stacey Berger, Gail Bilenko, Bridget Brennan, Leann Browne, Ashley Broz, Kyleigh Campbeii,Jacly
Carmichael, Caitlin Carroll, Katherine Cimarolli, Erica Colello, Colleen Comiskey, Megan Connolly, Mary Coughlin, Katherine De Haven, Claire Dennis, Ally Dinkle.
Christina Doti, Laura Duckett, Vanessa Dulla, Anna Dumelle, Alicia Funes, Alyssa Godzicki, Ginny Hanover, Emily Houston, Katie Howard, Alicia Hudson, Amanda
Johnson, Alyssa Kahlhammer, Glanna Kahlhammer, Ashley Karpus, Mar1ssa Kimzey, Caroline Kosiba, Becca Kovacs, Brittany Kraft, Dana Latka, Lydia Lencioni, Liz
Mast, Kristen McNellis, Amanda Morong, Heather Mulae, Maggie Munin, Abby Nelson, Brooke Nowak, Gillian Ouska, Amanda Paluzzi, Megan Patterson, Samantr
Plaia, Katie Ragona, Megan Riccetti, Caitlin Ring, Daniel Roemersberger, Malgorzata Sas, Angela Schaefer, Molly Schiller,Jessica Serpico, Morgan Slattery.
Samantha Slowiak, Kylie Stecker, Amanda Stephens, Margaret Stock, Rachel Szykowny, Ashton Temby, Michelle Teska, Ashley Theis, Tricia Urbanowski, Samantha
Waymann, Angela White, Shelly White
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Sorority colors: crimson, pearl white, palm
green and gold
Official j ewel: pearl and ruby
Flower: narcissus and aster
Official mascot: Dot the ladybug

Philanthropy: Special Olympics
Founders: Virginia Boyd Noell, Juliette
Hundley Gilliam, Calva Watson Wooton,
Louise Cox Carper and Mary Williamson
Hundley

na Allegretti, Valencia Anderson, Meaghon Baggot, Kaitlyn Barkowski, Rory Barron, Ashliegh Baytala, Tricia Bevilacqua, Hannah Chamberlin, Michelle Chrusciel,
Clifford, Chrysta Cochrane, Erika Collier, Kate Czerkies, Laura Deisher, Megan Dineen, Michelle Donarski,Jessica Duffin, Colleen Duffner, Ashley Dykstra,
Farrell, Christina Feo, Ashley Gartner, Mary Gerhardt, Sarah Greenwald, Megan Griffin, Crystal Grissom, Stephanie Hamby, Emily Hartwig, Jamie Hildinger,
Holtgrave, Amy Hopper, Dani j acques, Colleen Karrigan, Kelly Kemerly, Catie Knobbe, Kara Kooken, Nicole Kornita, Kristine Libraro, Stephanie Mair, Katie
, Sarah Milen, Melissa Miller, Sam Morrissey, julia Murphy, Kyrie Park, Sariah Quimby, Michelle Romano, jessica Rottman, Cassie Schnarr, Amy Sermersheim,
Smith, Kate Tonra, Erin Walsh, Kathy West,Jenna Wright.

Alpha Sigma Alpha
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/!facio
Sorority colors: emerald green and gold
Oflicial jewel: pearl
Flower: yellow rose
Oflicial ma cot: anchor
Motto: Active, Self-Reliant, Trustworthy

Founders: Helene M. Rice, Adriance Rice,
May Gephart, Ruth Dutcher, Mayene Tracy,
Eva O'Keefe, Mabel Chase, and Harriet Marx
Philanthropy: Pine Mountain Settlement
School and Habitat for Humanity

Heather Angarano, Ashley Arvidson, Allie Badeusz, Ashley Bertocchi, Chelsea Crill, Christie Degrado, Brandi DeYoung, Johanna Frick, Jill Friend, Sarah Friestad,
Emily Froemel, Brittni Garcia, Amy Gostomeilsky, Crystal Greco, Kayleigh Hawrysio, Ashley Hoogstraten,Julie Kliest, Ashley Luther, Emily Manhart, Ashley Maser,
Brigitte Mueller, Sabrina Pripusich, Amanda Richardson, Jill Schreiner, Catherine Smith, Courtney Spidle, Ashlee Stilman, Abby Thompson, Kelly Yamamoto, Kryst:y
Brice, Heather Derby, Julie Dutton, Candice Elkins, Lindsey Gasior, Calie Gorski, Diana Hernandez, Brooke Holtz, Whitney Kincheloe, Meghann Kun, Bailey Mast,
Meaghan O'Donovan, Molly Rae Pakosz, Dana Porreca, Robin Rickert, jessica Schaefer, Jill Strache, Alexia Todd, Sami Wonderlich
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Soro rity colo rs: silver, gold and blue
Oflicial j ev.•el: pearl
Flower: pa nsy
Official mascot: dolphin
Motto: Let us stead fastly 10\·e o ne a nother

Fo unde rs: Sa ra h Ida Shaw and Eleanor
Do rcas Po nd
Ph ilanthro py: St. J ude Children's Research
Ho pita l

)yssa Ahern, Alex Ard, Brittny Arthur, Kelly Barry, Stacey Battaglia, Krista Bendeksky, Caitlin Bieda, Ashley Biermann, Ashlee Blankenship, Katie Blumberg, Kathryn
oland,Jessica Born, Melanie Bradshaw,Jackie Bray, Katelyn Bruski, Carrie Carnaghi, Shawn Clary, Olivia Clemmons, Lauren Clock, Carissa Coon, Megan Cooper,
liet Culbertson, Melissa Cunningham, Lauren Dennen, Mallory Devens, Leah Deyoung, Rachel Dihle, Diana Dugdale, Elizabeth Dwyer, Courtney Elliott, Samantha
ooman, Melany Cant, Gabrelle Gee, Stacy Goldstein, Corie Grider, Lauren Hipelius, Samantha Hoffert, Ashley
Hubbard, Danielle lkemire, Miranda Inboden,
assidy j ohns, Lindsey Kammer, Amanda Kelm, Seemeen Khan, Meghan Klein, Alison Kostelich, Kelly Kuball, Andrea Kulik, j essica Lange, Laurel Livingston
pannon Lott, Maria Lukaszczyk, Katie Lyons, Diana Magnuson, Megan Majewski, Valerie Mancuso, Ashley Marrinson, Alex Martinez, Natalie Masciopinto, Hannah
lason, Katie McCracken, Claudia McDermott, Audrey Mcl ain, Emily Miller, Kiri Miller, Alexis Moffit, Kirsten Morr, Anna Morris, Carrie Murphy, Sam Neil, Dana
~'Connell, Corey O'Keefe, Gina Pizzolato, Melissa Pluta, jennifer Prillaman, Amy Pulley, Catherine Read, Kimberly Ruzich, Lindsey Sayre,Jillian Schaack,Jenn
~heef, Amber Scott, Gentry Scott, Sara Sobotka, Diana Staudohar, Lauren Stotts, Christina Szmurlo, Cally Tubbs, Becca Unger, Meghan Ward, Mallory Williams,
~itlyn Wimmerstedt, Lesley Winslow, Erin Wyrobek, Laura l otto, Kimberly Zydek

Delta Delta Delta
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?lJe{la cZela

.o/ounded ott (Jdo6et 24, 1 C)Q2
Sorority colors: ro e and green
Official j ewel: d ia mond
Flower: pink Killarney rose
Official mascot: turtle
Sorority badge: Roma n La mp

Fou nders: julia Bishop, Anne Simmons, Anna
Keen, Alfa Lloyd, Mabelle Minton a nd Mary
Collins
Philanthropy: Painted Turtle and the Speech
and Hearing Institute

Nicole Baker, Christine Godbey, Kara Kirkpatrick, Kaylee Tarris, Melissa Myerscough, Katherine jenkins, Michelle Murphy, Jennifer Rinke!, Whitney Speth, Rachael
Caprio, Lauren Brichetto, Katherine Kelley, Ashley St. Peter, Natica Robinson, Ashton Rauch, Ashleigh Nurdin, Taylor Brucker, Sabrina Hoedebecke, Leah Kutches
Elizabeth Carey, KelliJordan, Erica Goodman, Michele Schiffer, Karas Albrecht, MichelleJacobitz,Jess Montgomery, Stephanie Anderson, Lisa Bradley, Emily Caul~
Ashley Van Nevel, Colleen O'Donnell, Katie Kostelny,Jayme Glaze, Dana Richert, LeeAnn Holland, Elizabeth Weiser, Katlyn Lauf, Stephanie Simpson, Amanda
Goldman, Courtney Bruggeman, Emily Russell, Bridget Prendergast, Lindsay Wawrzyniak, Katherine Levis, Lesleigh Stevens, Nicole Dulla, Meg Braden, Alysha
Zang, Ceitlyn Glenn, Michelle Bosco, Katelyne Raber, Erica Resler, Alexa Little,Jaclyn Rinke!, Michelle Christerson, Ashley Wallace, Tricia Addante, Sara Potts,Jand
Blocker, Carmen Kramer, Mallory Maine, Lauren Phillips, Jenny McCormick, Cristen Campbell, Meredith Carlson, Jennifer Aviles, Kristin Fisher, Lu Veseli, Chelsea
Nollau, Karleen Penninger, Megan Mirich, Amanda Carlson, Sandra Henderson,Jordyn Gandolfi, Amber Caruso, Danielle DeSimone, Stephanie Millsap, Lauren
Roseberry, Ashley Jensen, Ansu Durgut, Tracy Millsap, Natalie Peck, Amanda Gonzalez, Halee Harrison, Nicole Netemeyer, Brittany Kastner,Jennifer Moore,Jaclyn
Carstens, Abigail Wohlhart, Elizabeth Lutz, Olivia Vinyard, Abbye Lakm,Jennifer Schwendau, Albulena Veseli, Kelly Walsh, Lauren Lombardo, Christina Dazzo

132} Delta Zeta

Sorority colors: olive green and pearl white
Official jewel: emerald, diamond, pearl
Flower: '.vhite rose
Official mascot: teddy bear
Founders: Lenora Ashmore Blackiston ,

J ulia Gardiner T yler Wilson, Sara Turner
White and Mary Sommerville Sparks Hendrick
Philanthropy: Girl Scouts of the USA, Prevent
Child Abuse America, Children's Hospital,
and O rthopedic Research Awards

eather Magee, Cassie Ledvina, Kim LaVelle, Emily Horigan, Angelina Montleon, Drea Lajeunesse, Sarah Earnhart, Samantha McKinley, Sarah Harcharik, Me·
an Altmayer, Sam Askwith, Meredith Bedwell, Rachel Cronholm, Natalie Ehorn, Michelle Helleson, Maddie Hoercher, Kelly McMahon, Laura Morton, Catherine
1alavains, Amanda Bowman, Whitney Engle,jessa Fleming, Ali Foster, Kathryn Imburgia, Megan Little, Meghan Matthies, Rachel McDermott, Lauren Rimnac, Liz
;ndejas, Kris Vetrovec, Megan Welker, Ashley Wisniewski, Kelsey Wolk, Andrea Yadron, Emily Bava, julie Blessman, Ashley Dockins, Marina Goldshteyn, Chelsea
ahn, Kaitlin Long, jessica Rising, Karla Atchison, Chelsea Backes, Paulina Chomczyk, Tracy Coon, Colleen Doherty, jeanne Dolan, Lindsey Hagmeyer,jill Hanley,
mma Henigman, Kourtney Higgins, Caitlin Horan, Audrey Iverson, Britney jones, Elizabeth Moore, Mary Morton, Laura Newman, Morgan Nicol, Lauren Owclruk, Katie Palmer,jessica Schroeder, Molly Stewart, Lindsay Wagner, Lace Walton, Carrie Wojewocki, Laura Zimmerman, Meghan Barrett, Alissa Braun, Kimmy
rown, Kaitlyn Cobb, Felicia Coster, Regan Cronholm, Hali Daniels, Lisa Danner, jenny Faflik, Cari Gattuso, Amanda Haeger, Leslee Harrington, Kate Harrison,
arolyn Lacox, Melissa Ledvina, Morgan Luft, Erin Mahan, Heather Marvin, Erin O'Malley, Sarah Palmer, Marcy Peters, Cristin Prince, Katie Schmitz, Sara School·
1an, Annabeth Shores, Lindsay Sutton, Sara Tassone, Sara Walters, Becca Zuccarelli

Kappa Delta
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/!l aelo
Sorority colors: lavender and maroon
Official j ewel: pea rl
Flower: wild pu r ple violet
Official mascot: dove
Motto: One Hea rt, One Way

Founders: Mar y Caffrey Low, Elizabeth
Gorham Hoag, Ida Fuller , Fra nces Mann and
Louise Helen Coburn
Philanthropy: Painted T urtle a nd the Speech
and Hea rin g Institute

Mallory Ahrens, Kelly Anderson, Kristy Anderson, Brittany Becker, Kristen Berner, Amber Bilina,Jordan Blankenship, Elyse Borinstein, Emily Brauer, Elizabeth Brod
Katie Brysch, Sarah Carmody, Samantha Cole, Cara Cosentino,Jaclyn Crowley, Tina DiVenere, Kristina Donash, Cara Durkin, Lindsey Eairheart, Kelly Eichberger,
Ellen Eichberger, Nicol Feldmann, Meghan Fielmann, Kelsey Flack, Eileen Ford, Maggie Foss. Sara Francis, Nicole Fraser, Sarah Freund, Cara Fumagalli, Bridget
Gavin, Devin Giesel, Katey Goodpaster, Nicole Greenwood, Allie Crotts, Paige Hamilton, Lindsay Harper, Kelsey Hatch, Dana Henrichsen, Brittany Hochstetter,
Megan Hoebbel, Kristen j asin, LaDonna j enkins, Monika Kaechele, Bekki Kazmierczak, Kristen Karpus, Mara Kolze, Alicia Kouri, Elena Lander, Alyssa Lehman,
Valerie Lerro, Megan Loeffler, Lauren Lucio, Bekah Maurer, Alyssa McMahon, Allison McNutt, Meredith Mueller, Tiffany Nation, Haley Nelson, Kristin O'Kelly,
Megan Phipps, Courtney Raupp, Amanda Raz, Amy Rooney, Paige Roth, Taylor Ruprecht, Lisa Schuld, Mallory Seamann, Karyn Skrzypczak, Laura Smoltich,Jenna
Sparacio, Keely Spellman, Chelsey Sprehe, Julie Staffan, Shelby Stammet, Amy Steiert, Erin Supple, Alyssa Swanson, jennifer Swanson, Sara Swartz,Jorie Trombetta
Amanda Truttman, Alexandria Tucker, Becky Vannorsdel, Kin Varland, Cassie Vedros, Brittney Waite, Brooke Waite, Chanel Watts, Taryn Wegener, Adriana Zulan

134 } Sigma Kappa

fili5rlta fift5r1la fi!t8_tJla
.'To u"dNI o11 .Yl;n i/ 20, 1 8 () 8

/?l'aclo
Sorority colors: royal purple and white
Official jewel: pearl
Flower: violet
National Symbol: sailboat
Famous Sigma: Carrie Underwood

Founders: Louise Davis, Martha Trent
Featherston, Margaret Batten, Isabella
Merrick, Sallie Michie, Lelia Scott, Elizabeth
Watkins a nd Lucy \Yrig ht
Philanthropy: Sigma Sigma Sigma Foundation

mily Abel, Kaylee Babbs, Tressa Bird, Sarah Blue, Lindsay Bohlin, Sarah Bouchard, Allie Brinkoetter, Teri Brown, jenny Campbell, jess Campbell, Eileen Caron,
ephanie Ceranec, Emily Cleary. Amanda Cruse, Sara Cuadrado, Lea Cummins, jess D'Ascanio, Sara Deleo, Sara Demartino, Aimee Dihle, Ashley Doucette, Nikki
umele,jessie Dwiggins, Brianne Edging, Allison Fenger, Dori Fuhler, Sarah Greer,jessica Guerrero, Brittany Hennessey, Dawn Hillerud, Keely Hoch, Brooke
~nes, Katie jones, Alana Kearns, jennifer Kelly, Laura Lucas,Jenni Maple, Carrie Markus, Mallory Martin, Jodi Matheny, Taylor McCabe, Laura McCafferty, Morgan
1cCiain, Lorie Mercado, Kristin Minarik, jen Monkman, Megan Morris, jennifer Mortimer,jen Mortar, Laura Nicol, Ashley Nolan, Diane Pappas, Emily Peralta, Sara
schak, Liz Ploncznski, Kathy Prodehl, Betsy Quin, Kati Rathbun, Katie Robie, janet Roche, Lauren Rucks, Kim Schaefer, Lauren Schell, Stephanie Scriven, Kelsey
~err, Laura Skrzypczak,Jenny Smith, Hannah Sterricker, Lindsay Strobel, Devin Taylor, Shannon Toland, Emma Troccoli, Karen Tureff, Allison Twaits, Emily Veach,
~yla VonderHaar, Rachel Walker,josie Wallace, Lacey Wehrle, Steph Wimmerstedt, Allie Witowicz, Laurie Workman, Ashley Wyss, Tiffany Zuro

Sigma Sigma Sigma
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.ct!f(~j., !le/~6~(~~tfrf,(y Cfiouncit

.sllao m;diolun enliJ
-MGCA Awards

-Eastern Ill inois I FC has been nationall y
recognized at numerous MGCA conferences.

-National Interfraternity Council Award of
Distinction
-Eastern Illinois LFC is the first to ever receive
the Award of Distinction.

Kevin Pavloski, Ryan Swanberg, Logan jones, Mike Hilty, Matt Toren, Dirk
Bennett, Brian Bates, Todd Brown, Chris Bennett, Paul Zemaitis

136 } Interfraternity Council

IFraternity colors: azure and gold
Flower: white tea rose
Nicknames: Taus, Alpha Taus, ATOs
Founders: Otis Allan Glazebrook, Erskin e
Mayo Ross and Alfred Marshall

Philanthropy: supports local hospitals
ATO was the first fraternity founded after the
Civil War striving to heal the wounds created
by the devastating war and help reunite the
North and South.

'atthew Black, Albert Brasel, Daniel Bujwit, Brian Burke, Matt Cation, Rob Dalaskey, Michael Deg, Mike Drzik,John Florio, Ryan Gustafson, Thomas Gustafson,
lex Haentzler, Benjamin johnson, Steve Karrow, Robert Kennedy, David Keyworth, Lane Kirby, joseph Kleiman, Kiel Laidlaw, Nicholas Liefer, Dustin Long, Nick
ore, Scott Lundquist, Ben Mahan, Raymond Marchlewicz, Kevin McConkey, jay McDevitt, Christ McGarel, Steve Medel, Nick Michalarias,Justin Myers, Adam Neil,
had Offerman, Kevin Olifirowicz, Tyler Riggs, Alex Ruth, jeffrey Rutherford, Brandon Schmidt, Corey Self, Benjamin Sheroky, Andrew Simpson, Andrew Smith,
yeston Steinberg, Tom Stroble, Tony Tanner, Kevin Vitals, Kurt Walkenbach,Jonathon Winnie, Max Wisniewski, Robert Zimmerman

Alpha Tau Omega
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!!iJela rr51tela gi
.o/o ruuiNI i 11 18 3 CJ

Fraternity colors: pink a nd blue
Flower: rose
T he 1842 Convention authorized chapter
seals consisting of clasped hands a nd the
chapter letter to be used on the wax seals of
letters.

Fo unders: J oh n Reily Knox, 1839, Samu el
Taylor Marshall, 1840, David Lin ton, 1839,
J ames George Smith, 1840, Cha rles I le nry
Hardin , 1840, J ohn Holt Dunca n, 1840, Michael Cla rkso n Ryan, 1839, Thomas Boston
Gordon , 1840

(First Row) Alex Gosser, Steve Udowitz, Evan Danner, William Zachary, Tyler McKeefery, Corey Norton (Second Row) Neal Hancock, joey Callen, Mike Geske,
Mike Brotsch., Greg Szczech, Ben Savage

138 } Beta Theta Pi

®ella
Fraternity colors: nile green and white
Flower: white carnation
National symbol: sphinx
MagaLine: T he Carnation

Founders: Meyer Boskey and Charles A. T onsor, Jr.
Philanthropy: Ma rch of Dimes
Motto: Better Men, Bette r Lives

Row) Bruce Svendson, Chris Bennett, Johnson Li, Bobbie Mitchell (Second Row)Greg Poznic, Nick Kosiek, Adam Radochonski, Jacob Smith

Delta Sigma Phi
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?lJe{/a 75atl ?lJe{/a
.C!lo(( tafed itt 18 58
Fraternity colors: royal purple, white and gold Founders: 'Villiam Randolph Cunningham,
Alexander Campbell Earle, Richa rd Havenor
Flower: purple iris
Principles: truth , co urage, faith and power
Alfred, Hen ry King Bell, John Calvin
Famous members: David Schwimmer, Will
Johnson, J acob Schnediger Lowe, Eugene
Ferrell and Drew Carey
Tarr and John Lucius

Jason Domnanovich, Bob Reed, Doug Kouri, Alex Woods, Jeff White, Matt Toren, Scot Sakoda, Steve Tsangos, Brian Gibson, Barrett Ullrich,Jeremey Papp, Phillif
Sachs, Greg DeCiark, Clayton Drake, Matt Waszak, Denny Colhoff, Danny Thacker, jim Kreher, Kyle Kuzmich, Todd Brown, Bobby Pierobon, Brian Buster,Jake
Lambert, Jose Carmona, Steven Dahlgren, Brandon Martin, joe DeMaine, Zack Lambert, Troy Street, Adam Atchason, Andy Coy, jared Brooks, Kurtis Conrad,
Tyler Chatham, Austin Setliff

140 } Delta Tau Delta

Fraternity colors: purple, green and gold
Official jewel:
Flowe r: white rose
Symbol: Cross and Crescent

Founders: Warren A. Cole, Percival C. Morse
and Clyde K. Nichols
Philanlhropy: North American Food Drive
Motto: Every Man a Man.

'lthony Adams, Alex Aniz, John Alvarado, Jeff Anderson, Casey Beck, Dirk Bennett, Brian Bates, Jason Boldig, Rob Bollweg, Ryan Bottorff, Keith Brosius, Nick
own, Brendan Cain, Tom Carroll, Tim Cline, Jeremy Covi,Josh Cunningham, Anthony DelaGarza, Scott Eichberger, Neil Fifer, Matt Fowler, Brian Geraghty,
y Gieselmann,John Goryl, Darrin Hayes, Darryl Hayes, Chris Hayward, Jarred Herrman, Colin Ingrum, Cory Jancik, NeiiJernegan,JakeJuracka, Quinn Krug, Cail
~ester, Pat Leonard, Ben Levin, Mike McAuliffe, Drew Meyer, Cory Murtaugh,JeffOhner, Nick Oraham, Greg Peterson,JeffRacic, Matt Reynolds, Nate Reynolds,
an Rohr, Ryan Roth, Alex Ruwe, Martin Sanchez, Paul Sanders, Chris Sauerwein, Jensen Schambach, Colton Schambach, Rich Schumbacher, Ryan Senesac, Mario
~ermack, Brad Skwarski, Stan Sowar, Dave Stevens, Lucas Stortzum,Jim Thompson, Jeff Traub, Scotty Tumang, Evan Williams, Brandyn Wnukowski

Lamlxla au Alpha
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[Jfti !Xa;yla 75/tela
.CJfo"nded on ,S'/;uil L_ ()//,, 1 () 5 ()
Fraternity colo rs: white, gold and card inalpu r ple
Motto: Give, expecting nothing thereof
Flower: red tea rose

Roster was unavailable for the men of Phi Kappa Theta.

142 } Phi Kappa Theta

Fo unders: J ames Gillrain, Arthur McG in n,
J ames Smi th , Edward Cunningham, Edward
O 'Connor , J oseph Killelea, J ames Bre nnan, Denn is Holland , Edward Kelly, William
McGar vey, Aug ust Co ncilio, Pete r Ca rr a nd
Raymo nd Bobbin

[Ji !Xajljla s'i~Lita .o/o ruufn{ on

Fraternity colors: ga rnet and old gold
Official jewel: diamond
Flower: lily of the \'alley
Symbol: fire truck

Jill a~ tit 1 18 (J 8
1

Founders: Robertson Howard , Ju lian Edward
Wood, James Benjamin Sclater Jr. , Frederick
Southgate T aylor, Littleton ' Valier Tazewell
Bradford and William C. Alexander
Philanthropy: Pi Kappa Alpha Educational
Foundation

10lapo Abiola, Nadi Akileh, Bill Apostolopoulus, Andy Applebee, John Baker, Sam Barlock, Chris Bartels, Jason Baruch, Mike Berglind, Robert Candos, Dave
pndello, Bobby Ferguson, Michael Filetti, Bill Fudacz, Vince Giacobbe, Jeremy Gilbert, Albert Godinez, Mike Groark,Joseph Hader, Cory Haynes, James Hines,
avis Jaggers, Corey Kelly, Duane Kerner, Tom Kiely, Christopher Kjellstrand, Bradley Klayer,Jake Kuester, Sam Kuester, Caleb Lalonde, David Landis, James
ndis, Chris Macchitelli, Brad Marik, Ryan Markelz, Ryan McNeil, Dale Michonski,Joe Miller, Ivan Morales, AJ Morissette, Chukwudi Obichukwu, Brian O'Connor,
·ed Olznoi, Garrett O'Riordan,Jordan Poremba, Scott Salmond, Michael Schaffer, Robert Serafin, Ed Streit, Nick Tricase, David Topps, Nick Valadez, Tanner
innett,Jordan Yount, Anastasios Zervos

Pi Kappa Alpha
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Frate rnity colors: royal purple a nd old gold
Co l o ni ~.:ed at Eastern: March 31, 2007
Flower: violet
Symbols: Lion , Phoenix, Minerva and Fle urde- lis

Founders: Noble Leslie DeVotie, Nathan
Elams Cockrell, John Barratt Rudulph , j ohn
Webb Kerr, Samuel Marion Dennis, \Vade
Foster, Abne r Edwin Patton and Thomas
Chapel Cook

Kevin Lee, Dan Rolando, Matt Pickham, Ben Mapes,Jarrod Scherle, Adam Howard, Kevin Kmak, Richard Daniels, Zack Doiron, Andrew Grzelak, Scott Kmak, Ryne
Turk,JD Quinn, Kevin Vessels, Jose Alarcon, john Lee, Nick Boerner, Tommy Nierman, Steve Cation, Brian Seibert, Tylr Davis, Nick Tannenbaum, Chris DeSanto,
Aaron Wiessing

144} Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Fraternity colors: blue a nd old gold
Official jewel: diamond
Flower: ·white rose
Symbol: the white cross
Founders: Benjamin Piatt Runkle, Thomas

Cowan Bell, \'\1illia m Lewis Lockwood, Isaac
M. J ordan, Daniel William Cooper, Fra nklin
Howard Scobey a nd J ames Parks Caldwell
Philanthropy: Children's Miracle Network
and Huntsman Cancer Institute

~nnan Adi, Tom Alldridge, Dan Anderson, Ryan Arnold, Jeff Bernstein, Alex Blizniak, Andrew Braun, Larry Clinton, Alex Coffman, Keith Dasenbrook, Shane
avis, Andrew Day, Marcus Dees, Mark Derbak, Lee Eddington, AJ Eyre, Tim Falsey,Jordan Gamlin, Dan Gibler, Mike Goodman, john Griffin, jake Hayes, Matt
~nnington,jacob Kimery, jake Kirts, Zach Kleiss, Pat Knutson, Matt Krueger, Matt Laskero, Adam Lewis, Matt Litoborski, Dan Lootens, Danny Loucks, Ross
adden, Connor Maly,Johnny Matthews, Pat McKee, josh Mcleod, Nate Meinhart, Marcin Milewski, Scott Norden, Austin Payne, Blake Pierce, justin Price, Nick
orock, Kevin Rutherford, Nate Sabotino, Bobby Scanlon, Pat Sprague, jeremy Stranko, Tanner Taake, The Fish, john Vernam, TJ Washow, Brian Weber, Pat
hitaker, Geoff Youngberg, Farjad Yousaf,John Zaranti, Paul Zemaitis, Austin Drougas, OJ Staska,John Zappa, jordan Martin,Jerrod Fritchnitch, Mark Lello Bryan
;stin, Michael Reeter, George Shaw, Aron Bivins, Trevor Kulp, Daniel Putlak, Bryan Bailey, Zach Kirts, Matt Lux, Reggie Walker, Tony Rieck, Michael Krank, Tyler
p.vis, Matthew Golden, Lucas Willman, Pat Kniery, Tyler Herscher, Nathan Huxtable, Ross Bildsten,joseph Salerno, Dominick Calistro, Gerad Pearce, Ronald
,iyford,joelle Ortiz, Blake Yoksoulian,Jon Grace

Sigma Chi
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Fraternity colors: gold, white and black
Flowe r: white rose
Symbol: serpent
Motto: Excelling wilh Honor

Founders: James Frank Hopkins, Judge
Greenfield Quarles and James Mci lvaine Riley
Ph ilanthropy: SL Jude's Children's Hospital
Fa mou s member: Bob Barker

Mike Adams, Andrew Ashe, Andrew Barzda, TJ Bielawski, Chris Black, Mike Bond, Chris Doty, Rob Drews, Kevin Errek, Ryan Gelu, Marc Genson, Brett Glavey, C(
Gregory, Bart Hickman, Ty Hunt, Logan Jones, Ryan Jones, Kevin Karlowicz, Rich Konrath, Nick Krizic, Jeff Kusnierz, Charlie Larkin, Adam Margherio, Hans Monroy, Ryan Oliver, Kevin Pavloski, Sam Peterson, Frank Roberto, Andrew Schaefer, Chuck Schafer,Joe Shaw, Dominic Shin,JeffSpringer, Blake Stahi,Jered Sutton,
Ryan Swanberg, Ray Trevino, Connor Eling, Tom Slomski, Nick Tovar, Mitch Carber, Brad Green, Vaughn Drozd, Andrew Savage, Ben Stonewall, Laraib Jafri, Bo
Hunt, Kyle Koslowski, Dave Rose, Kevin Cantu, Alex Torres, Nate Rasmussen, Matt Hladilek, Travis King, TJ Doyle, Kalvin Cheeks, Kevin Musial, Kyle Swiderski, M]
Scholl meier

146 } Sigma Nu

Fraternity colors: purple a nd red
Flower: violet and d ark red rose
Symbol: golden hea rt
Fou nde rs: Ashton J enke ns, Benja min Do nald
Caw, Willia m Hugh Ca rter, ·w illiam Andrew

Wallace, Thomas T e mple Wright, Will iam
Lazell Phillips, Lucia n Baum Cox, Richard
Spurgeon Owens, Edgar Lee AJlen, Robert
Alfr ed McFarland, Frank V\1ebb Kerfoot and
Thomas Vad en McCaul

~am Gartner, Adam Weaver, Adam White, Blake Benbow, Brian Chmura, Brian Gidcumb, Chris Darimont, Chris Nagorny, Ed Hotwagner, Elliot McGill, Eric
11derson, Eric Krause, Erik Gilly, Jake Fehi,James Roth, Jim Steele, Joey McCue, Jon Mendoza, Jon Rossi, Jorge Edquivei,Justin Lunch, Justin Zobrist, Kyle Puriek,
(le Valentine, Larry Digiulio, Levi Bulgar, Mike Atkinson, Mike Bielski, Mike Ippolito, Mike Nummer, Mike Thompson, Mitch Deval, Nate Matthies, Nick Hunt, Nick
rrsin, Pat Slevn, Paul Cody Gray, Paullvnik, Rich Farias, Rich Rinaldi, Ryan Graff, Ryan Martin, Ryan Young, Sean Tyree, Spencer Dietrich, Stephen Johnson, TJ
bbe, Travis McDonald, Zack Cassidy.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Fraternity colors: lavender and whi te with
gold as an auxiliary
Official jewel: eme ra ld
Flower: lavender orchid

Founders: William Ra pe r Kenned y, J ames
Thompson Kingsbury, George Ma rtin Patterson and Rolin Rosco J ames
Famous member: Tony Romo

Sigma Pi Roster: Jason Abbate, jim Adee, Nick Alexander. Bill Allen, Chris Ashman, Eddie Barnes, Alex Bear,Jacques Beezley. Mike Belcaster, Drew
Budz, Zach Buxton, Kris Caldwell, Ritch Castillo. Cameron Chana, Ervis Chino, Kyle Cimbalo, Tim Copeland, Tanner Courtney, justin Danks, Bill Finla
Derick Cambro, Osiel Garduno, Scott Geryol, Brian Gibbons, jeff Griffard, Rob Hackett, David Hawkins, Patrick Hood, Greg Hough, jared jones, Alar
Katz, Darby Kehoe, Dan Kolcz, Kyle Kwoka, David Lebeau, Rob Lemaster, Mike Lewis, Rob Lewis, Jeff Magnussen, joe Malacina, Dave Mejia, Mike
McKenna, Sean Nelson, Dave Nguyen, Mike Nguyen, Mark Ott, Zac Patterson, Nick Petro, David Platt, Andy Pollock, Brent Priola, Dave Regalado,
jack Ritter, Nick Rossi, Dan Salihar, Matt Samojedny, Matt Sattleberg, Anthony Sbertoli, Andy Schreiber, Ben Schuetz, Mitsu Shah, Mike Sheets, Curtis
Simpson, Sam Sineni, Ryan Smith, Dan Stone, Rob Swartz, Dan Tamayo, Michah Tanner, Kyle Totte, Erik Totte, Mike Treddennick, Kyle Ulaszek, Matt
Vancleave, Mitch Welsh, jake Winkler, Matt Winterbottom, john Witort, Mark Yost, Jonathon Ziemer

J48 } Sigma Pi

@IZ'alional [J>an-J!Cellenic Cf6ott neil
/Yo unded on uflla¥ 1(), 1 () 3 0

ga ~pooe
To act as a unifying body that promotes scholarships, community service, campus involvement, and
success fo r each active o rganitation.

To plan events between PHC Fraternities and
Sororities and between Fraternities/Sororities and
other campus organitations.

To take steps to aJieviate problems within the Greek
Community.

To promote positive inter-Greek relations a mong
the Interfraternity Council, the Panhellenic Council, and the ca mpus community.

tirst Row) Darryl Samuel, Ronald McClennon, Darryl D. Robinson, Cedric Watson, Wayne Williams Ill, Michael Embry, Rashaad Rigsby (Second Row) Michael
'illis, LaDonna Martin, Whitney Borders, Bobson Mercier, Freddie Perry, Megan McGhee, Sterling McKinley, Denisha Smith, Kadeshah Nolan (Third Row) Ebony
azier, Alexandria Pannell, Lynette Gayden, Alexandra Hines, Letoya Garland, Erika Collins (Fourth Row) Stephen Tyler, Patrick jake, Markianajackson, Tresier
illiams, Ashley Marshaii,Jaleesha Maury, Cheryl Mosley

National Pan-Hellenic CDuncil
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Fraternity colors: black and old gold
Flo·wer: yellow rose
Symbol: Great Sphinx of Giza
Motto: First of All, Senrants of All, We Shall
Tra nscend All

Founders: Henry Arthur Callis, Charles Henr y Cha pman, Eu gene Kinckle jones, George
Biddle Kelley, Natha niel Allison Murray, Robe rt Ha rold Ogle and Vertner Woodson Tand y
Scope: internationa l

(First Row) Alex Brooks, Quentin Frazier, Sterling McKinley (Second Row) Darius White, Robert A. White II, Ricardo Marshall Jr., Maurice D. Brownridge, Charle!
H. Washington Ill

150 } Alpha Phi Alpha

fflti $ela fifi5~,,la
/fo unded ott c1anuaiy (), 1 CJ 14
Fraternity colors: royal blue and pure white
Flower: white carnation
Symbol: dove
Motto: Culture for service a nd service for
humanity

Founders: A. Langsto n Taylor, Leona rd F.
Morse a nd Charles I. Brow n
Other a reas with chapters: Germany, Ba hamas, South Korea, Japa n and Africa

First Row) Robin Auguste, Wayne C. Williams Ill, Darryl Robinson, Ronald G. McClennon, Cedris Watson (Second Row) Darryl D. Samuel, Frank Dukes, Stephen
~ler, Freddie Perry, Michael Willis

Phi Beta Sigma
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Fraternity colors: crimson and cream
Flower: red carnation
Symbol: diamond
Motto: achievement in e\·ery field of human
endeavor

Founders: Elder Watson Diggs, Ezra Dee, Byron Kenneth, Henry Thomas, Marcus Peter,
Paul Waymond Caine, George Wesley, Guy
Levis Grant, Edward Giles l rYin and J ohn
Milton Lee

(First Row) Keith Wise, Patrick jake, Xavier Blackweii,Jonathen Whigham (Second Row) Rashaad Rigsby, Andrew Hubbard, Nathan Shortridge, Sean Campbell
(Third Row) Bobson Mercier, Alex Tolbert, Marcus D. Smith, Macus Pailler

152 } Kappa Alpha Psi

/Yaclo

Sorority colors: crimson and cream
Founders: Osceola Macarthy Adams, Florence
Letcher Toms, Vashti Turley Murphy, Myra
Davis Hemmings, Edna Brown Cole
man, Marguerite Young Alexander, Ethel
Carr Watson, Naomi Sewell Richardson, Olive
C. Jones, J essie McGuire Dent, Bertha Pitts

Campbell, Winona Cargile Alexander, Wertie
Blackwell Weaver, Mamie Reddy Rose, Jimmie
Bugg Middleton, Frederica Chase Dodd,
Zephyr Chisom Carter, Ethel Cuff Black,
Madree Penn White, Eliza Pearl Shippen,
Pauline Oberdorfer Minor and Edith Motte
Young

~---------------------------------------------

~--------------------------------------~

f irst Row) Shawn D. Peoples- primary advisor (Second Row) Megan McGhee, Erika Collins, Kadeshah Nolan, Desiree johnson, Ashley Marshall (Second Row)
~nette Gayden, Markiana)ackson, Cleopatra Watson, Ebony Frazier (Not Pictured) Chiara Graham, Dominique Davis-Chaplain, Jennifer Brown, Dominique Sims,
· cy Council

Delta Sigma Theta
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Sorority colo rs: royal blue a nd pure white
Flower: white rose
Symbol: white dove
Motto: A Comm un ity-Conscio us,
Action-Oriented Orga nization

Founders: Arizona Clea\'er Stemons, Pearl
Anna Neal, Myrtle Tyle r Faithful, Viola Tyle r
Goings an d Fannie Pettie \'\7atts
Scope: inte rnational

(First Row) Whitney S. Borders, Tresier Williams, Denisha Smith, LaDonna Martin (Second Row) Cheryl Mosley, Alexandra Hines, Letoya Garland,Jaleesha
Alexandria Pannell (Not Pictured) Amanda Bush. Alicia Hill, Tashay Myrick, Yolanda V. Williams

154 } Zeta Phi Beta

Frate rnity colors: purple and gold
Motto: Discover your potential. Learn.
Inspire. Lead .

Founders: E.L. I lendricks, C.A. Phillips and
C.li.McClure
Philanthropy: T each for America

first Row) Bethany Simms, Claire Smith, Meghan Klein, Michelle Moery, Amanda Gaston,Jen Kucinsky (Second Row) Emily Kuhn, Susan Conroy, Rachel Nodine,
lilidh Hall, Lauren Senger, jess Cosme, Emily Dittoe (Third Row) Emily Redmann,Jamie Sloan, Kathleen Trainor, Ana-Alicia Vurpillat, Wendy Downing, Jillian
wirowski, Kristin Meyer

Phi Sigma Pi
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/?facio
Sorority colors: blue and yellow
Flower: yellow jonquil
Official mascot: giraffe

Founder: Adelia Prichard
Phila nthropies: Easter Seals and St. Ju de
Children's Research Hospital

ESA Spring 2009 Roster
Lori Beth Alford, Kristin Birkner,Jessica Blumm,, Kayla Boss, Kristin Bowers, Sarah Braun, Jessica Bruni, Caitlyn Buchanan, Stacy Buck, Katelyn Burke, Maria
Cesario, jennifer Colbert, Lindsey Cottingham, Lyndsey Curry, Renee Dettling, Alex Drown, Brittany Fitzgerald, Laruen Gallick, jennie Gerardi, Kathryn Harner,
Michele Herzog, Aimee Houchens, Michelle Kachka,Jessica Klinger, Kristin Koerner, Megan Kutz, Kathleen Lashbrook, Lauren Lepchenske, Amber Longtin,
Serena Loranca, Michelle Maruizio, Amanda McCario, Kara Mead, Lauren Meek, Jennifer Mischke, Hannah Morganroth, Nickie Mueller, Tiffani Murphy, Kathy
Murray, Ty"Eshia Neal, Bethany Noller,Jenna Nystrom, Regina Porter, Ashley Reck, Lindsey Reel, Randi Rice, Samantha Schultz, Sarah Shaw, Shayna Stein, Mary Jo
Thompson,Jasimyne Turner, Sarah Verley, Melissa Veverka, Sam White
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SCHOLARSHIP

/?Taclo
The Phi Sigma Pi Foundation was created
to serve as the fu ndraising and philanthropic
arm of the Fraternity. The Foundation exists
to gene rate, preserve and provide financial
resou rces for the Fraternity's educational,
leadership and charitable programs.

Founders: Carlye Bucha nan

Row:) Bethany Simms, Claire Smith, Meghan Klein, Michelle Moery, Amanda Gaston, Jen Kucinsky. (Second row:) Emily Kuhn, Susan Conroy, Rachel No·
1ne, Eilidh Hall, Lauren Senger, Jess Cosme, Emily Dittoe (Third Row:) Emily Redmann, Jamie Sloan, Kathleen Trainor, Ana-Alicia Vurpillat, Wendy Downing,Jillian
l.virowski, Kristin Meyer Phi Sigma Pi is a national honors fraternity based on a tripod of scholarship, leadership, and fellowship.

Alpha Phi Omega
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Greek Week 2008 Overall
Sorority winners:
FIRST - SIGMA KAPPA
Second- Alpha Gamma Della
T hird- Sigma Sigma Sigma
Fraternity winers:
FIRST- SIG MA PHI EPSILON
Second- Lambda Chi Alpha
Third- Sigma Nu
Greek Week queen and king:
Keirstyn McEvoy (Alpha Gamma Delta)
TJ Tebbe (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
Greek woman and man of the year:
James Friesema (Sigma Phi Epsilo n)
Kara Shively (Alpha Gamma Delta)
Sorority and fraternity presidents of
the year:
Stephanie Habenicht (Kappa Delta)
Matt Hamilton (Sigma Nu)

Female New Initiate of the Year:
Ashley Hoogstrate
Male New Initiate of the Year:
Paul ZemaiLis
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Top 10 Greek women:

Audriana Andreou
Tracie Bearden
Jessica Born
Morgan Berry
Kelly Goodpaster
Ingrid McCallister
Megan Ogulnick
Jamie Pence
Stephanie Rymarczyk
Melissa Schaefer

Top 10 Greek men:

Photo by Karolina Strack

Josep h Zoebek
Michael Hilty
David Keys
Albert Brasel
Levi Bulgar
J eremy Langendorf
Theodore Tebbe
Matthew Toren
Kevin Pavloski
Daniel Rolando

Greek Week
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Event Winners 2007
Airband:
Sorority- Sig ma Kappa
Fraternity- Lambda Chi Alpha
Collegiate Bowl:
Sorority- Alpha Sigma Alpha
Fraternity- Sigma Phi Epsilon
Greek Sing:
Sorority- Alpha Gamma Del ta
Fraternity- Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tugs:
Sorority- Alpha Sigma Alpha
Frater nity- Sigma Phi Epsi lon (Big Man)
Sigma Pi (Little Man)
Canoe Races:
Sorority- Delta Delta Delta
Fraternity- Lambda Chi Alpha
Pyramids:
Sorority- Delta Zeta
Fraternity- Sigma Phi Epsi lon
Philanthropy:
Sorority- Kappa Delta
Fraternity- Sigma Nu
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Charles Tight Carter Awards:
Academics:
Ad am Ga rtner
Athletics:
Adam Gartner
Community Service:
Rich H igginbotham
Interfraternity Council:
Rich Schu macher
Student Government:
Rich H igginbotham
Panhellenic Cabinet Member of
the Year:
Ashley Lenardi (Alpha Sigma
T au)

Panhellenic Delegate of the
Year:
Stephanie Mair (Alpha Sigma
Alpha)
Interfraternity Cabinet Member
of the Year:
Keith Dasenbrook (Sig ma Chi)
Interfraternity Delegate of the
Year:
Pa ul Zemaitis (Sigma Chi)

Greek Week
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Students show spirit
Story by Danielle Ruggiero

hoot spirit at Eastern is a big deal to many students that is growing day
by day.
While attendance at games and events has increased, more students
across campus are wearing Eastern gear.
"It's a great feeling to cheer'' ith a group of students excited for their school,"
said Omar Solomon, a senior Blue Cre·w member.
Students have many opportunities to show their spirit with the ability to attend
their sporting events for free.
" I think we have good school spirit.'' said freshman pS)Chology major Teresa
Abbonato, "People go and free1.e their butts ofT at the games to cheer their friends
and even people they do not know on just because it's fun."
Events where people show their school spirit include a thletic events, pep
rallies, yell like hell, Greek week events, Homecoming Week an d more.
Homecoming is one of the biggest e\'ents that allows other students promote
school spirit to their fellow Panther~.
"Homecomi ng this year was a great week because the committee I served on
decided to put the focus back on school spirit with all the events," Solomon said.
Solomon was one of three students, with Chelsie Hahn and Kristin Sarantos,
who hosted the annual pep rail> this year instead of a celebrity emcee.
"The (eedback ..vas amazing as the football coaches said it was one of the best
pep rallies in years," he said.
Hahn said she sa\' how other students got excited about Eastern when she was
hosting the pep rail}.
"The spi rit is contagious," she said.
One group that helps to spread school spi rit is the cheer team.
"As a cheerleader, school spirit is what pumps up the team and makes it fun
and enjoyable for everrone," said Kristin Angell, freshman elementaq' ed ucation
major.
Solomon thinks there's more to school spirit that people think.
"School spirit is mm·e than just saeaming and wearing the school colors,"
Solomon said. "It's having Panther Pride for C\'erything ''e do here at Eastern and
supporting the University to the fullest."

School Spirit
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New plan f or athletic department
Story by Brittney Ferris
astern's first fuU-lime female athletic director began work on June I. 2008. mn· her arri,·al
Barbara Burke has been planning for the future.
As of' January 2009, Burke finished the ckvdopmcnt of' a strategic plan to improve the
department and unveil her 'ision of potential for the program.
t\ commim·c of' abom 12 stair members from various departments chose Burke ac:; the ninth full-rime
athletic director from a large pool of candidates. Of those. 12 were cho~en for phone intt'r\ iews. From
thnt>, fiyc finalil->l'. \isitedthe uniwrsity before the ultimate decision was made.
·'Barham's rel'>ume was one of the first to be read since they were posted alphabeticall);" said l\Iary
Wallace, assistant athletic director and senior woman administrator: "Her experience caught my eye right
away. Her resume was a mark that I compared the rest to after reading it."
Burke achie\l'd her lifelon~ drt·am of becoming an athletic director after competing in ba'ikNball and
,oft ball at the ):(;A\ Oi,ision I lew! at\ \'estern ~Iichi~an ni,·ersit~: he coached. serwd on many athletic
committees, and worked for I 0 years at the Cni,·erl>i() of\ \'yoming all deputy director of athletics.
"The people at Eastern made all the difference, besides providing an opponuni()· to lead a Division f
program, they also care about the uniwrsity," Burke said.
Burke began making apparent changes soon after she arrived on campus, such as the graphics added
to the basketball coun and pool arL'a.
"It's important to create a Divio;ion I emironment." Burke said."[ wanted ro do somethin~ that would
make a statement about the din:ction "c are headed."
ln the future she plans to get a 11l'\\ scoreboard l(>r the lootball field, L'r-eate <;eparate locker rooms for
<'ach team and change the fencing around Lhe softball, baseball, tennis and soccer fields.
Burke also aided the Alumni Associarion by putting on "Pamher Pridt'." an event held Nov. I+ and 15
in Lamz Arena for female athletes "ho attended Eastern from the 194-0s through the 1980s.
During those years, women\ athil'tics started to form. :\lost teams were a ~roup of women "ho wanted
to play a sport. The team:\ did not rt•cci,·c any uniforms. travel mone) or \ 'a rsiry leners from the uniwrsity
until 1987.
Steve Rich, din:nor of Alumni . crviccs, and PJ Thompson, assistant director, began \·Vorking on this
project in 2005 when Nancy Elwess, a member of the Board of Directors and a former f(:male athlete,
brought the situation to their attention. After some ddays, the event started 10 take shape.
The harde~t part was tryin'{ to obtain the names of' these women. considering that no records of
tht· teams existed before the 1970s. Thompson spent months trying to identify and contact the former
.uhletes.
~ lore than 130 ~lumnae attended the weekend event. including three women who graduated in the
1940s. The women 'v\'<.'re prescntt~d with a framed varsity letter and a plaque at the wonwn's basketball
game.
''This was one of the mostenjoyabk events 1\·e en·r been associated '' ith," Rich said. "lt was great to
'ee aU the emotions \\'hen team matt''> who hadn't seen each other for year' were reunited ...
For Thompson, the best part of the ''eekend was meeting the women he had researched l(>r ~o long.
"The success of' the C\'ent "·a~ ob,ious when women who missed the event contacted the athletic
department and got their letters mailed tu them,'' Burke said.
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Photo by Karla Browning
Barbara Burke 'left, Alhler.ic
Director, stands wilh recipienb
of an athletic scholarship
during the halftime of the men's
basketball ream's game against
Murray State on Feb. 9, 2009.
Burke took over in 2008 after
Ken Baker served as interim
athletics director after Richard
~kDufTy was re-assigned.
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by John Bailey
Jessica Huffman, a sophomore guard for the women's basketball team, attempts
to score at the game against Murray State March 8, 2008 in Lantz Arena.
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II I I 107 '~·Truman Stat('
\\' 87-4-4
II I 4107 vs. Chicago Odyss
\\' 79-73
II /9107 , ..,. Illinois

L 56-86
I I I I I /07 vs. Illinois State

L68-81
I I I 15107 @ 1\ [issouri

L 51-69
I I 120107 @, Illinois-Chicm

L 58-62

I I 124/07 @ Toledo

L 66-72

ding into the 2007-08 season, the
stern . vvomcn's basketball team had high
::pcctatJons.
The Panthers had a core of sophomores returning to the
"am. They had just advanced to the Ohio Valley Conference
~ urnament and lost a first-round gan1e.
The loss led the team to prepare a booklet on how they
ere going to be successful. It worked.
The Panthers (19-13 overall) finished 15-5 in the Ohio
Valley Conference in a three-way tie for second place and
dvanccd to the OVC's championship game for the first time.
The 19 wins were the most since the 1987-88team finished
2-8 and advanced to the NCAA Tournament.
After an emotional 69-58 loss to l\Iurray State in the title
arne, the Panthers vowed to return. Junior forward Rachel
, alligan led the way for the Panthers.
Galligan was a force inside w1th her 6-foot-2 inch frame
1d athleticism in the post making her one of the top post
ayers in the OVC. She was critical to Eastern's success. She
ade the All-0\'C first team following the season.
I Galligan has led the Panthers in rebounding and blocked
hots all three seasons she has played. She is Eastern's allme leader in blocked shots, free throws made and joined the
anthers' l ,000-point club during the '07-'08 season.
Her 500 points during the 2008 season were the most since
am O 'Connor scored 504 points in 2002.
Galligan can achieve something special in her senior year
she sits just 498 points shy of becoming Eastern's all-time
acling scorer. She is No. 11 on the all-time list, but after
asons of 310 points, 499 points and 500 points her first three
ars, 498 is not out of the question.
She averaged 22 points and eight rebounds and had six
ocked shots in three OVC tournament games this year.

~

11 /27/07 @ Bradley
L 57-83
\ l /29/07 ,.s. Indiana State
L 76-85
l2/ l /07 vs. Loyola (Chicago)
\\' 70-52
l2/6/07 vs. Tennessee Tech
\V 66-64-0T
12/8107 vs. Tennessee State
\\' 65-57
I 2/19107@ Morehead Stale
\\' 65-55
12/21 /07 @ Eastern Kentuck-y
\\' 91-86-0T

l /3/08 vs. ~lun·ay State
\\' 62-59
1/5/08 ,.s. Southeast :Missouri
L 51-55
l 17108 @at Austin Pcay
72-55
1I 10/08 vs. Tennessee-i\Ianin
L64-66
1I 12/08 vs. Eastern Kentucky
\ \' 86-81 -0T
1I l7 108 @Tennessee Tech
\\' 72-66
1I 19108 @Tennessee State
\\' 69-56

w

Story by Kevin Murphy
She also set an OVC Tournament record by finishing
28-of-3 I from the free-throw line, and she is the first Eastern
player to earn OVC All-Toumament honors.
Galligan led the OVC in scoring, finished second in field
goal percentage, fourth in blocks per game and finished fifth in
free-throw percentage.
Galligan also earned national recognition at the beginning
of February with the Women's .Basketball Coaches Association
(WBCA) National Player of the Montl1 honorable mention.
Eastern red-shirt sophomore Dominique Sims earned
AII-OVC Newcomer honors. Junior forward Maggie K.loak
earned a reputation as one of the top posts in the league.
Immediately after the season, the Panthers were already
looking fonvarcl to the following season.
''\Ve"rc ready to go back to Nashville," Eastern sophomore
M arie Baker said. "We shook some things in the conference.
It's something people will remember."
Junior guard Ellen Canale said they had to use the emotions
they felt to return to the title game.
She said it was part of her vision to help build a women's
basketball program along with head coach Brady Sallee.
'·J felt like we had the season we needed to have," he said.
"I'm pretty excited about where we are right now."
Eastern returns aU five starters next season, and all players
except for senior guard Brittney Coleman and sophomore
guarclJ essica H u1Irnan.
The championship loss was not exactly tile end tile team
wanted. But they set themselves up for a final step in a long,
four-year rebuilding process.
"I guess if you put a neat ribbon around it and tie it up,
we've got ourselves at the top of the league," Sallee said. "We
want to be the absolute at the top of the league. And that's the
next step.,.
I /26/08 vs. ~Ion:·hcad Stale
w 68-52
l /31/08 @ Jacksonville State
W 83-81-0T
212/08@ Samford
L80-86-0T
2/7/08 vs. Austin Peav
\\' 67-48
.
2/9108@ Tenncssee-1\fart:in
\\' 63-57
2/14108@ outheast l\lissouri
L +l-46
21 16108 @ ~1urray Stale
L 59-62

2121 /08 -.s.lll. Instiu.l(e of Technok:m•
w 74-30
2/28108 vs.J acksonviUe State
\\' 71-68
3/ 1108 ,.s. Samford
\V 68-60
3/4108 ,·s. Tennessee State
w 65-5l
3/7108 vs Southeast Missouri
\Y 52-40
318/08 vs Murray State
L 58-69
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Photo by John Baile

Photo by Robbie Wroblewski
Freshman center Matt Dorlack and junior forward Billy Parrish go
for a rebound during a game against Southeastern Missouri.
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2004-2005
Games: 8
FG pet: .600
IT pet: .000
Reb avg: 0.6
PPG: 0.8

2005-2006
Games: 27
FG pet: .55
IT pet: .80
Reb. avg: 3.1
PPG: 6.9

jake Byrne's career statistics

Story by Marco Santana
ke Byrne had thoughts of leaving Eastern 's men's
asketballteam.
After all, several friends he had bonded '' ith either
uit the team or were kicked off. After the 2005-0o season,
ophomore }Car, fi\'C plarers left the team.
That didn't matter to Byrne. He stuck it out. I le said he
poke with some of the depai·ting players.
"You quitLOday and you're going to quit the rest of the day.
Yerr other da\ the rest of your life," he said be tald them. " I
eally am an avid believer of'that."
Bill he held no ill will toward the departed players.
"People do things for their own reason:. but for me, l love
'lis school," he said. " Eastern was a good fit for me either way.''
01' the five seniors on the Pamhet·s' roster during the 20078 season, Byrne a nd Bobby Catchings were the only two to play
II four years at Eastern.

' he routine and changes
As student-athletes. their mornings began earlier than most
udenL'i at Eastem.
I A 6 a.m. run would precede classe!). Early-afternoon practice
hade morning classes a necessity. A few hours of practice, which
egan at about 2 p.m. and lasted till about 5 p.m., were followed
y a weight lifting session on most da)'!>·
Thi~ was Byrne's and Catchings routine for four years in~ason.

Both went through the aches and pains together and that
rought them closer. When Byrne tired of the routine, he would
ear Catchings getup early in the morning in the room next to
is. This mouvated Byrne.
"They're doing the same things )Ou're doing," Byrne said.
~'\'hen you look over and you're dead tired ana you see ) our
st friends over there doing it, too, it's like, 'You know what?
hey're doing it. I can do it, too.' "
1 As the seniors continued to play together mo1·e, their
h emistry on the coun grew. Byrne said he knew when Catchings
~ot the ball whether it would go in or it was olT.
"You gro'' close enough to where }·ou know their next move
,nd that's good to play witl1 a team that's cohesive," Byrne said.
I Iowever, yearly roster changes made it difficult for the entire
·am to develop that cohesion.
The Panthers finished the 2007-2008 season 7-22, although
~ree of their wins were in the last five games of the season.

'2006-07
Games: 30
FG pet: .5+1
F1-. pet:. 746
eb avg: 4.1
PPG: 7.7

2007-08
Games: 28
FG pet: .543
l'T pet: . 786
Reb avg: +.8
PPG: 8.8

This followed three seasons of struggles, during which the
team managed just 28 total wins.
Byrne said the lack of cominuity, whether from injuries,
departures or suspensions, contributed greatly to the strug~les.
" o one was together more than two years," he said. You
can't be a cohesive team (and compete) if teams a rc together four
)'Cars and "e're not. It's just too hard."

A coach's impressions
Head coach ~1ike \ Iiller liked what he sa" in Byrne and
Catchings during their career.
Miller was impressed with how Byrne and Catchings
responded.
"The) kne" everrbody had a fair shot to do 'iomething with
it," he sa1d. "They need to be commended on the fact that they
did something with it."
As Miller and his coaching staff saw impro\'ement, the) kept
addi ng new skills to try and round out the pla)'ers.
Tile work e thic Byrne and Catchings displayed excited
~Iiller.

"The biggest thing about those two guvs is they knew they
were getting better," he said. 'They were excited about it and
they wamecr to continue on."
Although the 'cason did not end the way Miller, Byrne or
Cmchings envisioned it, going through the ordeal helped them
all.
"We battled this thing, we fought this thing," Miller said. "Is
that the }Car that they wanted? 1'\o. But they're better for it; the
program's better {or 1t."

Final show for the duo
Both played their last game as Panthers on March I, 2008, a t
Lantz Arena. I t was Senior Night and the duo combined for 26
points in a 64-6 1 win against Samford.
Brme and Catchings '>hared a bond Byrne said will stick with
him.
"We made it through all the adversity," he said. "Everyone
quitting or lea\'ing or getting kicked off, "e stuck through it."
The back-to-l)ack games earned him the Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Week award. li e said playing well in
the final games of his career gave h im a feeling of compfetion.
" It is probabl) something that will stick with me fore\'er." he
said.

2005-06
Games: 27
IGamc: 28
FG pet: .--H7
F'G pet: .376
IT pel: .630
FT pet: .613
Reb avg: 4.6
Reb avg: 3.6
PPG: 9.0
PPG: 9.4
Bobby Catchings' career statistics

12004-05

I
I

2006-07
Games: 30
FG pet: .+00
FT pet: .7 I 7
Reb m·g: 5.1
PPG: 10.1

2007-08
Games: 28
F'G pet: .+2+
IT pel: .813
Reb avg: +.6
PPG: 10.8

Men's Basketball
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Photo by John Bailey

Photo by Eric Hiltner
Junior Jenna Uhe practices her long jump during
practice on a weekday afternoon in the Lantz Fieldhouse.
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70tack fillato PlJbminale
Men and women finish second
Story by Dan Cusack
oming into the 2007-2008 Ohio Va lley
Confere nce indoor track season. both the
men's and wome n's team s were favorited to
in it a ll.
Since 200 I, the me n's team had ta ken ho me
eve n consecutive tides, includin g 10 of the last II .
Last season , the wome n's team won its first title
school history, but the team return ed man y of the
a rters fr om the year before a nd we re con fidem co ming
1to the event.
But for the 2007-08 cha mpionship, thin gs were no t
1ea nt to be .
The me n's team finished in second place be hind
astern Kentucky, and the women's team finished
ehind T e nnessee State.
" l think coming in I tho ug ht we had a solid cha nce
f winning," said Eastern head men's indoor track
l)ach T o m Akers. " l think some of the injuries made
~ c work cut out for us. Our kids perfo rmed well at the
bnfere nce meet, a nd we beat the team we tho ug ht we
ad to beat. \Ve were surpr i ed by Eastem Ke ntuck}'."
Ake1-- said he ex pected EKU was ta le nted across the
oard , which is why they took home th e title.
'They had all the pieces fa ll into place. As su·o ng as
1ey looked , and with pieces missing fro m our pu a le,
e were tied coming into last t"''O eve rns,'' Akers said.
Ve battled well; came up a littl e sho rt."
The me n had t hree indi vidual winners, including
es hman j oe Noona n in the pole vault with a mark of
12/8/07
1/19/08
1/26/08
2/1/08
~ 2/2/08
1- 2/9/08
2/15/08
g 2/16/08
] 2/22/08
:; 2/29/08
.5 3/1/08
::E 3/7/08
3/8/08
3/15/08
3/16/08

t

EIU Early Bird (W 2, L 1)
EIU Mega Meet (2nd)
Illinois Invitational (3rd)
Indiana University
Indiana University
Wabash College Invite
Iowa State
Iowa State
Friday Night Special
OVC Championships
OVC Championships (2nd)
NCAA Last Chance
NCAA Last Chance
NCAA Championships
NCAA Indoor Championships

15 feet 6 in ches. Juni or d istance runne r David Holm
won the 800-meter run with a time of 5 1.83 seconds,
and senior jumper Obe Eurteya won the hig h jump
with a he ig ht of6 fee t 9.75 inches.
Head women's track and fie ld coach Mary Wallace
said T enn essee Sta te was a fo rmidable oppo ne nt a nd
had a great meet.
"I think the goal in track and field is to battle,"
Wallace said. "Track a nd field has a unique attitude
-.\•here you co mpete a nd do everything yo u can do . We
ca n't stop a nyone e lse a nd we can't play defense."
The wom en's track team had indi vidual winners.
Sopho more throwe r Kandace Arnold won the shot put
with a th row of 48'3.5," and junior jumper Jenna Uhe
\\ o n the triple j ump with a ma rk of 41 '3. 75"
Freshman Ebone Ashford said she was shocked th e
team did no t win this year.
T he loss, she said , mo ti vated the team and he lped
them train harder a nd get bette r p re pa1·ed for the
outdoor season.
Both Ake rs and Wallace we re proud o [ the ir squad s
de pite no t winning the title.
" I thoug ht kids respo nded with a lot ofimprove me nt
a nd sacrifices," Akers said.
Wallace said she e njoyed he r team's e ffo rt.
"The) roc;e to the occasio n, especially J enna and
Kandace, and gave a spectacular effort," Wa llace said.
'They ca me out and did there best, a nd th at's all a coach
can ask.''

12/8/07
1/19/08
1/26/08
-6 2/1/08
~ 2/2/08
t- 2/9/08
8 2/15/08
-g 2/16/08
:; 2/22/08
·:::: 2/29/08
3/1/08
-2 3/7/08
,..... 3/8/08
3/15/08
3/16/08

E

EIU Early Bird (W 2, L 1)
EIU Mega Meet (3rd)
Illinois Invitational (5th)
Indiana University
Indiana University
Wabash College Invite
Iowa State
Iowa State
Fnday Night Special
OVC Championships
OVC Championship (2nd)
NCAA Last Chance
NCAA Last Chance
NCAA Championships
NCAA Championships

Indoor Track

( I 73

1/J 10/5/07 :.t IUPUI
.:; 10/12/07 aJ Ball State
1/J 10/13/07 vs. Illinois-Chicago
~ 10/27/07 vs. Evansville
bl.l 11/2/07 Panther Invitational
.S 11/10/07 vs. Western Illinois
S 11/15/07 '-l1 Saint Louis
8 11/30/07@House of Champions

·~

12J27/07@Ftl.au:b-c!al=S\I.rnFatm

Vl

1/11/08 vs. Millikin
1/19/08 Valparaiso
1/26/08 vs. IUPUI
2/2/08 vs. Saint Louis
2/21/08 @Summit League Championships

,Ill

5

::g
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W169-129
L 94-139
L 98-140
w 147-94
1st/4
L 109-130
L 80-148
6th/6

10/5/07 @IUPUI
10/12/07 @Ball State
~ 10/13/07 vs. Illinois-Chicago
~ 10/27/07 vs. Evansville
bl.l 11/2/07 Panther Invitational
C:: 11/10/07 vs. Western Illinois
11/15/07 @Saint Louis
• 11/30/07@House of Champions
$

.
1

L 147-151
L 85-143
L 104-134
L 101-140
1st/4
L 90-153
L 68-171
7th/8

12J27/07@Ft Lu,l,-c!al=S\I.rn Faun

W119-64
W113-92
w 165.5-127.5
L 100-131
4th/6

1/11/08 vs. Millikin
1/J
"c 1/19/08 @Valparaiso
1/26/08 vs. IUPUI
2/2/08 vs. Saint Louis
-!
~ 2/21/08 @Summit League Championships 5th/6

Vl

S

W 121-64
L 101-122
W 160-139
L 81-161
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Male diver's last year
Story by Kate Fisher

oe Laird. a senior b iological scie nce major , was the o nly ma le diver for
Eastern Illi nois Univer sity d u r ing the 2007-08 season . H e fini she d off his
fin a l season a t Easte rn with a trip to the NCAA diving ch a mpio nship a t Ohio
State niversity. H e was on e of 39 d iver s LO compe te in Columbu s, Ohio. Staff reporte J· Kate Fishe r sat down with Laird to d iscuss his fi nal season and his work with
head coach Ray Padovan.

So you ended your final season at the NCAA diving championship. Are you happy
with how you did this season?
Yeah , I was very ha ppy to go to O hio for the d iving c ha mpio nship. I a m h appy on
h O\v I e nded the season , as well .

During the season, how much time would you spending practicing and competing?
1 would spe nd betwee n l l/ 2 - 2 hours a day p racticing. l would tr y Lo take a t least
one d ay (a week) off, but not a lways. I would spe nd a t least one d ay com pe ting, a nd
that LOok the e n tire d ay.

This is Ray Padovan's last year, too. Do you think you got as far as you did this
season because of him?
Yes. H e gave m e a lot of support in my d iving, a nd he he lped me switch around m y
schedule fo r m y classes. I a m sad to see him leave. H e was a n a mazing coach to me
and he has brought a lot to Eastern Illinois University.

You were the only male diver this season. Did that put a lot of pressure on you?
Photos by John Bailey
'wimmers not only work hard,
but they play even harder. Six
of the 2007-2008 team have
!fun at practice on a Thursday
evening in the Lantz Natatorium. The season was Coach
Padovan's last, as he retired
after 42 years with Eastern
swimming.

I was the o nly ma le diver in high school a t Da n ville fo r a while a nd the n again m y
j u n ior year at EI U. T he r e a re 2 fe m a le divers h ere Qunio rs Ka ra Kooken and
Geanina Pavel) a nd the n me. Diving is a lo t of pressu re, b u t yeah being the on ly
m ale d iver gets kind of lonely.

As a swimmer, you are athletic and have to deal with classes, but in your free time,
what kind of hobbies did you get into?
I like to play racquetball. golf, Fri ·bee golf, soccer and video games. We ·would p lay
first-person shooters on xbox 360. Rig ht n ow me a nd my friends play Call of Duty 4.
I play a lot of intramurals, esp ecia lly racke t ba ll. I study a lot, and of course, I play
a Jot of e lectronics.

Do you own an iPod? What music do you listen to the most?
I h ave a n m p3 p layer. a nd I mostly listen to country a nd rock.

What are your favorite types of movies?
I love scarr movies a nd action m o,·ies. I a lso li ke comedies. " Live Free or Die H ard,"
any of the "Pirates" (Pi rates of the Carribbean ) m ovies, or "Sah ara" would be m y
favo rites.

This is your last semester here. Are you happy to be done? What are your plans
for next year?
I a m ve ry re lieved to be don e. Well I j u st got accepted to graduate school in Ch a mp a ign. I a m actua lly sending the le tter o f inte nt today. I am going to get my m aster 's in Biological Scie nce.

Swimming
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2/22/08@ Southeastern Louisiana
2/23/08@ Southeastern Louisiana
2/2+/08@ Southeastern Louisiana
2/29/08@ :'\onhwestern State
3/1 108 @ :'\onhwestern tatt'
312108 ® :'\orthwestern Stal<'
318/08 's. \\'estern l\l ichigian
3/9/08 vs. \'ermont
3/ l 0/08 vs. I PF\\'
3/ l l /08 vs. Bucknell
3/l2/08vs. Akron
3/ 13/08 ,.,. Illinois State
3/ I +108 vs. :'\orthern Iowa
3/15/08 n. Bucknell
3/21 /08 vs. :\ lore head State 2
3/22/08 vs. :\forehead Statt•
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L l-4
L 3-10
L 5-8
L 7-8
L 7-15
L 7-8
L 5- 13
\\' 9-7
\\' 7-2
\ \ ' 9-6
L l-11
L 1-7
\\' 8-6
\\' 13-+
\\'3-2,\ \ '4-1
\\' 16-2

3125108 vs. Southnn Illinois
3126108 @ Illinois Stare
3/29108@ Tennesst•t• ' l(:(·h 2
3/30/08@ Tennt·sst't' Tt•ch
U I /08 \'S. ~ Ionmouth College
1/2108 vs. Chicago State
1/5/08 ,·s. Tennessee-l\ lartin 2
I 16108 ,.s. Tennessee-!\ lartin
4/9/08 vs. Indiana State
4/ 12/08 @ l\lurray State 121
-1-1 13108@ ~Iurra} rate
~I 15108 \ 'S. Illinois
+I 16108 @ Saint Louis
+I 19108 YS. J acksorwille State
I 120108 vs. J acksonville State ·2
·I 122108Ys. #4 i\l issouri

L 1-3
\\' 7-5
L3-8. LO.l
L0-1
\\' 4--3
\\'5-2
\ \ '6-1, \ \ '86

\\' 13-2
L 6- 10
\\'4-l, LS-5
\ \' 9-5
\\' 13-3
L 2-3
\\' 19-2
L0-2, L0-6
L6-8

~123108@ Bradley
4126108 @ Samfi>rd 121
4/27108 @.. Samford
5/3/08 ''·Southeast ~ fissouri 2
514108 n. Southeast :\Iissouri
516108 @ Indiana State
51 I 0/08 \'s. , \ ustin Pray 12
5/ 13/08 vs. Evansville
51 16108 @ Eastern Kentucky (2)
51 17/08 @ Eastern Kentucky
5/21 /08 ,.s. #5 Tennessee Tech
5/22/08 ,.,. #2 Samford
5123/08 ,.s. #I J acksomille State
5/24/08 ,·s. #6 Southeast :\ lissouri
5/30/08 @ # I Nebraska
5/3 1/08 YS. #3 Oral Roberts

L ·1- 11
L2-5, Lt
L I-ll
L7-16\\'
\\' 6-5
L 6-11
\\'I-3,L
\\' l 0-4
L 4-5,L
\\' 20-i
\\' 4-1

\\' 8-.J.

\\' 10-~
\\' 7-4

L 10-I:

L 7-8

From fourth to first

0

Bai
Jordan Tokarz, junior infielder,
bats against Tennessee-Martin in
a double header on April5, 2008.
'he Panthers won both games 6-4
and 8-6.

Story by Brittney Ferris

ntering this past ~ fay's Ohio Valley Conference Baseball Tournament as the
No. 4 seed, Eastern won four games in four days to clinch the OVC conference
championship and earn its place in the 2008 NCAA Tournament.
In the first two games in Paducah, the Panthers beat Tenne see Tech and Samford,
both of whom swept Eastern during the regular season. They continued on to win
10-6 against Jacksonville St.ate, who had a 17-game winning streak, and ended their
tournament run with a 7-4 victory over Southeast Missouri, clinching the first postseason
bi rth for Eastern in nine years.
The team ended the season with a final record of27-30. With 17 new players, they
knew they had a lot of work to do to become a maj01· player in the OVC, similar to the
late '90s. This team had many ne\\ faces, including six new position players who were
either not in tJ1e program or lineup in 2007.
''The season was about a lot of new people coming together and figuring out how
to win together," coach Jim Schmitt. said. "We wanted to stay focused and get it going
again, and finally it all seemed to click at the right time in May for us to make this
memorable run."
They got it going again just in time at the end of the regular season. Afte1· a rough
double header the day before, the Panthers qualified for the conference tournament in
their last game of the season, winning 20-7 against Eastern Kentucky.
Eastern was the first team seeded lower than second to win and the first non-bye
team to win their first two games since 2005. Junior second baseman Jordan Tokarz was
the OVC Tournament Mosr Valuable Player and the on ly Eastern player to stan every
game in the same position throughout the entire year.
"Jordan was a real steady force in our lineup the whole year, and he really stepped
up big when everything counted the most," Schmitz said.
The Panthers were sent to Lincoln, Neb., for the NCAA Regional. Nebraska has
one of the best fan bases in all of college, so the Panthers had to prepare for playing
in front of close to 8,000 fans on the opening day of the tournament. They lost their
first game against the University of Nebraska 13-10 despite homeruns by junior Jordan
Kreke, junior Zach Skidmot·e and '>ophomore Alex Gee and a 4-RB I effort by junior
Brett Nommensen.
The team faced an early 5-0 deficit against Oral Roberts in the elimination game,
but came back to force extra innings. They lost the game 8-7 in a 10-inning affair.
'There are no moral victories in baseball, but we really showed we belong," Schmitz
said. "Not only did we show this to all those in attendance, but we really showed the
ourselves how high a level we can compete aL."
"It was great to play in Nebraska," aid Jordan Kreke, the team's starting shortstop.
"[twas unreal and something that we haven't done."
Bretl Nommensen, the team's starting cemer fielder, led the OVC with a .518 on
base percentage and set the single season on base percentage record for Eastern's OVC
era. He also earned first Team Ali-OVC honors.
"It was a privilege to say we made it and play in front of a big crowd," lommensen
said. 'To be seleCLed to be on the all OVC team is another privilege, and hopefully, next
year we can get a couple more guys to get medals too."
The Panthers turned a tough cason into an ending that was fun for both the team
and the chool. \\'ith an entire lineup returning and a pitching staff iliat has high
expectations after last year, the Panther's are looking to be the first ream in almost 15
years to repeat as conference champions of the OVC.

Basehill
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2/22/08
2/23/08
2/24/08
2/24/08
2/29/08
2/29/08
3/1/08
3/2/08
3/2/08
3/7/08
3/7/08
3/7/08
3/8/08
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the Holiday Inn Select Tulsa Fesitval
vs. North Dakota State
L3-6
vs. Valparaiso
L1-6
Tulsa
L0-8
UT Chattanooga Frost Classic
vs. Indiana
W 4-2
vs. Kentucky
L1-5
vs. Buffalo
W 9-1
vs. Jackson State
W 8-5
FAU Miken Invitational
L 1-2
vs. Florida Gulf Coast
L0-3
'.ll Florida Atlantic
W8-0
vs. Bethune Cookman

3/8/08
3/9/08
3/11/08
3/15/08
3/16/08
3/21/08
3/25/08
3/27/08
3/29/08
4/2/08
4/5/08
4/6/08
4/10/08

vs. Towson
vs. Towson
1l Florida International (2)
Tennessee State
Tennessee State (2)
vs. Austin Peay (2)
:v Southeast Missouri (2)
vs. Southern Illinois (2)
Tennessee-Martin
Illinois (2)
vs. Samford (2)
vs. Samford
Butler

L1-6
L 0-5

L 1-4, L5-14
W2-1
L2-5,W3·2
W1-0,W8-0
L2-7, L6-7
W9-1
W5-4
L 5-13, L1-14
W3-1,W4-3
L0-1
W7-0

4/15/08
4/16/08
4/19/08
4/20/08
4/22/08
4/23/08
4/26/08
4/27/08
5/3/08
5/4/08
5/8/08
5/8/08
5/9/08

Indiana State
L1-9
Louis (2)
L5-6, W
~ Jacksonville State (2)
W5-4, L
Jacksonville State
L 1-11
Ball State (2)
W3-2, L
vs. Southeast Missouri
W 4-3
aJ Morehead State (2)
W2-1, 'IJ.J
· Morehead State
L 0-4
vs. Eastern Kentucky (2)
L04,W
vs. Eastern Kentucky
L3-4
"Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
vs . .tt5 Tennessee Tech
L 0-13
vs. ~2 Morehead State
L4-7
::iJ Saint

Ov.etcO-ming lite eJddo
Extra innings decide wins
Story by Brittney Ferris

O

Photo by john Bailey
elinda jackson, freshman, warms
up before a game against Samford University on April 6, 2008.
The Panthers lost the game 0-1
fter beating Samford in a double
header the day before.

vercoming obstacles throughout the season, Eastern Illinois softball finis hed
fourth in the Ohio Valley Conference thanks to a great record in clo e and
extra-inning games, accomplishing its goal to make a return appearance in
the conference LOurnament.
The Panthers ended their 2008 season with a 20-26 record. Two or less runs
decided 12 of the e victories. Although they were out-scored 72-66 in OVC games,
the team finished with a 12-9 conference record.
EI U was tough to beat at home with a solid 7-3 record at
Williams Field despite 15 cancelled games due to poor weather.
of
those
games
would
have
been
played
at
home.
Seven
Eastern went on to play in the OVC tournament at Jacksonville State. but lost the
first two games.
"We succeeded the season through goals, but just didn 't perform well at the
conference tournament," coach Kim Schuette said.
The Panthers led the conference with 85 stolen bases, ranking 16th nationally.
Megan Nelson was the third player in program history to post a 30-steal campaign.
Denee Menzione and Coppert were both recognized with Second Team All-OVC
honors. l\1enzione also led the team with seven home runs, all of which were hit away
from Wi lliams field.
Nelson was named to the OVC All-Tournament Team after a 5-for-7 showing at
the plate in the conference tournament.
Kathleen J acoby and Karyn Mackie led the team on the mound, while center
fielder Angela Danca was out with a thumb injury for the season.
Jocoby said that Danca's injury wasn't the only obstacle. Many of her teammates
seemed to be getting sick and injured, but everyone was healthy for the OVC
tournament.
Fini'\hing their careers, sisters Karyn and Robyn Mackie both had solid seniot·
years. Schuette said it wa good to see them fin ish off on such a great note.
Four seniors will be leaving the Panthers, but six starters and I I letter-winners
will return for the 2009 season.

Softball
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Photo by Eric Hiltner
Senior Mike Embry flies through the air during the Big Blue Classic's long jump event at
O'Brien Stadium on April4, 2008. Embry finished the day in fourth place with a jump of
21 feet, 11.5 inches.
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Weather plays big part
Story by Marco Santana
s Sam Manto prepared to run in the
400-meter hurdles, she tried to block out
the weather.
ot a simple task when the temperature is in the
nid-30s with an overcast sky.
Cold weather is not ideal for track ath letes, but Mamo
nows a strong mental attitude can carry a runner far.
" Ir you tell yourself it's too cold, if you make the
·eather affect your· race, it will affect your race," Manto
aid. " You just try to block it out as much as you can."
Manto, a junior hurdler. won the event with a time
f 1 minute, 3.49 seconds, about a quarter-of-a-second
ster than Eastern's Chandra Golden. T he event was
ne of 10 won by Eastern athletes at the Panthers' annual
ig Blue Classic o n April 3-5, 2008.
The three-day event featured three very different
lays in terms of weather, with cold rain on Thur day,
emperatures in the 30s Friday and 60-degrees-andunny weather Saturday.
The differences in weather can have very different
!Teets. both mentally and physicall y, on track athletes.
Senior Mike Embry, who won the 11 0-meter hurdles
•ith a personal-best time of 14.92 seconds in the 60egree weather, said heat and cold really work on a
unner's body.
The conditions will always aflect a runner, although
eing accustomed to the weather helps, Embry said.
''The big thing is that it's mental ," he said. "lf)'ou're
ot used to running in cold weather and it just so
appens it pops up in a track meet, it' going to a£Tect
.'1

3/29/2008 EIU Invite
4/3/2008 EIU Big Blue Classic & Mutli's

~

4/4/2008 EIU Big Blue Classic&. Multi's
4/5/2008 EIU Big Blue Class•c & Multt's
4/r2/2008 Lee Calhoun dassic (2nd)
4118/2008 Vanderbilt
4119/2008 Vanderbilt
412512008 Drake Relays
4/2612008 ~ Drake Relays
4/2612008 "- SIU·Edwardsville Twilight
5/2/2008
OVC Outdoor Championships
5/3/2008
OVC Outdoor Championships (2nd)
5/9/2008
Billy Hayes Cbssic
5/10/2008 Billy Hayes Classic
5/16/2008
Reebok InVItatiOnal
5/17/2008
Reebok Invitational
5/30/2008 ' NCAA Mid East Regional
5/31/2008 ~ NCAA Mid East Regional
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you memally."
Freshman hurdler Charay Savage, who finished
second in the 110-meter hurdles on Saturday. said she
tries to forget about the weather·.
"Everything is all mental," she said. "Of course,
running in the heat is a lot easier. But when it's cold, you
have to think 'It's not cold, you just got to get out.'"
Distance runners might not be affected as much as
sprinters in cold weather. But they still run the risk of
tightening up.
Geoff Masanet, who coaches Eastern 's distance
runners, aid it's just part of the port.
"You do what you can," he said. ''Maybe you wear
tights (in cold weather) when you normally wouldn't.
Cold and wind just ... like anything, if it's warm , butter's
going to get ofter and same thing with muscles: they're
going to get a little more looser, and they're going to be
able to stride out a little bit more clearly."
The meet was the second and final home meet for
the team and came just one week after the El U Invite.
At the In vite, Manto finished with a time of 1:04.42.
In 2007 at the Big Blue Classic, she finished in
1:12.09.
Manto said a complete re,·er aJ ofattjtude contributed
to her win and her success during the 2008 season.
"At the Big Blue (in 2007), I completely 10ld myself
'I'm going to suck at the next race because of the
weather,"' she said. "This year, 1 went in saying 'I just
want to clear the same times as (the EIU Invite) because
of the weather or do better.' lt helped. "

3/29/2008
4/3/2008
4/4/2008
4/5/2008
4/12/2008
4/18/2008
4/19/2008
4/25/2008
4/26/2008
4/26/2008
5/2/2008
5/3/2008
5/9/2008
5/10/2008
5/16/2008
5/17/2008
5/30/2008
5/31/2008

EIU Invite
EIU B1g Blue Classic & Multi's
EIU Big Blue Class1c & Multi's
EIU Big Blue Classic & Multi's
Lee Calhoun Classic (3rd)
Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt
Drake Relays
Drake Relays
' SIU·Edwardsville Twil1ght
OVC Outdoor Championships
OVC Outdoor Champ•onsh1ps (3rd)
Bdly Hayes Classic
Billy Hayes ClasslC
Reebok Invitational
Reebok Invitational
• NCAA Mid East Regional
" NCAA Mid East Regional

Outdoor Track
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Photo by John Bailey
The Eastern women's tennis team won its match against ChiState on April 2 in a non-conference match.
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T earns work toward wins
Story by Nkonye Williams
n 2007, Eastem women's tennis team made the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament and finished in third place. Unfonunately, in spring of2008
the women didn't make it to the OVC.
0 \'crall, they played a 13-7 season.
The women's top two players, Sandra Sasid haran, senior. and Natalie Marin.
junior, helped the tennis team to get to where they did.
Sasid haran played the entire season in the No. 1 singles spot and Gnished the
year with a 13-7 record. She also earned first All-Ohio Valley Conference honors
,,·ith an 8-2 record.
Martin earned the First Team All-Ohio Valley Conference honors. Martin also
holds a place in the Fila Collegiate Tennis rankings. the first-evet· Ea tern ranking.
She ranked No. 56.
Eastern men's tennis team ball led with Eastern Kentucky and Jacksonville State
for third place in the Ohio Valley Con ference in lhe spri ng 2008 season.
In the end, the men's team earned the fourth seed, and Jack om·ille State won
the fifth seed.
Overall. lhe men's tennis team had a season record of 6-3 and a n overall OVC
record of 6-3.
The men's currem No. 1 singles player, Jeff Rutherford, sophomore. had the
most ,,ins on the men's team as a freshman. He played with a 13-8 overall record
and a 7-2 OVC record.
junior Vuk Milicevic finished with a 7-10 record at the No.2 singles spot. Milicevic
started the season playing No. 2 doubles with Sean Bush. By the end of the season
Milicevic was playing No. 1 singles with Brandon Lenfen.
Overall the women's tennis team did better in conference during the 2007-2008
season. The Panthers posted a 13-7 score for the season, and a 5-5 score in the OVC,
earning third place.
Overall the men's tennis team did better in the 2007-2008 season, said John
Blackburn, the head coach. The pre,·ious season the men' team finished the 0\'C
tournaments in seventh place.

9/ I+/07 @ Ball State Invitational
9/30/07 vs. \\'estern lllinois
... I0/ 12/07@ Louisville Invitational
::s 1/26/08 @ IPFW
(/)
2/2/08 vs. \\'isconsin-Gn•en Bay
Ql
2/3/08 ~ :\Iarquette
~
2/8/08
Saint Louis
(/)
2/10/08 vs. \'alparaiso
!::: 2/15/08@ Indiana S1ate
2/ 16/08 vs. Nia~ara
Ql
f-o 2/17/08 vs. St. rancis (Penn.\
3/1/28 <?! 1'\onhern lllinois
(/)
3/7/08 "'· f(.;Pl.JI
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~ 3/21/08 \"S. Tennessee .\lartin
3/22/08 vs. Tennessee Tech
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4/5/08 vs. Samford
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\\' 6-1
\ \' -t-3
L 2-5
\\' 4-3
L 0-7
\\' 7-0
L 3-l,,. 5-2
\\' 5-2
L 1-6
W5-l
\\' 6-1
L 1-6
L 1-6
L 3-+
\\' 6-0
w 4-3
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Photo by John Bailey
Francisco Cherizola is a sophomore and
member of the men's golf team.

Photo by John Bailey
Carrie Riordan, Michelle Anderson and Katie
Imburgia are three of the eight members of
the women's golf team.
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Small number of teammates make friends
Story by Kendra Kidwell
o Eastern's golf team, golf isn't just a sport. In addition, their teammates and coaches are more than
ust teammates and coaches, they're friends.
"Something cool about our golf team is that there are only eight girls on the squad, so we have
all become. pretty close," said Jenna Fox, a sophomore team member.
For Mike Moncel, the head coach for both the men's and women's golf teams, the 2007-2008 season was his
ninth year at Eastern. He's a native ofMattoon and played golf at the University of California at San Diego.
Moncel is a member of the Professional Golfers of America and is o ne of the top golf instructors in the
Central Illinois region.
"Coach Monee! is very knowledgeable about the game of golf," Fox said. "He does a very good job of
making it seriou but also letting us have a lot of fun."'
Francisco Cherizola, a sophomore team member, said that Moncel gets more serious during tournaments
but is always a lot of fun in the off-season or during practice.
"Our coach is a very good person, as a coach and as a friend," Cherizola said.
Cherizola came to Eastern from Queretaro, Mexico. He was looking for schools in the United States that
had a good golf team and a olid academic program.
"When it comes to golf, I focu s the most I can e\'ery time and always play l 00 percent and try to do my
best," Cherizola added.
Bart Rettberg, a sistam sports information director, said the women's team won the Chicago State
Invitational in spring of2008. Unfortunately, the two-day event was cut down to one day due to rain.
T ypically, after the short faU season, golf members have a few weeks offbefore they start working out with
a trainer. After Christmas break, the teams practice two days a week in the gym. and the spring sea on starts
after that.
Of course, for the athletes, training is aJJ part of the sporL, and there are always benefits. Fox enjoys
spending time with all the members on the women's team as well.
"My teammates are all really goof)', but, of course, really nice girls," Fox said.
She likes to play golf because it's a way to escape from school , work and everyda)' stresses.
"I'm very competitive when it comes to everything, especially gol£1 " Fox said.
Ql
Ql

"3

9/8/2007 @' Purdue Invitational
vs. Chicago State
l 0!1/2007 @. DePaul lm'itational
~ 10/6/2007 @ lllinois State Invitational
~ 10/15/2007 @' UT-Martin lm•itational
c 2117/2008@ :--;onh Texas State lmitational
~ 3/10/2008 @ Butler lm'itational
111
3/3 1/2008 @ ~lissouri State Invitational
"c:Ql 4/
l l/2008@ Illinois Invitational
~ 4/20/2008 @' OVC Championship
"0 9/20/2007

Jl

"3

9/17/2007 @ Western Illinois In vitational
8th (of 16)
10/1/2007@ Buller Invitational
\\' 277-297
I 018/2007 @ ~lis~ouri l nvitational
12th(ofl3)
VJ 10/15/2007@ LMKC Tournament
6th (of 12)
~ 10/22/2007 @ APS U rntercollegiate
-1-th (of 13)
3 7/2008 @ , orthern Illinois lm itational
14th (of 14)
4th (of II)
111 3/10/2008@ Butle1· Invitational
"c= 3/30/2008@ Sl U Saluki Invitational
6th (of 12)
4/4/2008 @' Illini pring Classic
T-3rd (of l I )
4/14/2008@ 0\'C Championships
T-7th (of I 0)

"2
-5

c3

S

~

..Jth (of 13)
2nd(of5)
8th (of 10)
2nd(ofl0)
2nd (of 14)
8th (of I 0)
T-6th (of 12)
8th (of I 2)
12th (of 15)
-!th (of8)

Golf
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....1/J 8/15/08 vs. Saint Xavier

8/21/08 @Indianapolis
1/J
~ 8/24/08 lntrasquad Match
~ 8/29/08 @Valparaiso
M 8/31/08 VS. UMKC
~
(J
(J 9/5/08 @Western Michigan
e 9/11/08 @IPFW
V'J
9/12/08 vs. Northwestern
1/J
c:: 9/14/08 ~ Northern Illinois
~
9/20/08 vs. Central Arkansas
~ 9/26/08 @Wright State
::I

~
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W1-0
L0-2
W 4-3 (White team)
L 1-2
W3-2
W2-0
W5-2
L0-3
T1-1
W5-0
W4-1

10/1/08 ~ IUPUI
1015/08 @Ohio State
10/8/08@Western Illinois
10/13/08 vs. Oral Roberts
10/15/08 '2t Bradley
10/18/08 @Drake
10/21/08 @Butler
10/25/08 vs. Evansville
11/1/08 a Missouri State
11/8/08 vs. Creighton
11/12/08 vs. Missouri State

L0-1
L 0-3
T 2-2
TO-O
L 1-3
L 1-3
L0-1
L 1-3
L0-10T
L3-5
L 1-4

Story by Kevin Murphy

hotos by Amir Prellberg
Brad Peters
hts for the ball against
ansville Oct. 25 at Lakeside
eld. The Panthers lost the
'ame 3-1.
~nior forward

~

Ithough the Eastem men's soccer team fell short of the NCAA
T ournament, the Panthet·s played a rigorous schedule including fi ve
NCAA teams that made the tournament.
T he Panthers (5- 11-3, 0-5 Missouri Valley Conference) lost to Northwestern,
Ohio State, Drake and Creighton, but they beat Missouri-Kansas City, 3-2. The
Panthers were the on ly team to score three goals agai nst the Creighton Bluejays this
season, when Eastern lost 5-3 on Nov. 8 at Lakeside Field.
Senior fon,·ard Brad Peters was o ne of the highligh ts of the Panthers, finishing
his caree1· with 33 goals.
Peters was named to the National Soccer Coaches Association ofAmerican/Adidas
All-Mid·west Region Third Team foll owing the third conseculive double-figure goal
effort of his career. Peters was a Second Team All-Region honoree following both
the 2006 and 2007 seasons.
He became the third player in Eastern program hi story to earn All-Region
honors for three seasons. Gerardo Pagnani ( 1970-72) and Garry Laidlaw ( 1987-89)
were the other two players to earn the honor.
Peters led the MVC in both goals ( I 0) and poi nts scored (26).
It was the third year in a row he led the league in both of those statistical
categ01·ies. His 33 career goals and 84 career points also make him the MVC's active
leader in both categories.
Eastern senior defender Adam Canner as well as Peters were also invited to
participate in the United Soccer League's Men's Player Showcase on Dec. 14-16 in
Charleston, S.C.
Gartner was also Honorable Mention MVC Honors, along with sophomore
forward Alex Harrison. Freshman midfielder Ryan Child was named to the MVC
All-Freshman Team as well.
Gartner was also a standout in the classroom as well. He was named to the ESPN
the ~ lagalin e Academic All-America team.
Gartner, a Third Team selection, is the second Eastern men's soccer player in as
many years to be recogn ized. Senior midfielde t· Mike Lewis became the program's
first CoSI DA-chosen Academic All-America honoree last fa ll. Lewis was on the ballot
again this season after joining Gartner on the Academic All-District V team.
The Panthers graduate seven senio rs, but returned 16 letter winners for the
2009 season.

Men's Soccer
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41

8/18/2007

r:.v

Butler (exhibition)

"3 8/25/2007 vs. IUPUI (exhibition)
~

8/31/2007 a Eastern Michigan
9/2/2007 ~ Bowling Green
~ 9/5/2007 vs. Indiana State
~ 9/9/2007 a.• Missouri
~ 9/14/2007 vs. Ball State
~ 9/16/2007 vs. Western Kentucky
~c= 9/21/2007 vs. Western Illinois
9/23/2007 a, Loyola (Chicago)
'i 9/28/2007 '.iJ Eastern Kentucky

-5

a
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L0-1
L1-2
W3-1
L 1-2
W3-0
L0-3
W1-0
L 1-3
T 2-2
L0-2
W2-0

9/30/2007 ·~ Morehead State
10/5/2007 vs. Tennessee Tech
10/7/2007 vs. Austin Peay
10/12/2007 a Southeast Missouri
10/19/2007 ~ Tennessee-Martin
10/21/2007 ~ M urray State
10/26/2007 vs. Samford
10/28/2007 vs. jacksonville State
10/31/2007 vs. Illinois State
11/6/2007 ~ 1'3 Murray State
11/9/2007 vs 112 Samford

L0-2
W3-0
W2-0
L2-4
L 1-2 -OT
L0-1
L 1-3
W2-0
L 0-1
W2-1 -OT
L0-1

•

otos by Amir Prell berg
·nior defender Ashley
;:>ta goes for a header against
tstern Michigan Sept. 7 at
keside Field. The Panthers
1
lit the game 4-0.

Women's&xcer
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Men's

~ 9/12/08 Panther Invitational (8k)
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9/27/08 SIU Saluki Invitational (8k)
10/3/08 Notre Dame Invitational
10/18/08 Evansville Invitational (8k)
11/1/08 OVC Championship (8k)
11/15/08 NCAA Midwest Regional (10k)
Women's
9/12/08 Panther Invitational (5k)
9/27/08 SIUSaluki Invitational (5k)
10/3/08 Notre Dame Invitational
10/18/08 Evansville Invitational (5k)
11/1/08 OVC Championship (5k)
11/15/08 NCAA Midwest Regional (6k)

3rd (of9)
2nd (of 6)
14th (of23)
5th (of22)
4th (of10)
20th (of23)
6th (of7)
5th (of5)
21stl.of 23)
9th of19)
5th of10)
26th (of27)

eam

Injuries hold back runners
Story by Sam Dilley

hoto by Amir Prellberg
re men's cross country team
ns on the panther trail during
actice on Oct. 20, 2008.

hough 2008 was not the greatest season for the Eastern men's and
women's cross coun try teams, the runners are looking forward to next
year's track season, according to GeoiT Masanet, the teams' head coach.
According to Masanet, the EvansYille Invite was the teams' best performance,
where the men's team finished in fifth place and the women's team finished in
ninth .
"It's still a pretty young team," Masanet said.
The men's team suffered closer to the end of the season with the loss of senior
Brad Butler due to a foot injury. ~Iasanet said it was a "bummer" to lose Butler.
However, Masanet was happy to say that sophomore Derek Ericson reall)
stepped up in his racing.
"Good things are coming," Masanet said of the underclassmen team members.
According to Masanet, the women's team was hit with illness and injury, including
sophomore Caitlin Napoleoni's stint with mononucleosis and junior j essica Blondell's
knee injury.
"It knocked us down a notch," Masanet said.
The team didn't lose focus, however, on the fundamental lessons that running
cross country can teach students.
~lasanet said running cross country teaches runners about being a team. He said
sometimes it does not seem evident that running cross cou ntry is a team sport, but
the students try to do things together.
According to Masanet, runner hold back to bring their team up and add to the
team score. Masanet said he believes if one team member has a good run, it helps
the other members feel good.
Running cross country is also a mental sport.
"They have to be numb to the pain they have to go through mentally," Masanet
said.
Ma anet said runners have no downtime after the race starts, they have no breaks
and they have to push themselves to the end.
Runners "must be very focused," Masanet sajd. "They can only run as fast as
their bodies will go."
The goal for next year·s cross countrr team is to compete in the Okaw Valley
Conference and to go to Regionals.
"This is what we're training hard for," Masanet said.
Masanet said he wants the teams to keep improving and maximizing their
strengths.

Cross ~unoy
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1/)

::s 8/30/08 vs. Wisconsin College All· Stars

~ 9/6/08 vs. Iowa State
C:Z:: 9/13/08 vs. UW-Stevens Point
$ 9/27/08 ~~ West Chester
~ 10/4/08 vs. Ball State
c:z:: 10/12/08 vs. Colorado
..,Ill 10/18/08 vs. Kansas
c:: 10/23/08 ~ Purdue
11/5/08 a. Clemson
0 11/8/08 vs. North Carolina
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~
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W12-10
W26-21
W102-0
W38-5
w 112-3
W86-0
W52-0
Wl00-0
W63-0
W43-0

Cflnde ealed

hoto by Karolina Strack
ystal Jones, junior wing,
carried off the field after
etting mjured during a game
gainst Iowa State on Saturday,
ept. 6.

Rugby
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Freshman middle blocker Melanie Boykins fakes a spike
against UT Martin on Oct. 27, 2008 in Lantz Arena.
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111
8/29/08 @ :\onh Carolina
~ Central
rll
" ' 3-0
~ 8129/08 \'S. Campbell
:;
\\' 3-0
~ 8/30/08 vs. Houston Baptis
>L 0-3
~ 9/2/08@ Indiana State
~
L 1-3
9/5/08 vs \\'estern Illinois
111
"c:
L 1-3
41
S 9/6/08 ,.s. Chicago State
\\' 3-0
~ 916108 ,·s. Toledo
iii"'
L0-3

ltead

looks toward next year
Story by Bob Bajek
sitives a re what the women 's volleyball team will take fro m an injury that plagued the. 2008 season.
t sa w the Panthers go 5-24 (worst record in team histo ry) and 2-16 in the Ohio Valley Confhence.
Man r key players uffered injuries. Sophomore outside hitter Alex Zwettler suffered an abdominal
tear and played throug h a stress fracture in he r left leg that was re-aggra\'ated from last year.
Sophomo re ou tside hittet· Ke lsey OtT g utted ou t matches with a bothersome rig ht sho ulder that required a
cortisone shot, which would help durin g Friday matches but wear offby Saturday.
Junio r libero Shaina Boylan missed more than a month with mono, while ti·eshman ou tside hitter Shannon
Hullum tore her left labrum.
I nj ut·ies and under performance a~ide, senio r middle hitter Lauren Sopcic was extre mely excited about the
freshmen. She said the playing time freshmen H annah Deterding, Madison Barr, Melanie Boykins and Brittan y
Wallace obtained would p rove invaluable in the future.
"That's an oppo rtunity that I didn't have as a freshman ," Sopcic sa id. " l played o nly one game. That's
experie nce you can 't h ave. With that and ne,,· freshme n, their hard work will pay off into next season."'
The "Texas Trio" of Hullum , Barr an d Boykins all -;ervcd as team captains at their Texas high sch ools.
Boykins said bein g a captain helps a player learn how to communicate hetter with coaches and players while
leading by work and exa m ple.
All three said they expe rienced how sometim es older players a re n't acceptin g of freshmen. Eastern \\as
dilTerem , thoug h.
"We' re lucky because Eastern isn 't big in sen iori ty," Barr said . "They have treated u s like equals."
Orr said Detet·ding as a setter progressed and as the season cam e along the hitters would get into a
rh ythm.
"Volleyba ll is a spo rt that requires harmo n y between the setter and h itte r," O rr said. "\\'e star ted having
g reat knowledge bet,,een us th e end of the season . and "e were able to a nticipate plays."
Wj th bet· expe 1·ien ce and fa miliarity or the hitte rs. Deterd ing will lead t h e o ffen se n ext yea r with BatT,
Bo} kins and Zwettler.
Hullu m said sh e is excited to come back !'rom a serio us inju ry and contribute . With the knowledge she
gained fro m the obsen ing, she said that was ad vantageous because she will kno,,· h ow to make adj ustmen ts.
Health a nd confidence are the most importa nt characteristics to gajn before 2009.

91 12108@ ~ lississippi
L0-3
9112108 \'S. Southern ~ Ierhodi~t
L0-3
9113108 \1>. Gcorgia Tech

L 0-3
91 19/08 \'S. i\ loreht'ad Statt'
L 0-3
9120108 \'S. Eastern Kentucky

L 0-3
~/23108 \'S.

1\ lurra) State

L 0-3
,9126108 @Tennessee Tcrh
L 0-3
9/27108 @ j acksonville Sr;ne

I 0128108 '~- t..:T .\ lartin

L 0-3
I 0/2108 vs. Southea't ~ lissouri

L0-3

L 1-3
l0131 /08@ Southca.,t .\ fissmui

L 0-3

I01 I0108 vs. Austin Pcav

L0-3

.

I 01 II 108 \ 'S. Tennessee State
\ , . 3-2
I 01 17108 @
Martin

II I I/08 ~ SfU-Edwards,ille

L0-3

L0-3

11/7/08 \s. Jac~onvi ll e Stale
I. 1-3
II 18/08 v~. Tennessee Tech

L0-3

11/1

t.rr

10/18/08@ ~lurra) State
10/2--!108 @ Ea:.tern Kentud.")·

L 0-3
10125/08@ .\lorehead State

L0-3
~108@ Tennessee

State'

\\' 3- 1
III 15/00 @. \usrin fbi)
L 1-3

L0-3
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8/28/08 a Central Michigan
9/6/08 w University of lllinios
9/13/08 vs Indiana State
9/20/08 a Illinois State
9/27/08 vs Jacksonville State
10/9/08 a UT Martin
10/18/08 vs Southeast Missouri
10/25/08 aJ Eastern Kentucky
11/1/2008 vs Murrary State
11/8/08 @Tennessee State
11/15/08 vs Austin Peay
11/22/08 ~ Tennessee Tech

L 12-31
L 21-47
W38-3
w 25-21
L 10-23
L 26-29
W24-21
L 7-20
W34-6
L 24-45
L 13-15
w 38-20

Photo by Robbie Wroblewski
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Panthers end with a win

Story by Scott Richey

by Karolina Strack
tight end Daniel
gets tackled by muiSoutheast Missouri players
ng Eastern's homecoming
)n Oct. 18 at O'Brien Stadium.
~"he Panthers beat the Red·
awks 24-21.

1nn1nnrr1nr<"

11 of Eastern's senior football players lined up in the visiting team
locker room at Tucker Stadium in Cookeville, Tenn. , following the
Panthers' 38-20 season ending win against Tennessee Tech. The
rest of the team and coaches filed by and paid their respects to the departing players
- a tradition head coach Bob Spoo said is easier to do when it follows a win.
"That's what you play the game for- is to win," Spoo said. "There's no greater
feeling than that. We have not enjoyed that enough this year. It was nice for our
seniors to go out like that."
And when they were done in the locker room, the seniors made their way to
the lobby surrounding the locker room exit. Parents and friends waited, cameras in
hand, to capture these final moments of Eastern football for more than 20 players.
"It's all I could ask for," red-shirt senior defensive end Pierre Walters said.
"Everybody stepped up and played their hearts out. To go out on a win in my
EIU career is just wonderful. I'm going to miss this program. I'm going to miss
everybody here."
The smiling faces following a game weren't as common during the 2008 season as
years past. It happened just five times in twelve games. The biggest smiles, of course,
came following the Panthers' win against Illinois State - the first time Eastern beat
the Redbirds since Tony Romo was leading the team.
But seven other times the Panthers came off the field not with a win but with
more questions and fewer answers about why they had lost.
Eastern was predicted to finish third in the Ohio Valley Conference for the 2008
season. Although as close as the three teams at the top were, the Panthers might of
well have been league favorites.
But that didn't happen. The Panthers instead had a season marred by injuries
and defined by missed opportunities, missed playoffs and a sub-.500 record.
Spoo was adamant the next season starts immediately following the current
season. Any lingering thoughts about what could have been should be gone.
And next season the Panthers return a solid core of their team. Seven starters on
defense return, as do eight on offense including the entire offensive line.
"We played a lot ofjuniors and sophomores today," red-shirt junior quarterback
Bodie Reeder said about the win against Tennessee Tech. "It's something to build
upon for the offseason_..., especially the way we won."
Defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni put it simply when describing what it
would take for the Panthers to improve their results next season.
"We just need to continue to improve," he said. "I know we'll do that in the
offseason and in spring practice."

Football
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Story by Sam Dilley
he goal this year for EIU's Cheer T eam and its' head coach, Antoine
T homas, is to foc us on raising the bar for the team through hard work and
perseverance.
T homas has a very specific plan for the team .
"Last year we foc used on the program," T homas said. "This year we worked on
getting the team to a level to do amazing things."
After working on the logistics of collegiate cheerleading last year, the group has
worked harder to increase their ow n perso nal strength a nd style and also worked on
bond ing more as a team.
T homas is proud that the team leaders have been very good about welcoming the
freshmen onto the team, who make up a maj ority of the team.
Freshmen have "a lot of acclimating to do," T homas said. Still he believes they have
done well with the task ofbeing new stude nts, as well as bala ncing cheerleading with it.
The ir seaso n sta rted in Jun e with two weekend camps on campus and a four-day
camp in Milwaukee.
T his year the cheerleaders had the opportunity to cheer at the Illinois State Fair.
They met the governor a nd were presented on radio, as well as television.
The team cheers at football, volleyball a nd men and women's basketball games.
T heir appearances on campu s have included "Quaking in the Quad" and "Up All Nite,"
as well as pep rallies, Debut Days a nd Homecoming, which is their biggest event of the
season.
T homas noted tha t, like in most sports, it is ver y easy to become injured in cheerlead in g.
Cheerleading is about p ushing the limits and trying to raise the bar, and accidents are
comm on .
Fortunately, this year's team has not had a ny inj uries, which T homas was happy to
report.
Besides being a team build ing activity, Thomas u ses cheerleadi ng to teach the
students about life. He explains that cheerlead ers are constantly hurting themselves,
but it is importa nt to persevere and to reflect th at perseverance in their lives.
Next year, Thomas intends to work on the team's spirit and getting people in volved.
Still, T homas is very p roud to say that the team has a lot of taJent and that he is glad to
be help ing them ''leave behind a legacy."
"I t too k us awhile to get that 'team essence,"' T homas said, bu t "they trust each
other. .. I appreciate it."
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Above: An EIU cheerleader
throws out a prize from the
sidelines during a football game
against Southeast Missouri on
Oct. 18, 2008. The panthers
beat SEMO 24·21.

Cheerleacling
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Photo by Karolina Strack
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Photos by Karolina
Strack
EIU Dancers do a run
through of a dance
piece that will be performed at their annual
concert March 6 and

7, 2009.
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ElU dancers wel l rou nde
Story by Emily Hartwig

0

astern Illinois Univer~it} has danced since 190 I, ''hen Pemberton held the first coed dance, and has kept the tradition alive ''ith the ETU Dancers, 15 dancers \\ith a
variety of majors and ages who perform for the community regularlr
This RSO, according to the EIU dancers' Web site, is sponsored by the kinesiology and
sports studies department and was founded in 1981 after a dance director left in the 1960s and
no one took her place. Prior to this, there was no dance group avaiJablc to students of various
majors. Only dance majors were allowed to participate.
Current!)~ any major or grade level can audition lO be a part of EIU dancers. And each
audition sea<Jon, new and returnin~ members must audition and ,,;I[ spend a year on the
squad to prepare for performances.
They can be seen at variou~ performances across campus. They continue to perform at
the Homecoming pep rall) and parade, the end of the year concert, and a variety of other
social events. Their performances include aJI genres of dance like jazz, modern, hip-hop,
pointe, ballet and tap.
T he president of EIU Dancers, Kim Zyclek, said that when audition time comes the
team looks for "a dancer who is well rounded, who can do more than just hip hop and ballcL,
someone with dance expcrienC(' and dedication."
\ \'hen it comes to dancing in competitions, Zrdek said there have not been final decisions
on competing for the 2008-2009 year.
Auditions are held at the beginning of the school year around September. The audition
process consists of a warm up, basic loco-motor movements across the floor, such as \\alk, run,
chasse and leap. The hopefuls also perform two chor(·ographed combinations, a ballet and
tap dance.
T he EIU Dancers practice twice a week and aJl the members participate and contribute
lo choreographing the show.

:..i"imlt•I:Jeanna

~lcFarland

<{~. Ill/' (/1/ f

" icole Adami
Erin Achilles
J oanna Bayer
T ricia Garvey
Kaitl) n Kavanaugh
Jessica Kuhn
Cast\' :\IcCiain
jenmi ~ liglio
Kristen Pierce
Chrissy Rubino
L) nclscy \ \'eber

EIU Dancers
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American Chemical Society
(First Row) Blake Ferry,lesha Coleman, Audra Dust, Christina Highley, Max VanByssum, Dan Obenchain, Robb Baum, Younkwoon Lee,
Brian Janiga (Second Row) Jessica Leshey, Rebecca Grove, Alisia Klostermann, Khoa Tran, Corey Hanks (Third Row)Brant Riegel, Opal
Bacon, Daniela Vasquez, Liza Piazza, Alyssa Warner, Beth Thurmound, Christine Sink

American Marketing Association
(First Row) Steve Mackowiak,Jolynn Stevenson, Matthew Patterson (Second Row) Alexandra Ochoa, Brittany Mroz,Jamie Orcutt, Stacy
Goldstein
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Association of Honor Students
(First Row) Corey Watkins, Josh Boykin, Paul Wiberg (Second Row) Lisa Cerny, Michelle Peters, Chelsie Young

Black Student Union
Madeline Smith, Jennifer Yvonne Cannon, Cherrell Brown, Steven Nwokocha, Kandace Arnold, Robin Auguste, Tayla Mardis, Cierra Howard, Stacy Council, Chiara Graham,
Lauren Hayes, Antiqua McMorris, Jasmine Sullivan, Sevada Stewart, lan Ryan Williams, Eric McCallum, Khelan Todd, Nicole Nettles, Pooh Lennix, Cheryl Mosley, Tiara Wellmaker,
James Griffin, Lashanna McGahee, Ebony Frazier, DeMarlon Brown, Xaviera Vasser, Ashley Byrd, Chandra Golden, Corinne V. Enning, Antonio La Mar Burton, Robert Andrew
White II, Eric Lyons, Krystal Parker, Priscilla Owiredu, Lauren Clayton, Jamar Herrod, Elijah Muhammad, Khiry(KB) Brown, Omar Akil Solomon, George Johnson, Darius White,
Najah Shearrill, Kiairah Lindsey, Ashley Norris, Sade' Henderson, Andrea Thompson, Ebonni Dailey, QuaShe'

Organizations
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EIU Construction Club
(First Row) Jared Bundy, Kyle Kuenstler, Kaninika Bhatnagar,Bryan Sink (Second Row) Mike Schaffer, Chris Eby, Brant Richeson, Patrick
Zavorai,Jerry Cloward

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
(Front Row) Sam Chan, Nathan Atkinson (Second Row) Kellie Logterman, Brent Noble, Dr. Andrew White
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Fish and Wildlife Ecology Club
(First Row) TJ Evans, Greg King, Sarah Huck, Daniel Hiatt (Second Row) Trip Krenz, Joann Metzger, Candice Miller, Laura Ladwig
networking, and field skills.

Habitat for Humanity
(First Row) Michael Boline, Kevin Dospoy,Jared Bundy, Bryan Rolpsen (SecondRow) Will Bearman, Chelsea Hand, Cierra Howard, Renee
Rorey-President

Organizations
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NAACP
(First Row) Michelle Adeniyi-Academic Affairs Chair, Tara Crawford-Vice President, Alexandria Panneii-Social Affairs Chair, Alecia Triggs·
Secretary (Second Row) Jantelle R. Horton-Sevice Affairs Chair, Decora Cauthens-Parlimentarian, MarkianaJackson-President, Shereece D.
Parker-Fundraising Committee, Cheryl Mosley-P.R. Marketing (Not Pictured) Ricardo Marshall Jr.· Treasurer

Pride
(First Row) Nick Woods, Mark Hails, Dan Koteski (Second Row) Kirstin Bowns, Laura Wussow ,James Stewart
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(First Row) Katrina Zaret -Historian, Kyle Collom -Public Relations Director, Elizabeth Morin -Vice President (Second Row) Danyelle Parker
-President, Danielle Scott -Treasur, Leah Vaughn -Co-programs, Laura Gebhert -Co-programs, Lauren Meuth -Secretary, Megan Scharf
-Fundraising, Whitney Elders -National Liaison, Advisers Terri Lynn Johnson and Brian Sowa

1rst Row) Alisha Scaggs, Karla Browning, Shannon Davis (Second Row) Alison Burge, Bryn Rich, Justin Schuch, Temetria Hargett

Organizations
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SAEYC
Association
Young
(First Row) Or. Daniel Carter-faculty sponsor, Kelly Shore-student advisor, Chris Gerler-advertising chair (Second Row) Marcie Strohm-CoPresident, Mandi Swansbro-Co-President, Apryle Bullock-Treasurer, Beth Rheaume-Fundraising chair (Not Pictured) Carol Novander-Vice
President, Felicia Coster-Secretary, Amy Gostomelsky-Fundraising, Marvin Hunt-Advertising, Dr. Mikki Meadows-FCS Faculty Advisor, Or.
Sham-ah Md· Yunus-ELE
Advisor

SHRM (Society for Human Resource Management)
(First Row) Or. Heather Jia, Alison Kostelich, Kyle Collom, Jordan Lerner, Steven King (Second Row) Dr. Melody Wollan, Or. Denise Smith,
Jessica Sim, Lorraine Edwards, Kelly Spencer
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Student Education Association
(Front Row) Maggie Belpedio-Public Relations,Jaira Rogers-Vice President, Lindsey Dalesandro-President (Second Row) Dr. Marie FeroAdvisor, Kristen Smith-Secretary, Kelsey Stock-Treasurer, Dr. Lucia Schroeder-Advisor, Maria Piech-President-Eiect (Third Row) Chris LarsenPublic Relations, ShahRukh Rahman-Public Relations, Matt King-Political Activist (Not in Picture) Jessica Ribando-Public Relations

aylor Hall Executive Board
First Row) Roy Peregrine, Lizzie Irelan, Marilyn Mitchell, Matt Triezenberg (Second Row) Stephanie Cascio, Ericajones,J'maljones, Carla
(Not Pictured) Keevajohnson
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Agency
(First Row) Terri Johnson, Adviser, Leah Vaughn, Hannah Plevka, Christopher O'Driscoll (Second Row) Barbara Harrington, Danielle Scott,
Amy Foster, Cory Dimitrakopoulos (Not Pictured) Tommy Nierman, Christina Guadiana, Mike Leon, Katrina Zaret, Courtney Kerch, Kelsay
Karstrand, Kyle Collom, Michelle Simek,Jenna Collins, Grant Lees, Amanda Paluzzi, Zach Nugent, Josh Van Dyke and Shaukat Mahmood

Pemberton Hall Council
(First Row) Reneesha Reed, Sarah Olson, Ashley Angel (Second Row) Brittany Prysock, Emily Steele, Amy Luttrell (Third Row) Mollie Neff,
Amanda Boldt, Stephanie Morgan
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Acts- Apostolic Christians in Today's Society
Adventure Club
African Students Association
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Kappa Delta
Alpha Psi Omega
American Chemical Society Student Affilates
American Copy Editing Society
American Marketing Association
Andrews Hall Council
Art Association
Art History Society
Asian American Association
Association of Childhood Education
International
Association of Honors Students
Association of Information Technology
Professioanls
Association of International Students
Astronomy Club
Baccuhus P.R.O.W.L
Baptist Collegiate Ministries
Belegarth
Best "Buddies
Beta Alpha PSI
Beta Beta Beta
Beta Psi chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
Biological Sciences Graduate Student
Association
Black Student Union
Blue Crew of EIU
Botany Club
Carman Hall Council
Chi Sigma Iota
Chinese Students and Scholars Association
Christian Campus Fellowship
Circle K International
Club Managers Association of America
Colleges Against Cancer
COSPA
Criminal Justices Club
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach
Delta Sigma Pi
Disney College Program Alumni Association
Douglas Halrcouncil
Eastern Film Society
Eastern Hockey Club
Eastern Illinois Council on American Policy
Eastern Illinois Men's Club Volleyball
EIU Business and Professional Women's
Club
Eastern Illinois University Cinema
Association
Eastern Illinois University Disc Golf
Eastern Illinois University Ultimate Frisbee
Club
Eastern Illinois University's Musician's
Coalition
Eastern Student Officials Association
Eastern Student Parent Association
EIU Badminton Club
EIU Ballroom Dance Society
EIU College Democrats

EIU Construction Club
EIU Cycling Club
EIU Dancers
EIU Indian Students Association
EIU Lacrosse Club
EIU Men's Rugby Club
EIU Paintball Club
EIU Pride
EIU Professional Psychology Club
EIU Racquetball Club
EIU Republicans
EIU Scholastic Bowl
EIU Student Federation
EIU Student Reading Council
English Club
English Graduate Student Organization
Eta Sigma Gamma
Financial Planning Student Association of
EIU
Fish and Widelife Ecology Club
Ford Hall Council
French Club
G.I.V.E. Gerontology Students Involved in
Volunteer Efforts
Graduate Student Advisory Council
Harry Potter Club
Hearthland Family Worship Center
Hello Dali
Illinois Student Education Association
Immanuel Lutheran Campus Ministry
Interfraternity Council
lnternationarBusiness Club
International Textile and Apparel Association
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship
Invisible Children
Japanese Animation Society
Jolie Dance Troupe
Kappa Kappa Psi
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Kinesiology and Sports Studies Honors Club
Lambda Pi- Eta
Latin American Student Organization
lawson Inc
Latter Day Saint Student Association
Leadership & Excellence
Lunchbox Voodoo
Math Energy at EIU
Mathematics and Computer Science Club
MBA Association
McKinney Halll Council
Middle Level Educators Club
Minority Leadership Group
Mortar Board
Muslim Students Association
N.A.A.C.P
National Association of Black Journalists
National Association of Industrial
Technology
National Residence Hall Honorary
National Student Speech Hearing
Association
New Covenant Ministries
Newman Catholic Center

Organization of Adult Students Informal and
supportive
Organization for Peer Education on
Nutrition
Outdoor Club
Panther Ballroom Dance Society
Phi Alpha Delta
Phi Alpha Eta
Phi Beta Lambda
Phi Epsilon Mu
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Phi Sigma Biological Sciences Honor Society
Pi Omega Pi
PoliticaiScience Association of Eastern
Professional Convention Management
Association
Psi Chi
Public Relations Student Society of America
Residence Hall Association
Rho Phi Lambda
Rhythm & Xtacy
Role Players Guild
Students Against Marijuana Prohibition
Sigma Alpha Epsilon National Fraternity
Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Sigma Delta Pi
Sigma Gamma Rho
Sigma Lamda Gamma National Sorority
Sigma Phi Omega
Sigma Rho Epsiron
Sisters Utilizing Christian Challenges to
Evolve into Successful Students
Society for Collegiate Journalists
Society for Human Resource Management
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Society of Metaphysical Advancement
Society of Physics Students
Sociofogy-Anthropology Club
Spanish Club
Stevenson Hall Council
Student Accounting Society
Student Association for Recreation
Student Association for the Education of
Young Children
Student Athlete Advisory Council
Student EIU Athletic Training Club
Student Investment Society
Student Veterans of Eastern
Students United for World Change
Study Abroad Society
Tau Beta Sigma
Taylor Hall
The Agency
The National Society of Collegiate Scholars
The Technical Association of the Graphic
Arts
Thomas Hall Council
Unity Gospel Choir
University Board
UN PREDICTABLE
Wrestling Club of EIU
Writer's Tnk
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ettio~ [h~t~ailo
Abdelrasoul, Fida
Adana, Bolanle
Adenji, Ademola
Ahlemeyer, Patricia
Albrecht, Angela

Albrecht, David
Allensworth, Brian
Anderson, Daniel
Anderson, J assondra
Anderson, Kate

Andrews, Michael
Ashford , Ebone
Baird, Eric
Baker, Melinda
Bartels, Kelly

Bays, j essie
Beaulir u,Juliette
Blah ut, Danika
Bloechl, J essica
Borders, Whitney

Brasher, J acy
Brewer, Maria
Bright, Andrea
Broccolo, Chris
Brooks, Sarah
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Bryant, Kathy
Brysch, Katherine
Buchanan, Brittany
Bundy, jared
Burns, Marty

Busse, Matthew
Carr, Sarah
Carter, La'Tese
Chamberlain, Ashley
Coleman, Ashlie

ColJins, Michael
Conboy, Kristin
Coon, Tracy
Cooper, Marsha
Cooper, Monica

Crank, Kelly
Crossett, David
Cuadrado, Sara
Czajkowski, Daniel
Czyz, Natalie

Davidson, Lauren
D avis, Leslie
Davis, Sharece
Dayal, Sonia
Dehner, Abigail
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Demartino, Sara
Dietmeyer, Jennifer
Difalco, Ashley
Digiorgio, Kristen
Dispensa, Amber

Edmond, Veronica
Edwards, Lorraine
Evans, joya
Eversole, Rachel
Fanjoy, Caitlin

Finchum, Michelle
Finn, Jennifer
Fisher, Matthew
Francois,Guiveda
Fraiser, Quentin

Fulton, Tiara
Gallagher, Philip
Garrity, Courtney
Gayden, Lynette
Golden, Chandra

Goldstein, Stacy
Gorospe, Valerie
Guinn, Kacie
Guyer, Druanne
Hall, Eilidh
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Hopper, Amy
Housing, Amy
Hughes, Luevinia
Ingrum, Bethany
Janik, Heather
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Herschbcrger, Daren
Hinds, Benjamin
Hodgetts, Kathryn
Holden, Corey
Holthaus, Tamara
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Hardy, Breanna
Harris, Jackie
Hasara, Ashley
Haukap, J ared
Henkelman, Rose
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J effries, J ason
J eskey, Brittney
J ohnsen, Zoe
J ohnson, Kha}'riyyah
J ohnson, LatOya
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J ohnson, Samantha
Jordan, Chctcl
Karrigan, Colleen
Kasten, Andrea
Kawa, Kelly
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Kerch, Ryan
Kieca, Kristin
Kindred, Erica
Klein, Meghan
Klutz, Ashley

Kraemer, Kirsten
Kromphardt, Christopher
Kuechle, Brian
Kyle, Charles
Lambert, Jessica

Landwehr, Jeffrey
Langlotz, Erin
Lamey, Nicole
Leathers, Jessica
Lendabarker, Erin

Lerro, Valeria
Lewis, Robert
Lindley, Jaclyn
Lisikiewicz, Michelle
Littleton, Leah

Loera, Yolanda
Lucas, Joshua
Luxem, Steve
Macchitelli, Christopher
Mackowiak, Steven
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People

Magarity, Tonya
Mallari, Karel
Marach, Kimberly
Maser, Ashley
Mast, Elizabeth

McConkey, Kevin
Medema, Kevin
Mefford, Ashley
Mensah, Kafui
Mette, Todd

Meuth, Lauren
Midlowski, Nicole
Mihalov, Sara
Miller, Kristin
Mingo, Melissa

Mischke, Jennifer
Moran, Stacey
Morgenroth, Hannah
Morris, Cachet
Morris, Marqeita

Morrison, Jessica
Murphy, Michelle
Newblc, Keyun
Nichols, Hillary
Nolan, Ashley
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Nwordu, Ogechi
Oliver, Ryan
Orange, Ceara
Ouska, Gillian
Parisi, Nicholas

Patton, Melissa
Peters, Kayla
Petkovich, Kala
Powers, Elizabeth
Presutti, Jill

Price, Matthew
Prosser, Jeffrey
Pszczolkowski,
Radzewicz,
Raymond, Susan

Readhead, Ivy
Reid, Bianca
Riegel, Brant
Ritter, Keri
Roseberry, Jessica

Rosinia, James
Roth, William
Ruholl, Kevin
Rusk, Eric
Sallade, Jennifer
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People

Schaffer, Michael
Schenke, Laura
Schuerman, Kathryn
Schwenk, Debra
Scott, Danielle

Scully, Amanda
Seaverson, Ashley
See, Jacquelyn
Seifert, Rebecca
Seyrnnou~Joesph

Sippel, Jessica
Sisk, Jessica
Smith, Denisha
Smith, Julie
Smith, Shawana

Sneed, Sara
Soderlund, Lauren
Soutar, Maria
Spear, Spencer
Stendeback, Mallory

Stewart, Shannon
Stoczynski, Angela
Stratton, James
Stromski, John
Syse, Deborah
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Tanner, Anthony
Taylor, Kyla
Temples, Mary
Thompson, Kristen

Thurman, Sontina
Tsukuno, David
Turner, Kristalyn
Turner, Shawntella
Uhe, Jenna

Vasquez, Daniela
Velez, Valerie
Vernon, Anthony
Walcott, Nicole
Walsh, Brian

Ward, Marissa
Wargo, Janell
Watson, Cleopatra
Watson, Dan
Weaver, Tim

Weskerna, Nicole
Wheeler, Rebecca
Whitlatch, Michelle
Williams, Heather
Wilson, Michael
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Wisecup, Sarah
Woodworth, Samantha
Wynn, James
Yakas, Nicolette
York, Brian

Younker, Amy
Zipparro, Anthony
Zubek, Richard
Zwirowski, Jillian

.
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Sara Cuadrado,
Fall Editor-in-Chief
I am so proud of how the yearbook has
turned out this year! Thank you to all my staff,
reporters, photographers and adviser Sally
for making this yearbook what it is. I think
it's a great representation of the year, and I
couldn't be happier with how it turned out. I
also want to thank all my friends and family for
supporting me and all the time I've spent in the
yearbook office. Thank you all and enjoy the
book!

Emily Steele
Sophomore
Spring Editor-in-Chief
Working on a yearbook is always an adventure,
especially this year when I took on such a
big role. I can't express how grateful! am
to everyone who helped us make this book
amazing. I learned so much, but it's something
I love to do, despite late nights and learning
how to use photoshop on deadline. It's all part
of the plan.

Karolina Strack
Sophomore
Photo Editor
Karolina Strack is a photojournalism major with
a minor in political science. She is the photo
~-"WI
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Christine Godbey
Sophomore
Lead Designer
I've enjoyed working with a small staff
and getting to know everyone. I love our
random treats from Sally at the meetings, but
not the surprises inside.

Brittany Ferris
Sophomore
Assistant Designer
This yearbook has been an amazing
experience. It was great that we were able to
really make it our own and had such a great
time doing it. Despite the long hours in the
office and hard work, I loved every minute of
it even when it didn't seem like it because of
the stupid flourescent lights! I think the book
turned out great and really enjoyed working
with everyone on it.

Kyle Pruden
Junior
Designer
Hi, I'm Kyle Pruden and I am a junior
journalism major with a concentration in new
0

0

0
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Photo by Emily Steck
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This past year was groundbreaking at Eastern Illinois Vni\'ersity, as well as around the world. Eastern got
a new athletic director, and the United States elected Barack Obama as the first African American president.
While Eastern athletes were trai ning hard in the summer, athletes around the world were thrust into the
spotlight in the Olympics in BcUing. And in the midst of a national economic downturn, Doudna was opened
for art and music students ready to put the facility to good use.
2008 is year that will be remembered, but it all was created by and centered around the most important
thing: the people. The students who stayed up late to finish a paper, the faculty who constantly encouraged us
to take chances and the commu nity that grew and changed as we did. We share in the triumphs and failures
of the university. And now, as in the future, we bleed blue, and we are EIU .
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Abbate. Ja~on 148
Abbonato. Teresa 165
Abdelrnsoul. Fida 218
Abel. l:.mily 135
Abiola. Dolapo 143
Abraham, Jacqueline 128
Adam\. Anthony 141
Adam,, Mile 146
Adana. Bolanle 218
Addante. Tricia 132
Adcc, Jim 148
Adeniyi. Michelle :!10
Adenji. Ademola 218
Adi. Kennan 145
Alord. Lon Beth 156
Ahem. Aly~sa 131
Ahlemcyer. Pat.ricia 21H
Ahren•. Mallory 121.J. D4
Akcr\, Both 173
Akers. Tom 173
Akalch. Nadi 143
Alnrcon. Jo!.e 144
Albrecht. Angela 218
Albrecht. David 218
Albrecht. Karas 132
Alcorn. Kehey 127
Ale\nnder. Jackie 121. I :!7
Alexander. Nack 148
Alldridgc. Tom 145
Allcgreui, Gina 129
Allen, Bill\48
Allen.,worth. Brian:! 18
Ahma:rer. Megan 133
Alvamdo. John 141
Amari. Brinany 121!
Andcr>on. Daniel 145. 21K
Ander~on. Enc 147
Anderson. Jassondra :! Ill
Ander\OD. Jeff 141
Anderson. Kate 218
Ander on. Kelly 134
Andcr~on. Kristy 134
Anderson. Michelle I 84
Ande,..,on. Stephanie I32
Ander..on. Valencia 129
Andreou. Audriana 159
Andrew White.
Andrew, Robert 207
Andrew,, Holly 105
Andre1v,. Michae1218
Angarano. Heatbc:r 130
Angel. A~hle) :! 14
Angell. Kri,tin 165
An it. Alex 141
Apfel. Kelly 127
Apo\tolopoulu~. Bill 143
Applebee. And) 143
Ard. Ale~ 131
Amold. Kandace 173. 207
Amuld. Ryan 145
Arthur. Brittny 131
Arvidson. Ashley 130
Ashe. Andre" 146
A~hford. Ebone 173.218
A~hman. Chri~ 148
Askwith, Sam 13]
A'trnmki. Joe tIt
Atcha,on. Adam 140
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Atchi,on. Karla 133
Atkin,on. Mike 147
Atl..in,un. Nathan 208
Augu,tc. Robin 151.207
Au>!ln. Bryan 145
A1 ile.,, Jennifer 132

Babb<>. K:~) lee 110. Ill. 1.'5
Bacl..e-.. Chel..ea 133
Bacon. Opan 206
Bndcuv, Allie 130
Baeblcr, Jennifer 107
Baggo1. Meaghon I :!9
Baaley. Bl)an 145
Baa rd. Enc 218
Baker. John 143
Bakcr. Ken 80
Baker. Marie 169
Baker, Melinda:! 18
Bakcr. "h~olc I 32
Bale!... Sam 189
Barker. Bob 146
Bnrkow.,l.i. Kaillyn 129
Barlocl.., Sam 143
Bame,. cddae 148
Barr. Madi,on 195
Barren. A'hle) I :!7
Barren. Jnrdan 127
Barren. Justin 60
Surrett. Meghan 133
Barron. ROI')' 129
BarT). Kelly 131
Bane\,. Chri> 143
Bartel,, Kell) 218
Banach. Ja,on 143
Bnrldu. Andrew 146
Baleo,. Brian 136. 141
Banaglta. Stnce) 131
Baum. Robb :!06
Baumgnnncr. Liza 127
Ba1 a. Emily 133
Bay:.. Jes•ie 2 18
Baytala. A~hleigh 129
Bear. Ale" 148
Bear. Sam 128
Bearden. Trnt'ie 159
Bearman. Will 209
Beaulieu. Juliette 218
Bc:cl-. Ca~ey 141
Beeler. Bnttan~ 134
Bed11t~ll. Meredith 13J
Beeh. Andrea 127
Bee1ley. Jacques 148
Beis:.el. BnK>ke 127
Be lcn,ter. Mike 148
Bellantoni. Roc 197
Bellenana. Loren 127
Bellcnna. Morgan 1:!7
Below. Catt) 127
Belpcdio. Maggie 213
Benbow. Blake 147
Bendcl..,ky, Krista 131
Bennet. Chm 139. 136
Bennett. Dar!.. 136. 141
Bentley. Robin 127
Bentley. Sara 127
Berger. Corinne 128
Berger. Stacey 128

Berglind. Mike 143
Berglund. 'liff:my 127
Berner. Kri,ten 134
Bem\lcan. Jeff 145
BerT). Morgan 159
Berti><:.: hi. Ashley 130
Beunrf. Brooke 20 I
Beverage. Erika 127
Bevilacqua. Tricia I :!9
Bhatna!!ar. Kaninika 208
Bieda. Cnialin 131
Biel<>ka. Make 147
Biermann.A~hley 131
Bildstcn. Rnl>S 145
Biknko. Gail 128
Balinn. Amber 134
Bird. Tre,,a 135
Birkn<!r, h.ri\ttn 156
Bivin\, AMon 145
Black. Chri~ 146
Black. Manhew 137
Blad.bum. John 183
Blackwell. Xavier 15:!
Blahut. Danaka:! IS
Blaire. Lord 109
Blan~enship. Ashlee I J I
Blanken~hip. Jordan 13.:1
Blanl..en\!can. Chri;tine 7
BJe,sman. Julie 133
Blizniak. Ale' 1.:15
Blocker. Janelle 132
BhlCl'hl. Jc!lsica 218
Blondell. Jessica 191
Blue. Sarah 135
Blumbet]. Kaue 131
Blumm. Jc"tca 156
Bo.:mer. Nick 144
Bohlin. Lindsay 135
Boland. Kathryn 131
Boldag. Ja;on I .:II
Boldt. Amanda 214
Bolan.:. Macahcl :!09
Bollweg. Rob 141
Bond, Mike 146
Borders. Whitney 149
Border\. Whitney 218
Borin,tean. Elyse 134
Bom. Jcssica 126,131. 159
Bo~tmm. Carulyn 127
Bosco. Michdle 132
Boss. Kayln 156
Bonnrft. Ryan 141
Bouchard. Sarah DS
Bo' ic. Jenna 127
Bowers. Kmun 156
Bowman. Amanda 133
Bown,, Kirstin 210
Bo) kin. Jo;h 207
Bo) kan\. \1c:lanie 194, 195
Bo} Jan. Shaina 195
Br.tden. Meg 132
Bro~dley. U~a 132
Brndshaw. Melanic 131
Brasel. Albert 137. 159
Brasher. Jacy 218
Bms. Danac:lle 127
Brauer. Emil} 13-1
Braun. Ali~>a 133
Braun. Andrew 145
Braun, Sarnh 156

Bray. Jacki~: 131
Brennnn. Bridget 128
Bre11 o:r. Maria 218
Brice. Kl) 't) n 130
Bricheno. Lauren 132
Bright. Andrea 218
Brinker. Ceca 82
Brinkocncr. Allie 135
Broccolo. Chri> 218
Br<>cl... Eluabeth 134
Brooh Ale\ 150
Brook~. Jared 140
Brool..\. Sarah 218
Brosam. Kcllic 105
Bro>iu<.. Keith 141
BroL~h. Mike 138
Bro" n. Cherrell 207
Bro1~n. DeMarlun 207
Brown. Jennafcr 153
Brown. Khiry 207
Brown, Kimmy 133
Brown, Ltt 47
Bro\\ n. Nicl.. 141
Bro11 n. Tcri 135
Brown. Tudd 136. 140
Browne, Lcann 128
Browning. Karla 57,211
Bro1. Ashlc) 128
Brul·e S1end~on. Bruce 139
Brucker. Taylor 1]2
Bruggcrnun. Courtney 132
Bnaski. K;atelyn 131
Bruni. Je.,,icu 156
Bryant. Kathy 219
Bry~h. Kntbcrine 219
Bl)sch. K:uae 134
Buchanan. Brittany 219
Buchanan. Caatlyn 156
Buck, Sl!tcy 156
Budz. Drew 148
Buj1\it. Danae\ 137
Bulgar. Leva70. 80. 81. 147. 159
Bulloc:l... Apl) Je 212
Bundy, Jared 208,209. 219
Burge. Ali,on 21 1
Burke. Barb;arn 6.:1
Burke. Bnnn 137
Burl..e. K:uclyn 156
Bums, Many 219
Burton, Antonio 207
Busse, Matthew 219
Bu:.~er, Brian 140
Buller. Brad 191
Bu.~ton. Zach 148
B}rd. A\hlc} 207
Byrd, R<lhen 73
Byrne. Jake 171

Cain. Brendan 141
Cain. Chu~e 163
Caldwell. Km 148
Cald1vell. Richard 72
Calistro. Dominick 145
Callen. Joey 138
Camfield, Ace 47
Campbell, Cristen 132
Campbell. Jenny 135
Campbeii.Jc~ 135

Campbell. Kylcigh 128
Canal<!. Ellen 169
Cando~. Ruben 143
Cannon. Jennafc:r y, onne 207
Cantu. K~van 146
Capparelli, Dominic 82
Caprio. Rachacl 13::!
Carber. Mitch 146
Carey. Drew 140
Carey. Elt1abeth 132
Carlson. Amanda 13:!
Carlson. Meredath 13::!
Carmichael. Jaclyn l2R
Carmody. Sarah 134
Cammna. 1tl\e 140
Carnaghi. Came t] I
Caron. l:.tlccn I 35
Carpenter. M:IJl!te 45
Carr. Snr.th 2 1!1
Carrington. Cedu,.ion 75
Carroll. Caitlin 128
Carroll. Tom 141
C:m.on. Bnuan)' :!01
Carsten.,, Jad}n 132
Carter, Danae\ 212
Caner. La 'Tc~e 219
Caner. Mauer 125
Caner. Wilham 147
Caruso. Amber 132
Cascio. Stephanae 213
Casey. Alanna 34
Cassidy. Zack 147
Casaillo. Ritch 148
Cation. Man 137
Cation. Ste1c 144
Caulk. Emaly 132
Cauthen... Decora 210
Ccranec. Stephanie 135
Cerny, Lisa 207
Cesario. Maria 156
Chamberlain. Ashley 219
Chamberhn. Hannah 129
Chan. Sam 208
Chana, Cnmeron 148
Chatham. Tyler 140
Chaucer. Geoffrey 205
Cheeks. Kalvan 146
Cherizola. Francasco 184. 185
Child. Ryan 187
Chino, Ervi• 148
Chmura. Brann 147
Choant·tyk. Paulina 133
Christers<ln. Mi.:helle 132
Chruscacl. \<lachelle 129
Cimamlli. Katherine 128
Cimbalo. Kyle 148
Clark. Emily 127
Clary. Shawn 131
Clayton. Laur~n 207
Cleaf). Emil} 126. 135
Clemmon\. Ola1 ia 131
Clifford, Kcl<.cy 115, 129
Cline. Tim 141
Clinton. Larry 145
Clock. Lauren 131
Cloward. Jerry 208
Cluner. Moll} 8. 193
Cobb. Kaitlyn 13J
Cochrnnc, ChryMa 129
Coffey. Eril..a 127

Coffman. Alex 145
Colben. Jennifer 156
Cole. Samantha I 34
Colello, Erica I 28
Coleman, Briuney 169
Coleman, lesha 206
Colhoff. Denny 140
Collier, Erika 129, 149. 153
Collins. Micbael219
Collom. Kyle 211.212
Comiskey. Colleen 128
Conboy. Kristin 219
Condello. Dave 143
Connolly. Megan 128
Conrad. Kunis 140
Conroy. Susan 155
Conwell. James 103
Cooley. Jeff I 09
Cooley, Michael 125
Coon. Carissa 131
Coon. Tracy 133.219
Cooper, James 45
Cooper, Marsha 219
Cooper. Megan 131
Cooper. Monica 219
Copeland. Tim 148
Cosentino, Cara 134
Cosme. Jess 155
Coster. Felicia 133
Couingham. Lindsey 156
Coughlin. Mary 128
Council, Stacy 207
Counney,Tanner 148
Covi, Jeremy 141
Coy, Andy 140
Cozzens, Bill90, 91
Crank, Kelly 219
Crawford. Tara 21 0
Cronho1m. Rachel 133
Cronholm, Regan 133
Crosseu, David 219
Crouch, Joe. 125
Crowley, Jaclyn 134
Cruse. Amanda 135
Cuadrado, Sara I 35. 2 I 9. 228
Culbertson, Juliet 131
Cummins. Lea 135
Cunningham, Josh 141
Cunningham, Melissa 13 I
Curry. Lyndsey 156
Cusack, Dan 69
Czajkowski, Daniel219
Czerkies. Kate 129
Czyz. Natalie 219

D' Ascanio, Jess 135
Dahlgren. Steven 140
Dailey, Ebonni 207
Dalaskey. Rob 137
Dalesandro. Lindsey 213
Dalton, Kristlyn 20 I
Danca. Angela 179
Daniels. Hali 133
Daniels. Richard 144
Danks, Justin 148
Danner, Evan 138
Danm:r. Lisa 133
Darimont. Chris 147

Dasenbrook, Keith 145, 161
Daugherty. Daniel 7
Davidson. Lauren 219
Davis, Emily 205
Davis, Leslie 2 I 9
Davis, Shane 145
Davis. Shannon 211
Davi;, Sharece 219
Davis. Tyler 144
D'.tvis, Tyler 145
Davis-Chaplain, Dominique 153
Dawson. Jacob 50, 85
Day,Andrew 145
Dayal. Sonia 219
Dazzo. Christina I 32
DeCiark. Greg 140
Dees. Marcus 145
Deg. Michael 137
Dehner, Abigail 219
Deisher, Laura 129
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Rahm11n. ShahRukh ::! 13
Ram,. Hillary 57
Rumirez, Narissa 19.3
Ramsey. Elise I'17
Ra~mus~en. Nate 146
Rathbun. Kall 135
Rauch. Ashton 132
Raupp. Courtne} 134
Ra)bin. David Ill\
Raymond. Susan 224
Rut. Amanda 134
Read. Catherine 1.31
Readhead. Ivy 224
Rt"ck. Ashley 156
Redmond. Amanda 127
Reed. Bob 140
Reed. Renee~ha 214
Reel. Lindsey 156
Reetcr. Michael 145
Regalauo, Dave 141<
Reid, Bianca 224
Re,Jcr. Erica 132
Rettbl!rg. Bart 185
Re}nol~. Matt 141
Re:rnolds. Nate 141
Rhenume, Beth 212
Rhode~. Kathryn 107
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Ricca, Aly\'ill 66
Ru:cc111, Megan 128
Rice. Ranui 151\
Rich. Bryn :! II
Rich. StCH' 166
Rich;mhun. Amanda 1.30
Richen. Dana 13:!
R1chc,on. Bmnt ~OS
Rickert. Robin 130
Ricci.., Tnny 145
Riegel. Brant 206
Riegel. Br.mt .:!24
R1gg,. Tyler I 37
Rig'>b}. Rashaad 149
R1mna.:. Lauren 126. 133
Rmg. C.uthn I :!R
Rinkel. Jadyn 132
Rinl..el. Jennifer IJ:!
Riordan, Carrie 184
Rising. Jc\\ica 133
Ritter. Ja.:k I-ll\
Riuer. Ken :!2-1
Riuo. Brennan 21
Roan. TMt 127
Roberto. FmnJ.. 146
Rob1c:, Kntie I 35
Robinson. Darryl 149, 15 I
Robinson. Jcs>ica 127
Robinsnn, Nnticn I 3:!
Roche. Janet 135
Roenk!r<.berger. Daniel 128
Roger\. Ja1m 21.3
Rohr. Alan 14 I
Rolando. Dan1el 31. 144. 159
Rolfsen. Bryan 209
Romnno. M1chclle 129
ROillllllOW\J..i. Jill 10
Roonc}. Amy 134
Rore}. Renee 209
Ro..c. D,l\e 1~6
Ro-.ebaum. Tam 2 I
Ro\CbeiT). Je,,ica :!24
Roseberry. Lauren 132
Rosinia. Jarne~ 224
Ross, L:luren 127
Ro,,i. Nid 141!
Roth. Jumc~ 147
Rmh. Paige 1.34
Roth. Rynn 141
Roth. Wilham 224
Rottman. Jes\ica 129
Rucko,. Lauren I JS
Ruholl. Kevin :!24
Runyon. Kcll} 4-1
Ruprecht. Taylor 134
Rusk. Eric 224
Rus\CII. Emil) 132
Ruth. Ale\ 137
Rutherford. Jeffrey 137. 183
Rutherforu. Kevin 145
Ruwc, Ale\ 141
Ruzidl, Kimocrly 131
R} m;tr.:t} k. Stephanie 127. 159

Sabella. Ruche! 127
Sabo1ino. Nate 145
Sabuco. Rocco 125
Sachs. Phillip 140
Sakoda. S..:ot 140
Salamone!. Kell) 117
Salerno. Jn\Cph 145
Salihar. D;m 148
Sallade. Jcnmfer :!24

Sallee. Brady 16q
Salmond. Scott 143
Samojedny. Mnu 14!1
Samuel. Dnrryl 149
Sanchez. Manm 141
Sander\. Paul I 41
Samnto>. Kri,tin H\5
s~. Malgor1:Ha 128
Sn:.idharan. Sandra 183
Sattleberg. Matt 14X
Sauerwein. Chri~ 141
Saunders. Valerie 60
Savage. Andrew 146
Savage. Ben 1311
Sa, age, Chara) 181
Sa} re. Lind~e} 1J I
Socrtoli. Anthony 14~
Scaggs. Ali~ha 211
Scanlon, Bobby 145
Sdmack, Jill ian 131
Schaefer. Andrew 146
Schaefer. Angela 1~R
Schaefer. Je~>ica I 30
Schaefer. Kim 135
Schaefer. Meli~,a 151l
S•hafer. Chud 146
Sl·haffer. Michael 143. 208. 225
Schnmbach, Colton 141
Schambach. Jcn,en 141
Scharf. Megan :! II
Scheef. Jenn 131
Schell. Lauren 135
Schenke. Lnura 225
Scherle. Jarrod 144
Schiffer. Michele 1.12
Schiller. Molly 1~8
Schmidt, Brandon 137
Schmttz, Jim 177
Schmitz. Katie 133
Schnarr. C~'1e I ::!9
Schneidhorst. Am} 7Q
Schollmeier. Matt 146
Schone. Rachel 127
Schoolman. Snra 133
Schoppe. Ryan 125
Schreiber. Andy 148
Schreiner. Jill 130
Schroeder. Je,>ka I B
Schroeder. Lucia :! l l
S..:huch. Justin 57. 211
Schuerman, Kmhryn 225
Schuette. Kim 179
Schuetz, Ben 14il
Schuld. Li~a D4
Schultl. Samamha 151\
Schumacher. Rich 141. 161
Schwaru. Mark 90. 91
Schwendau. Jenmler I 3~
Schwenk, Debra 225
S~hwimmer, Dnviu 140
Scobbic. Sarah 127
Stott. Amber 131
Scott, Daniellc 211 , :!14. 225
Scott. Gent!"} D 1
Scrh en. Stephamc 135
Scully. Amanda 225
Seamann. Mall(•ry 134
Seaverson, A,hlcy 2:!5
See. Jncquely11 225
Seibl!rt. Brian 144
Seifert. Rebecca 2:!5
Self. Core} 137
ScndeJns. L11 133
Senesac. Ryan I-ll
Senger. Laun:n 155
Sewlin, Robert 143

Sermen.he1m. Amy 129
Serpico. Je.,&icll 128
Scthfl. Au,tin 140
Scym1ulur. Joe,ph lli
Shah, Mitsu 148
Sh;unaugh. Marcin 1~3
Sha\\. George I 45
Shaw. Joe 146
Sh:l\\. Sarah 156
Shearrill. Najah 207
Sheet\, Mike 148
Shem1ack. Mario 141
Sherol.y, Benjamin 137
Sherr. Kelsey 135
Shm. Dom1mc 1-16
Shore. Kell} 212
Shore... Annabcth 133
Short. Ca.,sie 201
Shortridge. Nathan 152
S1cmer. Hannah 127
S1gler. John 4q
S•l\e,tri. Jad}n 127
S•m. k"1ca 1 I~
S1mp,on. Andre" 137
S1mpwn. Curti~ 148
Simp,on. Stephanie 132
Silm, Domtnique 153. 169
Sincni. Sam 148
Sin!., Bryan 208
Sin~. Christme 206
Sippel. Je~~ic-.1 :!25
Sisk. Jc\\ICa 225
Suem<lre. Sam 127
SJ..•dmore. Zach 177
S~ l ar, Marcy 127
Sk17ypctak. Karyn 134
SJ..i7yp<:Lak. Laura 13~. 1.35
Sk\\iif\l..i. Brad 141
Slater. Chn., 125
Slater. Lauren 127
Slnttery. Morgan I 26. I :!M
Slevn, Pill 147
Sloan, Jam1e I55
Slom;ki. Tom 146
Sloto. A\hlc} 189
Slo'' mJ... Samantha 128
Smuh. Cmhenne 130
Smuh. Clatn: 155
Sm1th. Dem* 212
Sm1th. Dem\ha 1-19, 154. 2:!:'\
Smuh. Diane lOS
Sm1th, Jucob I 39
Smith, Jenny 135
Smuh. Julie :!:?5
Srn1th. Kdth} 126. 129
Sm11h. Kel-.c) 127
Smuh. Kmten :! 13
Smuh. Mudeline 207
Smuh. Prc\lon 31. 3:?
Smith. Ryan 148
Sm11h. Shawnnn :!:!5
Sneed. Sara 125
Sn:ruer. Kn,tina 127
Sn)der.Rache 127
Sobotka. Sllf'J 131
Soderlund. Lauren :2:!5
Solcornon. Omar 165. 207
Sopdc, Lauren 195
Soutar. Maria 225
Sowa, Bnnn :!11
Sowar. Stan 141
Sparacio. Jenna 134
Spark~. Pat 24
Spear. SP<'ncer 225
Spellman. Keely 134
Spencer. Kelly 212

Speth. Whuncy I U
Spidle. Courtney 130
Spitz, Janice 127
Spoo. Bob 197

Sprague, Pat 145
Sprehe. Chcbc:y 134
Springer. Jetf 146
Staffan. Julie 13-l
S1ahl. Blake 146
Stanlmet. Shelby I 34
Sta~ka. OJ 145
Staudohar, Diann 1.31
Stecker. Kylu: 12R
Steele. Emily 21-1. 2:!8
Stec!le. Jim 147
Steiert. Am) 134
Stein. Sha}na 15tl
Steinberg. We-.tun 137
Stendeback, Mallory 225
Stephens. Amnnt.l:• 128
Sterkowitl. Aly,,o I27
Sterko,,iu. A-.hh:y 127
Sterricker. Hannah 135
Steven~. Dave loll
Steven~. Jan 105
Steven•. Le;leigh 13::!
Steven~on. Jolynn :!06
Stewart. Jamc• 210
Stewan. Molly 133
Stewart. Sevada 207
Stewart. Shannon 125
Stilman. A'hlee 130
Stock, Kel'c!) 2U
Stock. Margaret 128
Stoczynski, Angelo 225
Stoik. Phill. 125
Stone. Dan 148
Stonewall. Ben 146
Stonlllm. Luca' 141
Stotts. Lauren 131
Strache. Jill I 30
Strack. Karolina 22!!
Strnnko. Jeremy 145
Stratton. James 225
Street. Daniel 76
Street, Tro) 140
Streit. Ed 143
Strobel. Lmd,ay U5
Stroble. Tom 137
Strohm. Mnrc1e 212
Stroik, Phillip 124
StrumsJ..i, John 225
Sullivan. Ja,minc 207
Supple. Erin 134
Sutton. Jereu I 46
Sutton. Lind>a} 133
Swanberg. R)an 136. 146
Swansbro. Mnndi 212
Swanson. Aly,,a I34
Swanson. Jennifer 25. 134
Swart7, Rob 148
Swartz. Snra 134
Swider\ld. Kyle 146
Switzer.Abb1e 127
Syse. Deborah 225
Slczech. Greg 138
S7ctesniak. Chri~topher 226
S.m_1urlo. Chmtina 131
Szykowny. Rachel 121\

Taake. Tanner 145
Tnmayo. Dan 141!
Tannenbaum. Nick 144

Tanner. Anthony 137, 226
Tanner. M1chah 148
Tarr. Eugen.: 140
Tarris. Kaylee 132
Ta~,o,one. Sara 133
Taylor. Devin 135
Taylor. Kyla 226
Taylor. Langston 151
Tebbe. Theodore 159
Temby, Ashton 128
Temples. M31) 226
Teska. Michelle 128
Thacker.~nny 140
The1s. A\hle) 128
Thomas. Antoine 198
Thomp~on. Abby 130
Thompson. Andrea 207
Thomp.,on, Jim 141
Thompson. Kristen 226
Thompson. Mary Jo 156
Thompson. PJ
Thornton. Brittni 127
Thurman. Sontina 226
Thurmond. Beth 206
Tidwell. Jamo:~ 72
Todd. Ale\ia 130
Todd. Khclan 207
Tocnnies, Alicia 127
Toland. Shannon 135
Tolben, Ale~ !52
Tonra. Kate 129
Topps. David 143
Toren. Matt 136. 140. 159
Torres. Alex 146
Tone. Erik 148
Tone. Kyle 148
Tovar. Nick 146
Tramor. Kathleen 155
Tmn. Khoa 206
Traub. Jefl 141
Treddenmck. Mike 148
Trevino. Ray 146
Tricasc, Nick 143
Tric1enberg. Matt 213
Triggs. Alecia 210
Troccoli. Emma 135
Trombetta. Jorie 134
Truttman. Amanda 134
Tsangos. St.:ve 140
Tsukuno. David 226
Tubbs. Cally 131
Tucker. Ale:>.andria 134
Tumang. Scony 141
Tureff. Karen 135
Turk, Ryne 144
Turner. Amelia 127
Thrner. Ja.,imyne 156
Turner, Kri-;tnlyn 226
Turner. Sally 72
Turner. Shawntella 226
Tunle. Painted 132. 134
Twans. Allison 135
Tyler. Eric 125
T) ler. Stephen 149. 151
Tyree. Sean 147

Udowitl, Steve 138
Uhe. Jenna 172. 173. 226
Ula!>zck. Kyle 148
Ullrich, Barrett 140
Unger. Becca 131
Urbanow<>ki. Tricia 128
U-.eldmg. Tara 127

We~t.

Valadez. N1ck 143
Valavams. Catherine 133
Valentine, Kyle 122
Van Bys'>um, Max 206
Vanc leave, Matt 148
VanDyke, Hillary 24
Vannorsdel. Becky 134
Varland. Ktn 134
Va..que1. Dan1ela 206.226
Vru,o;er, Xa,.iera 207
Vaughn. Leah 211.214
Veach. Emily 135
Vedrm, Ca~~ie 134
VehO\'IC. Daniel 197
Vcle1. Valerie 226
Verley. Samh 156
Vern am. John 145
Vernon. Anthony 226
Ve,eli. Albu1cna 132
Veseli. Lumnije 132
Ve,-.eh. Ke'm 144
Vetmvec. Kri\ 133
Vever~a. Melis">a 156
Vinyard. Qli, ia 132
Vito~\. Kevm 137
Vurp1llat. Ana-Alicia 155

Wabol. Katclyn 127
Wachter. Danielle 127
Wagner, Lind5ay 133
Waite. Brittney 134
Waite. Brooke 134
Walcott. Nicole 2226
Walkenbach. Kun 137
Walker. Rachel 135
Walker. Reggie 145
Wallace. A'hley 132
Wallace, Brittany 195
Walktce. Jo<o1c 135
Wallace. Mary 166. 173
Wal\h.l:.rin 129
Wal\h. Kelly 132
Wal>h. Nicole 226
Walters. P1erre 197
Walton. Lace 133
Ward. Mans>a 226
Ward. Meghan 131
Wargo. Jane II 226
Warner. Aly~sa 206
wa.,how. TJ 145
Wavak. Matt 140
Watkins, Corey 207
Watson, Cedric 149
Watson. Cleopatm 153. 226
Wahon. Dan 226
Wath. Chane! 134
Wawo)'ntak. Lindsay 132
Waymann. Samantha 128
Weaver. Adam 147
Weaver. Tim 226
Weber. Bnan 145
Weber. Lyndsey 116
Webster. Clay 17
Wegener, Taryn 134
Wehrle. l..:1cey 135
Weiser. EliLabeth 132
Welker. Megan 133
Well maker. Tiara 207
Wells. Brittan) 127
Welsh. Mitch 148
We~kerna. Ntcole 226

Kath) 129
Wheeler. Rebecca 226
Wh1gham. Jonathan 8
Whuaker. Pat 145
White. Andrew 64. 208
Whuc. Angela 128
White. Darius 86. 207
Wh1tc, Jeff 140
White. Sam 156
White, Shelly 128
Whitlatch. Michelle 226
Wiberg. Paul 207
Wie,brock. Lmdsay 127
Wie"ing. Aaron 144
Wilber. Eric 43, 70. 83
Wilburn. Marjie 217
William> Ill. Wayne 149
William!>, Evan 141
Williams, !leather 226
William... Inn Ryan 207
Williams. Jenny 189
William~. Mallory 131
William... Tre;ier 149. 154
Willt,, Mtchael149. 151
Willman. Luca'> 145
Wilson. Magg1e 127
Wil,on. M1chael 226
Wimmc~tcdt. Kaitlyn 131
Wimmerstedt. Steph 135
Win~ler. Jake 148
Winnett. Tanner 143
Winnie. Jonnthon 137
Win,1ow. Le,ley 131
Winterbottom. Man 148
Wi-.ecup. Sarah 227
Wi~n1ewsk1. Ashley 133
Wi'>nle"'ki. Ma>. 137
Witon. John 148
WitowlcL. Alhe 35
Wnukow\ki, Br.mdyn 141
Wodarski, Counne) I'27
Wohlhnn. Abigail 132
Wojewo.:ki, Carrie 133
WoiJ.., Kel~ey 133
Wollan. Melody 212
Wonderlieh, Sami 130
Wood~. Alex 140
WIXxh. Nick 210
Woodwonh. Samantha 227
Wor~man. Laune 135
Wnght. Jenna 129
Wu~'ow. Laura 75.210
Wynn. James 227
Wyrobek. Erin 131
Wys~. A~hley 135

laret. h.atrina 211
/avoral. Patnck 208
7..emalll<;, Paul 136. 148. 158, 161
lervth. Anastru.ios 143
Z1emcr. Jonathon 148
Zimmerman. Laura 133
Zimmcm1an. Roben 137
Zipparro. Anthony 227
Zoebek. Jo<>eph 159
Lotto. Laura 131
Zubek. Richard 227
Zuccarelli. Becca 133
7ulann, Adriana 134
Zuro. Tiffan) 135
Zwettler. Ale\ 195
Zw1ro'~~ki. Jillian 155. 227
Zydck. Kimberly 131. 203

y
Yudron. Andrea I:!6. 133
Yaka,, N1colctte 227
Yamamoto. Kelly 130
Yoko,ouhan. Blake 145
Yor~. Brian 227
Yo,t. Mark 148
Young, Chel~ie 207
Youngberg. Geoff 145
Younker. Amy 227
Yount. J()rdan 143
You,af. Farjad 121 I~5

Zachary. \Villiam 138
Zang. Alysha 132
Zappa. John 145
laranu. John 145
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,lfi/, ,,f,,5'i ll/' /,1
The majority of the photographs were taken by the photography staff with Canon Rebel XTi and Canon 30d d igital
cameras. Photo!) were adapted 10 black and white in Adobe Photoshop CS3. Senior portraits were taken b) DaVor
Photograph).

'{ fl/' 'I
All copy was written b)' staff reporter , the Daily Eas1rrn 1\ews alfiliates and journalism students.
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The 2,000 copies of the 90th edition of the \\'arblcr yearbook \\ere printed on LEGEL\TI GLOSS 100# stock \.\ith
a Smyth Sewn Hard cover binding. We used AWPC lonts Basic Class, Baskerville, Ebony, Daisy and Times fonts
thro
' { (1! 1 ( ' i

The cover was designed by Christine Godbey and Brittncy Ferris and printed on a +-color satin Laminate. The front
and back end sheets were printed on standard white endleaf sheet!:>. The photo is a composite of Booth Library u. ing
other \ Va
,l j}>Nlu rlifl ll
The 2008-2009 Warbler was produced on two ~ Iacintosh computers using Adobe JnDesign CS3, Adobe Photoshop
CS3, MacOSaiX mosaic program and Microsoft \Vord. The 'W arbler has been pan of EIU Student Publications and
the official yearbook or Eastern Illinois University since J 913. h was produced by the yearbook staiT and printed by
\\'alsworth Publishing in Brookfield, ~ Io.

Cost of the yearbook is incorporated into student fees for full-time EIU students. Yearbooks arc distributed by yearbook
staff to graduming students at spting commencement ceremonies, at the ~l;utin Luther Kingjr. ~ lemorial Union and at
Textbook Rental.
C( (1/,/(/ rl

The \ Varbler Yearbook
Student Publications
181 I Buzzard Hall
600 Lincoln A,·c.
Charleston, IL 61920
(21 7) 581-2815
warbler@ei u .cdu
http:/ hnvw.eiu.edu/-\\'arbler/tcxt/home.html

(i/, II II k.;
The 2008-2009 staff of the \ \'arblcr would like to thank our continuously patiem and always emhusiastic advise1: Sally
Tuner, for her hard work and guiding hand throughout the year (as well as all the snacks). We would like 10 thank
Walsworth yearbooks. e peciall) our representatives jon Kauffinan andjaymie Beckman for always having an answer for
our questions. \\'e would also like to thank the chair of the journalism department, Dr. Tidwell, staff of The Dai{l' Eastern

Walsworth.
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